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ABSTRACT
 
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company - Western Division 
(MDAC-WD) Report No. SM-46978A, S-IVB-205 Stage Flight Test 
Plan documents the MDAC-WD requirements and responsibilities 
relative to the S-IVB-205 stage of the Saturn IB vehicle 
AS-205/CSM-101 flight test that will be conducted by 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) at 
the Kennedy Space Center. The test plan defines the 
MDAC-WD support activities and reports required under 
NASA Contract NAS7-101. 
DESCRIPTORS
 
AS-205/CSM-101 mission sequence of events 
S-IVB-205 stage mission mass characteristics 
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PREFACE
 
The purpose of this report is to provide a flight test plan
 
for the Saturn S-IVB-205 stage. In general, it provides
 
information and direction to McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
 
Company - Western Division personnel at Huntington Beach,
 
Florida Test Center, and Marshall Space Flight Center.
 
Included in this report are detailed descriptions of the
 
following: AS-205/CSM-101 mission and objectives, S-IVB-205
 
stage objectives and configuration, launch mission rules,
 
flight sequence of events, mass characteristics, and pro­
pulsion system performance predictions.
 
This report was prepared under National Aeronautics and
 
Space Administration Contract NAS7-101, and issued in
 
accordance with the contractual requirements of NAS7-10
 
Contract Data Requirements, Saturn S-IVB Stage and GSE,
 
MSFC-DRL-021, dated 1 February 1968.
 




This report contains the second issue of MDAC-WD Report
 
No. SM-46978, S-IVB-205 Stage Flight Test Plan and completely
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This document delineates the requirements and responsibilities of the
 
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company - Western Division (MDAC-WD)
 
in support of the S-IVB-205 stage flight test. The flight test,-as
 
defined in this test plan, will be limited to the S-IVB contribution
 
toward the accomplishment of the AS-205 flight mission and the S-IVB
 




This document provides information and direction to NDAC-WD personnel
 
comprising the Saturn S-IVB Test Planning and Evaluation Committees at
 
MDAC-WD Huntington Beach, California, Florida Test Center (FTC), and the
 
liaison team at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Huntsville, Alabama.
 
Detailed descriptions of the following are included:
 
a. Launch Vehicle objectives
 
b. S-IVB stage objectives
 
c. S-IVB stage configuration
 
d. S-IVB stage launch mission rules and redlines
 




The S-IVB-205 stage was assembled at MDAC-WD Huntington Beach, California,
 
where production tests of components and systems were accomplished. The
 
stage was then transported to MDAC-WD/Sacramento Test Center (STC), where
 
the acceptance firing test program was conducted. This program consisted
 
of manual and automatic subsystem checkouts, integrated systems tests, a
 
simulated acceptance firing countdown, and an automatic propellant loading
 
test. A full duration acceptance firing test followed these preliminary
 
tests. The firing demonstrated the adequacy of the S-IVB-205 stage systems
 
to perform at sea level conditions. Postfire checkout included manual leak
 
checks, functional tests, and an all systems test (AST) using stage internal
 





of modifications were made prior to and after the stage entered an
 
extended storage at STC. The stage was then shipped to MIDAC-WD/FTC.
 
Upon arrival, the S-IVB-205 stage was subjected to'post transport
 
receiving inspections and was later mated to the assigned aft interstage.
 
At the time of launch, the S-IVB-205 stage will also have undergone
 
prelaunch stage systems checkouts and integrated launch and space vehicle
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The AS-205 is the fifth Saturn IB flight and the first to be manned.
 
The basic purpose of the mission is to launch and insert a manned
 
block II Apollo spacecraft into a near earth orbit to verify the
 
spacecraft/crew operations and systems performance. Figure 2-1 presents
 




McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company - Western Division (MDAC-WD)
 
considers MSFC Flight Mission Directive for Apollo Saturn IB Missions
 
(reference l)*as the official document for providing necessary launch
 
vehicle mission requirements. The Apollo Flight Mission Assignments
 
document (reference 2) and the Program Support Requtrements document
 




The mission directive states that a Primary Objective is a statement of
 
the primary purpose of the flight (Note: The primary objectives are
 




a. 	Demonstrate CSM/crew performance
 
b. 	Demonstrate crew/space vehicle/mission support facilities
 
.performance during a manned CSM mission
 
c. Demonstrate CSM rendezvous capability.
 
A Mandatory Detailed Test Objective, as defined in the mission directive,
 
is a principle detailed test objective which must be satisfactorily com­
pleted on the assigned mission. Failure to do so would unduly compromise
 
subsequent flight schedules and/or require subsequent space vehicle
 
reconfiguration. There are no launch vehicle mandatory detailed ob­
jectives according to the mission directive.
 
Principle Detailed Objective, as defined in,the mission directive, is a
 
detailed test objective which must be accomplished prior to the lunar
 
landing mission. Any principle detailed test objective not satisfactorily
 
completed on the assigned mission can be attempted on a subsequent
 




*References are given in appendix 11 
 2-1 
follows:
objectives, which are listed in the mission directive, are as 

a. Demonstrate the adequacy of the launch vehicle attitude control 
system for orbital operation 
b. Demonstrate S-IVB orbital safing capability 
Evaluate S-IVB J-2 engine ASI line modification.
c. 

The mission directive defines a Secondary Detailed Test Objective as a
 
detailed test objective which would provide significant data or experience
 
The launch
but which is not a prerequisite to the lunar landing mission. 

vehicle secondary detailed test objectives, which are listed in the
 
mission directive, are as follows:
 
Evaluate the S-IVB/IU orbital coast lifetime capability
a. 









The S-IB flight of the launch vehicle trajectory is initiated at first
 
motion, which nominally occurs 5.0 sec after Guidance Reference Release
 
(GRR). The time of umbilical disconnect establishes time base one (TBl)
 
which nominally occurs 0.2 sec after first motion.
 




Center launch complex 34 on ac4@ deg launch azimuth. A pitch and roll
 
maneuver will then be initiated at 10.2 sec from first motion to achieve
 
the proper vehicle orientation for a 72 deg flight azimuth.
 
Table 2-1 is a summary of the flight mass summary presented in appendix 2.
 
Maximum dynamic pressure (Max Q) is predicted to occur at 75.0 sec from
 
first motion; the predicted flight conditions at that time are presented
 
in table 2-2. At 134.5 sec from first motion a tilt arrest mode is
 
initiated to freeze vehicle attitude. The S-IB propellant depletion
 
level sensors are actuated at 136.9 sec from first motion, initiating
 
time base two (TB2). When the depletion sensors indicate a dry tank,
 









in height or flatness of the chip, or the use of devices
 
from different manufacturers in the same hybrid circuit.
 
The face of the bonding transducer's tip must be paral­
lel to the chip face. Otherwise the bond will be made
 
by one edge of the tip, rather than the entire face.
 
This makes the bond area smaller and the concentration
 
of bonding pressure can thin the wire excessively and
 
may damage or fracture the chip surface. It has been
 
found that the ultrasonic vibration during bonding de­
graded some devices. A type 2N2432 transistor appli­
cation where low leakage current requirements existed 
(2 nano-amperes) had 3 out of,4 failures after bonding 
[Ref. 20]. 
C. 	Soldering 




1. 	 SLT (Soli Logic Technology). Employed by IBM, 
this method uses glass-sealed chips and solder­
coated copper balls or solder alone. The joint­
is "made" by reflowing the solder with the device 
face down on the substrate in position. IBM 
tests suggest that the method is as reliable as 
the 	conventional wire bonding. 
2. 	 iqrolderin can bond relatively large leads, 
.010' to when employing cased miniature030'
parts in a microcircuit. Many'of the limitations
 
of manual soldering can be overcome'by dynamically­
controlled resistance soldering and reflow methods.
 
But 	soldering cannot be used to bond thin gold leads
 




from first.motion, and outboard engines are ,programmed to cutoff 3 sec
 
later. Outboard engine cutoff initiates, time base three (TB).
 
S-IVB/S-IB physical separatioa occurs at approximately 144.49 sec after
 
first motion. Table 2-3 presents predicted trajectory -conditions at
 
separation. Figures 2-3 through 2-8 show the.predicted time histories
 
of certain trajectory parameters during S-IB powered flight.
 
2..2.1.2 S-IVB Stage Flight
 
After S-IB/S-IVB separation retrorockets force the "S-IB stage away from
 
the S-IVB/spacecraft, and ullage rockets are fired to ensure that S-IVB
 
propellants are settled. Engine Start Command (ESC) will nominally
 
occur at 145.8 sec from first motion, initiating a one sec fuel lead and
 
subsequent thrust buildup. Ninety percent thrust will be attained at
 
149.4 sec from first motion.
 
Vehicle attitude remains frozen from S-IB tilt arrest until the
 
Iterative Guidance Mode (IGM) is initiated at 25 sec after TB3, or
 
nominally at 168.11 sec from first motion. At this time guidance
 
commands in pitch.and yaw are issued to obtain a close approximation to
 
an optimal path (that which requires the least propellant consumption)
 
to achieve the desired end conditions of attitude and velocity magnitude
 
and direction. S-IVB-205 will be flown with an open-loop propellant
 
utilization system, with the engine mixture ratio (EMR) shift from 5.5
 
to 4.5 programmed to occur at 308.6 sec from'Engine Start Command.
 
Guidance will te staged (i.e., guidance constants changed) nominally
 
0.2 sec later and will go into an artificial tau mode for 35 sec. At
 
approximately 589.5 sec from first motion, the chi tilde mode is
 
initiated, at which time the IGM switches from a guidance compute
 
interval of 1.5 sec to 1.25'sec, and the equations are changed such
 
that only the final velocity magnitude and' direction constraints are
 
considered. At 5.0 sec before S-IVB cutoff the guidance commands are
 
frozen (chi freeze) and are held constant through the cutoff transient.
 
Predicted J-2 Engine Cutoff Command is 614.5 sec after liftoff.
 
Appendix 3 shows a tabulation of the predicted S-IVB flight trajectory.
 
Tables 2-4 and 2-5 present predicted trajectbry conditions at Guidance
 





through 2-17 show predicted time histories of selected trajectory and
 




2.2.2.1 S-IVB Orbital Safing'Operation
 
Approximately one day after orbital insertion, the command service
 
module (CSM) will rendezvous with the spent S-IVB/IU/SLA to demonstrate
 
the CSM active rendezvous capability for subsequeit'Apollo missions in
 
which.a CSM rescue capability may be required. Prior to rendezvous, the
 
S-IVB stage will demonstrate orbital safing capability, with all
 
operations to be completed prior to 4-1/2hr after insertion.
 
At 0.4 sec after time base 4 (TB4) a non-propulsive vent (NPV) of the
 
LH2 tank will be initiated and continued for 1,260 sec. At TB4 +30.2 sec
 
a 30 sec propulsive LOX vent will be initiated. A dump of LOX through
 




Table 2-6 presents orbital trajectory parameters before and after the
 
LOX dump. The-most noticeable effect of the dump impulse upon the
 
trajectory is a 19 nmi increase in apogee altitude.
 
2.2.2.2 S-IVB Attitude Maneuvers
 
Vehicle attitude is frozen from approximately 5.0 sec prior to S-IVB
 
cutoff until TB4 t20 sec, at which time a pitch maneuver is initiated
 
to align the vehicle centerline along the local horizontal. This
 
attitude is maintained throughout S-IVB orbital safing operations until
 
approximately 9,000 sec from liftoff. At this time (over Carnarvon) the
 
crew will take over the launch vehicle attitude control system for 3 min
 
and perform a sequence of manual maneuvers in the pitch, yaw, and roll
 
planes. Following manual maneuvers, vehicle control is resumed by the
 




Figure 2-1Tpresents pictorially the S-IVB orbital attitude maneuvers.
 
S-IVB/CSM separation occurs at approximately 10,495 sec from liftoff in
 





trajectory conditions at this time are presented in table 2-6. Following 
separation the S-IVBIU/SLA is maneuvered as shown in figure 2-17 into, 
a retrograde attitude, parallel to the local horizontal, with fin 
position I up. Thi attitude is maintained for the duration of 
S-IVB stage active lifetime. 
2.2.3 Alternate Mission
 
The ,alternate inflight mission capability, in the event of a one S-IB 
engine shutdowmn is that the desired orbit may be attained by using the 
remaining seven S-IB engines, S-IVB burn, and Service Module Propulsion 
System (SPS) burn to orbit. Due to the low nominal level of available 
usable propellants at S-IVB cutoff, there is a relatively low probability 
of achieving prescribed orbital conditions following an S-IB engine 
shutdown. In the event of an S-IVB engine failure, an abort mission 





PREDICTED S-IEB-205 FLIGET MASS SUMMARY 







ESC 90 PERCENTTHRUST 






DUMP~ DUMP SEAATO 
Frost 100- 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 
" Separation Package 31t 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 01 
Ullage Rockets 39B,. 394 334 222 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Launch Escape 8,986 8,986 8,986 8,986 0 0 0 0 0 0, 
Command Module 13,050 13,050 13,050 13,050 13,050 13,050 12,050 13,050 13,050 0 
Service Module 10,918 10,918 10,918 10,918 10,918 10,918 10,918 10,918 10,918 0 
SM Propellant 8;887 8,887 8,887 8,887 8,887 8,887 8,881 8,887 8,887 O 
SLAKing 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 0V 
Adapter (SLA) 3.655 3,655 3,655 3,655 3,655 3,655 3,655 3,655 3,655 3,655 
Instrument Unit 4,280 4,280 4,280 4,280 4,280 4,280 4,280 4,280 4,280 4,280 
S-IVB-205 Dry Stage 21,834 21,834 21,834 21,834 21,834 21,834 21,834 21,834 21,834 21,834 
LOX in Tank 192,906 192,906 192,906 192,504 54,868 1,326 1,237 1,237 0 0 
LOX Ullage Gas 36 36 36 37 258 367 365 262 168 128 
LOX below Tank 367 367 367 397 397 397 367 367 0 0 
LR2 in Tank 39,599 39,599 39,599 39.481 14,271 2,026 1,999 0 0 0 
LH2 Ullage Gas 169 169 169 !71 364 502 502 436 427 300 
LH2 below Tank 68 48 48 58 58 58 48 0 0 0 
Cold Delim 330 '. 330 330 329 225 179 179 179 0 0 
APS Propellant 131 131 131 131 127 125 125 105 102 85 
GH2 Start Tank 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Service Items 56 I 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 
Total Mass (ibm) 305,879 1305,740 305,681 305,087 133,339 67,751 67,593 65,357 63,468 30,339 
Tim from Liftoff (sec) 0.000 144.490I 145.810 149.310 454.900 614.540 615.940 5,666.100 6,386.100 10,495.000 
September 1968 
11 
2-6 N 0 
TABLE 2-2 
PREDICTED ASL205 FLIGHT CONDITIONS AT 
MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
PARAMETER UNITS MSFC PREDICTED 
Flight Time (t) sec 75.0 
Dynamic Pressure (q) lbf/ft2 659.7 
Altitude (h) ft 40,427.5 
Free Stream Velocity (VRM) ft/sec 11,458.6 
Mach Number (M) -- 1.51-
Ambient Pressure (PA) lbf/ft2 415.3 
Pitch Angle of Attack (a) -deg -O.74 












































Pitch Angle of Attack 






























































AT S-IVB GUIDANCE CUTOFF 
PARAMETER UNITS MDAC-WD MSFC 
Flight Time (t) sec 614.54 614.63 
Vertical Distance (Xe) ft -126,339 -127,925 
Crossrange Distance (Ye) ft 304,503 304,934 
Downrange Distance (Ze) ft 6,087,587 6,092,903 
Vertical Velocity (ie) ft/sec -6,791.8 -6,797.8 
Crossrange Velocity (Ye) ft/sec 1,770.7 1,771.3 
Downrange Velocity (Ze) ft/sec 23,141.5 23,139.7 
Relative Velocity (Ve) ft/sec 24,182.5 24,182.5 
Inertial Velocity (VI) ft/sec 25,527.1 25,527.1 
Inertial Flight Path (y') deg -0.0067 -0.0067 
Elevation Angle I 
Inertial Flight Path (Y2it) deg 85.891 85.901 
Azimuth Angle 
Altitude (h) ft 747,859 747,837 






PREDICTED AS-205/CSM-101 TRAJECTORY CONDITIONS
 
AT ORBIT INSERTION 
PARAMETER UNITS MDAC-WD MSFC 
Flight Time (t) sec 624.54 624.63 
Vertical Distance (Xe )e ft -195,598 -197,025 
Crossrange Distance (Y e) ft 322,300 322,724 
Downrange Distance (Z e) ft 6,318,817 6,324,169 
Vertical Velocity (Xe) ft/sec -7,054.5 -7,061.0 
Crossrange Velocity (Ye) ft/sec 1,787.0 1,787.7 
Downrange Velocity (Ze) ft/sec 23 ,082.7 23,082.8 
Relative Velocity (Ve) ft/sec 24,202.7 24,204.2 
Inertial Velocity (V1) ft/sec 25,547.4 25,549.2 
Inertial Flight Path (yi deg -0.002 -0.002 
Elevation Angle I 
Inertial Flight Path (y2 ') deg 86.303 86.313 
Azimuth Angle I 
Altitude (h) ft 747,893 747,869 
Range (s) ft 6,199,275 6,204,634 
Inclination i) deg 31.61 31.61 
Eccentricity (e) deg 0.004 0.004 
Period (P) min 89.5 89.5 
*Apogee Altitude (hAP) nmi 148.8 149.8 
*Perigee Altitude (hP) nmi 120.0 119.9 
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MAINTAIN INERTIAL PITCH TO LOCAL BEGIN MANUAL INITIATE +30 INITIATE -120 
ATTITUDE TB4 +0.0 SEC HORIZONTAL AND MANEUVERS: PULSE PITCH UP PITCH DOWN 
MAINTAIN ORBITAL IN EACH AXIS MANEUVER 9,030 SEC MANEUVER 9,050 SEC 




INITIATE -50 INITIATE +50 3 RETURN CONTROL TO IU.
 
ROLL MANEUVER ROLL MANEUVER YAW MANEUVER YAW MANEUVER PITCH TO LOCAL HORIZ
 








INITIATE MANEUVER INITIATE INERTIAL S-IVB/CSM INITIATE PITCH
 
TO PITCH -20 BELOW HOLD AT 10,275 SEC SEPARATION MANEUVER TO RETRO-

LOCAL HORIZONTAL 10,500 SEC GRADE ATTITUDE AND
 
AND MAINTAIN 9,780 SEC MAINTAIN 11,820 SEC
 
*TIMES OTHER THAN THOSE NOTED AT TIME BASE 4 (TB4) ARE GROUND
 
ELAPSED TIME FROM LAUNCH VEHICLE GUIDANCE REFERENCE RELEASE (GRR)
 












The purpose of the S-IVB stage objectives is to verify the performance
 
of the S-IVB stage airframe and stage systems, to confirm the compati­
bility of the S-IB/S-IVB vehicle interfaces, and to determine and
 
evaluate the internal and external stage environments. It should be
 
noted that the stage objectives describe the evaluation efforts to be
 
accomplished exclusively by McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company -

Western Division (MDAC-WD) and do not -ompletely satisfy the mission
 
objectives. Mission objectives, described in section 2 of this document,
 
are satisfied by the cumulative evaluation efforts of MSFC, MDAC-WD, and
 




3.1 Airframe Structural Integrity
 
Verify the structural integrity of the S-IVB stage during launch, boost,
 
and powered flight. This objective will be achieved by the-evaluation
 
of the structural integrity of the following airframe components:
 
a. LH2 tank assembly
 




3.2 Main Propulsion System
 




This objective will be achieved by evaluation of the performance of the
 
following systems: the J-2 engine, LH2, LOX, and stage pneumatic
 





Predicted propulsion system performance curves are presented in
 
figures AP 5-1 through AP 5-25. Average predicted propulsion system
 
performance parameters are presented in table AP 5-1.
 
3.2.1 J-2 Engine Performance and Conditioning
 








b. 	J-2 engine thrust chamber chilldown time, thermal gradients
 
and response of the structure to chilldown.
 
c. 	J-2 engine start bottle chilldown, loading, conditions at
 




d. 	J-2 engine control helium sphere prepressurization and
 
loading, conditions at liftoff, usage during burn and
 
environmental effects during flight.
 
e. 	J-2 engine sequencing.
 
f. 	Propellant consumption using flow integration and thrust
 








3.2.2.1 LH2 Pressurization and Feed Systems
 
Demonstrate the capability of the LH2 system to provide sufficient fuel
 
and net positive suction pressure (NPSP) to the J-2 engine for satis­











b. 	Prepressurization of the LH2" tafnk prior to launch.
 
c. 	Transition from ground prepressurization to onboard flight
 




d. 	Conditions of propellant NPSP supplied to the J-2 engine LH2
 
interface during prestart and steady-state operation.
 
e. 	LH2 recirculation chilldown.
 
3.2.2.2 LH2 Vent System
 
Demonstrate the capability of the vent system to provide the required
 
tank pressure during loading, boost, stage powered flight and orbital
 
venting. Evaluation of the following will verify this objective:
 
a. 	Nonpropulsive vent system flowrate
 
b. 	Nonpropulsive vent system thrust and thrust imbalance
 
C. 	Tank depressurization rate
 
d. 	Tank self-pressurization rate
 








3.2.3.1 LOX Pressurization and Propellant Feed Systems
 
Demonstrate the capability of the LOX system to provide sufficient
 
oxidizer and NPSP to the J-2 engine for satisfactory operation. Evalua­
tion of the following will verify these objectives:
 







b. 	Prepressurization of the LOX tank prior to launch
 
c. 	Transition from ground prepressurization to onboard flight­
pressurization and operation of the onboard LOX tank pressuri­
zation to provide tank ullage pressure during engine operation.
 
d. 	Pressurization control module operation
 
e. 	Cold helium supply
 
f. 	J-2 heat exchanger performance
 
g. 	LOX pump chilldown and recirculation
 
h. 	Conditions of propellant NPSP supplied to the.J-2 engine LOX
 
interface during prestart and steady-state operation.
 
3.2.3.2 LOX Vent System
 
Demonstrate the capability of the vent system to provide the required
 




Evaluation of the following will verify these objectives:
 
a. 	Propulsive and Nonpropulsive vent system flowrates
 




c. 	Tank depressurization rate
 
d. 	LOX tank thermodynamics.
 
3.2.4 Pneumatic Control and Purge System
 
Demonstrate the capability of the pneumatic control and purge system to
 
provide pneumatic power and purge gas throughout the mission.
 
Performance evaluation will include:
 
a. 	Ambient helium supply
 
b. 	Regulation of control pressure
 
c. 	Actuation of flight critical pneumatic valves
 















a. 	LH2 tank venting
 
b. 	LH2 tank passivation valve permanently open
 




e. 	LOX tank NPV valve permanently open
 
f. 	Cold helium dump
 
g. 	Stage control helium dump.
 
3.4 Auxiliary Propulsion System
 
Demonstrate the capability of the auxiliary propulsion system (APS) to
 
provide propulsion on demand for roll control during S-IVB boost, and to
 
provide pitch, yaw, and roll control for the remainder of the mission.
 
Performance evaluation will include the following:
 
a. 	Propellant loading rates and the ullage and propellant tank
 
pressures during loading operations
 
b. 	Response of the engines to stage commands during flight
 
c. 	Value of the minimum impulse bit
 




Demonstrate the capability of the ullage rockets to operate during
 
separation and the J-2 engine start transient.
 









Demonstrate the capability of the retrorockets to, respond to the ignition
 




Verification of the hydraulic system performance during powered flight.
 
This objective will be achieved by:
 
a. 	Determining that adequate pressurized fluid flow was availabie
 
to the servo-actuator and that hydraulic system pressures were
 
maintained within expected limits (figure AP 8-1).
 
b. 	Verifying that the fluid temperature was maintained within
 
acceptable limits during system operation (figure AP 8-1).
 




d. 	Determining the magnitude of IU command errors just prior to
 
switching guidance to S-IVB burn mode.
 
e. 	Evaluating the adequacy of present compensation for thrust
 
vector deflection errors caused by the manufacturers tolerance
 
in the gimbal and thrust structural compression effects.
 
f. Verifying proper pitch and yaw actuator responses to commands.
 
During coast the following will also be evaluated:
 




3.8 Flight Control System
 
Verify the proper operation of the flight control systems during powered
 
flight and orbital coast. This objective will be achieved by: Verifi­
cation of the proper operation of the thrust vector control system and
 
the auxiliary attitude control system; comparison of propellant sloshing
 





3.8.1 Thrust Vector Control System 7
 
Demonstrate proper performance of the main engine control system during
 




a. 	Response of the thrust vector control loop to commands
 
from the guidance control computer.
 
b. 	Demonstrate overall control stability during S-IVB flight,
 
including controlability immediately after separation.
 




3.8.2 Auxiliary Attitude Control System (AACS)
 
Verification of control system stability and evaluation of performance
 
during S-IVB powered flight and orbital coast. This objective will be
 
achieved by consideration of the following:
 
a. 	Simulation of actual APS firings and roll attitude error.
 












Verify clearance distance between stages during separation. Predicted
 
stage clearance is presented in figures AP 7-6 and AP 7-7.
 
This objective will be achieved by determining the following:
 
a. 	Lateral clearance between stages.
 










3.10 Data Acquisition System
 
Verify that the data acquisition system is within design tolerances.
 
The achievement of this objective will be verified by evaluation of data
 
and of the performance of the following:
 














a. 	RF power output of the pulse code modulation (PCM) trans­
mitter assembly measured by means of directional couplers
 
and RF power detectors.
 
b. 	Voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) computed from forward and
 
reflected power data obtained from the bi-directional coupler
 




Verify the telemetry system performance. The achievement of this objec­
tive will be verified by consideration of the following:
 
a. 	Verification of the compatibility of the PCM system data format,
 
signal synchronization, and system calibrations..
 
b. 	Evaluation of the multiplexed FM measurements transmitted through
 






Verify the performance of the instrumentation system. The achievement
 













c. 	The system responded to calibration commands
 
d. 	All instrumentation system elements (transducers, signal
 




Verify the validity of data from the data acquisitioh system. The
 




a. 	The PCM data shall be examined on a channei-by-channel basis to
 
establish validity of measurement responses.
 
b. 	The FM/FM data shall be examined on a channel-by-channel basis
 
to ascertain measurement responses.
 
3.11 Electrical Control System
 
Verify proper performance of the electrical control system. The achieve­























system as utilized in a propellant loading mode and for inflight propel­




a. 	Demonstrate that the PU system indicated propellant load is
 
within 1.12 percent of the actual propellant load in each tank
 








c. 	Demonstrate the open-loop PU operation in the commanded mixture
 
ratio (CMR) mode with high engine mixture ratio (EMR) from
 
ESC +7.5 sec to ESC +308.6 sec, followed by a cutback to a
 
nominal EMR of 4.5:1 for the duration of powered flight.
 
3.13 Range Safety System 
The achievement of this objective will be verified by proper operations
 
of the range safety system (during powered flight) for normal flight, or
 




(1) 	An RF garrier should be received by the stage at all times
 
(2) 	Indication of signal strengths from each range safety
 




The operation of the range safety system during an abnormal
 
flight should include those operations described for normal
 
flight (paragraph 3.13a) plus the following:
 
(1) 	Indication of receipt of the propellant dispersion (PD)
 
EBW Firing Unit Arm and Engine Cutoff Command, from the
 
range safety decoder. Tri-level signals should show a
 





(2) 	The EBW firing units should show a charge of 2,300 (±100) v
 




(3) 	After a predetermined time from the arm and engine cutoff
 
signal, a propellant dispersion command will be given to
 
the vehicle. At this time the range safety decoder tri­




3.14 Stage Aerodynamics and Thermodynamics
 
Verify the aerodynamic/thermodynamic performance-of the S-IVB stage, as
 




This objective will be achieved by evaluation of the vibration
 




The 	evaluation will include:
 
a. 	Measurements on the combustion chamber done
 
b. 	Measurements on each turbopump
 
c. Measurements on the main fuel valve
 
d. 	Measurements on the ASI LOX valve
 




Verify proper operation of the ordnance system during powered flight.
 
The objective will be achieved by verification of the operation of
 





3.17 Environmental Control System
 
Verify proper environmental control system performance during launch,
 






a. 	Verification that the proper S-IVB thermoconditioning fluid
 




b. 	Verification that the S-IVB thermoconditioning system fluid
 






a. 	Verification that the proper S-IVB thermoconditioning fluid
 




b. 	Verification that the S-IVB thermoconditioning system fluid
 




3.18 Stage Sequence of Events
 
Determination of the proper S-IVB acknowledgement of sequence commands
 
issued from the IU will be verified by comparing IU command times to
 











This section presents the general configuration of the S-IVB-205 stage
 




















Complete S-IVB system descriptions-are presented in Douglas Drawing
 
No. 1B62934, S-IVB-205 End Item Test Plan, (reference 4). Figure 4-2
 




4.2 Stage Configuration Differences
 
The following paragraphs delineate significant configuration differences
 
between the S-IVB-204 and S-IVB-205.
 
4.2.1 Augmented Spark Igniter (ASI)
 
The AST propellant feed system has been modified (removing all flexible
 




The LH2 tank pressure switch has been changed in order to lower the
 




4.2.3- LH2 Vent and Relief System
 





34 psia. The backup relief valve setting has been lowered to 35 psia
 




4.2.4 LH2 Tank Safing System
 
An LH2 tank passivation valve with actuation control module has been
 
added to the LH2 vent system.
 
The passivation valve latches open and permits safing of the tank by
 
venting it continuously and nonpropulsively after stage orbital insertion.
 
4.2.5 LOX Nonpropulsive Vent (NPV) System
 
A nonpropulsive LOX vent system has been added.
 
A pneumatically controlled latch-open valve provides for LOX tank non­




4.2.6 Stage Pneumatic Control System
 
The stage pneumatic control system has undergone several changes and is
 
essentially a new configuration. A complete redesign has taken place in
 
the 	following parts; actuation control module, J-2 engine pumk purge­
control module and LOX chilldown pump purge system.
 
The ambient helium fill module and the pneumatic power control module
 
have also been improved.
 
4.2.7 J-2 Engine Instrumentation
 




a. 	Start Tank Refill Orifice Blank
 
The J-2 engine start tank refill orifice has been replaced with
 
a blank orifice. No restart required on a lB.
 
b. 	Start Tank Emergency Dump Valve
 





ground (only) capability to dump the ,engine start bottle in
 
case of an aborted-launch.
 
4.2.9 Propellant Utilization (PU) System
 
The PU system will operate in the open-loop mode. The PU valve
 
normally remains in the 5.0:1 or null position during-the open
 
loop mode, however, the.capability to command thePU valve to the
 
nominal: 5.5:1 or 4.5:1,mixture ratio position-has been incorporated
 
in the I-U switch selector.
 
4.2.10 Data Acquisition System
 
The data acquisition system was reduced to one PCM/FM system on the
 
operational S-IVB stages. Subsequent requirements to obtain high
 
frequency data has necessitated the utilization of an FM/FM data link;
 
therefore; the data acquisition -system has been modified to multiplex
 
and transmit the required high frequency measurements through the IU
 
FM/FM data system (DFl). As a result, the following 'telemetry sub­








d. Airborne tape recorder.
 
The following components have been added to the PCM/FM subsystem:
 
a. Remote analog submultiplexer
 
-'b. 
 Refote digital submultiplexer.
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LAUNCH MISSION RULES AND REDLINES,
 
5. LAUNCH MISSION RULES AND REDLINES
 
This section defines the launch mission rules pertaining to the S-IVB
 




5.1 Launch Mission Rules
 




Launch mission rules are developed to aid the launch director in decision
 
making when an anomaly occurs. The launch mission rules are only a
 
.guideline and 	can be changed by the launch director. Before on-the-spot
 
changes are made, the contractors are usually contacted for recommenda­
tions.
 
The launch mission rules are included in a document released by NASA/KSC 
director of launch operations. McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company -
Western Division (MDAC-WD) has received a preliminary issue of this 




The launch mission rules document is divided into the four following
 
sections and each will be discussed in the following paragraphs:
 
Section I - Space Vehicle Operations 
Section II - Launch Vehicle Operations
 
Section III - Spacecraft Operations
 
Section IV Technical Support Operations
 
5.1.1 Space Vehicle Operations ,
 
This section includes an introduction to the document, general launch
 
mission rules (LMR) applied to the space vehicle, and detailed launch
 
mission rules applied to the space vehicle. The following is a
 
discussion on each sub-section and how it affects the S-IVB stage:
 
*Definition: 	 Space Vehicle includes S-IC stage, S-IT stage, S-IVB stage,
 







The introduction defines the purpose of the LMR to "Provide guidance to
 
the launch director and launch team organization by specifying preplanned
 
decisions which are required to minimize real time rationalization
 
required when non-nominal situations occur during the launch countdown
 
and applicable prelaunch tests".
 
5.1.1.2 Mission Rules Guidelines
 
The mission rules guidelines defines terms, outlines procedures to be
 
taken in the event an anomaly occurs and defines duties and authority
 
during th@ countdown. These guidelines are established by NASA Head­
quarters in NASA Management Instruction (NMI) 8020.9 and insures
 
compatibility between LNR and flight mission rules. Identical guide­
lines are included in each IMR document. The most significant guide­
lines have been included in table 5-1.
 
5.1.1.3 General Launch Rules
 
The general launch rules are detailed guidelines and procedures for the
 
development and utilization of launch mission rules. These guidelines
 
are established in the NASA/KSC Apollo/Saturn Launch Mission Rules
 
Handbook. The more significant of these rules have been reiterated in
 
table 5-2 for convenience and emphasis.
 
5.1.1.4 Launch Window Restrictions
 
The launch window times were not defined. The only MDAC-WD launch
 
window restriction occurs in the event of a scrub. The rescheduled
 
window must take into account the stage turnaround time for propellant
 
removal and prelaunch preparations. The launch window restrictions are
 
established by NASA/KSC with MDAC-WD/A41 as advisors. MDAC-WD/A3 is
 









The weather restrictions are established by NASA and are not complete in
 
the preliminary launch mission rules. In the past, the wind velocity,
 
direction and elevation weather restrictions have not exceeded the stage
 
CEI design specification limits. The limits are not expected to be
 
exceeded for this launch.
 
5.1.1.6 Flight Crew Safety Rules
 
Flight crew safety rules are established by the flight crew safety panel
 
at KSC. MDAC-WD is represented on this panel at KSG. Flight crew
 




This subsection defines the rules for requesting holds and cutoffs.
 
MDAC-WD does not make a direct input to these rules. However, they do
 
affect the MDAC-WD/FTC launch operations. The more significant points
 
of the rules are as follows:
 








c. 	After T -5 sec requests for cutoff will be given only if the
 




The 	functional sequence details actions to be followed in the event
 
problems are encountered in the countdown and recommended hold points.
 
The 	requirements were not included in the preliminary launch mission
 
rules. The only MDAC-fD requirement for this subsection is the maximum
 









This section of the launch mission rules document (LMRD) includes
 
constraints imposed upon stage systems and components.
 
Included are such items as critical systems, redlines, critical flight
 




Except for the telemetry system, the S-IVB critical systems are covered
 
by the redlines. Since the S-IVB-205 stage is essentially an operational
 
stage, the only telemetry systems or links available for S-IVB data
 
acquisition are CP-I (via S-IVB) and DP-l, DF-I (via IU) links. To be
 
consistent with the postflight requirements and primary flight objec­
tives, MDAC-WD requires that CP-l and DP-I links be mandatory. The data 
transmitted by CP-I and DP-l is affected by multiplexers and sub­
multiplexers. Each multiplexer and sub-multiplexer provides a sufficient 
percentage of data and critical measurements to warrant a classification 





c. BO Multiplexer (via CP-i)
 
d. BO Multiplexer (via DP-I)
 
e. Remote Digital Sub-multiplexer (via CP-i)
 
f. Remote Analog Sub-multiplexer (via DP-I).
 
The critical systems listed in the preliminary LMR document are con­




Redlines are parameters with minimum and/or maximum values that specify
 
acceptable systems operation. The prelaunch operations period is not
 





all 'redlines, as, mandatory,. -The latest MDAC4WD measurements nonitoring 
the parameters with redline limits are listed in table, 5-3 with their 
limits, expected values, and applicable time period. 
The NASA/MSFC redlines submitted to.NASA/KSC for inclusior into the
 
finral .edition of the, launch, mission rules'were received by MDAC-WD in 
letter I-V-S-IVB-L-68269, dated July 30, 1968. 




Additional redlines in table 5-4 are being requested by MDAC-WD in
 
letter A3-860-KKBO-L-2731, dated July 26, 1968. MDAC-WD does not yet
 
have NASA position or concurrence on these redlines.
 
5.1.2.3 Critical Flight Control Measurements
 
The categorization of critical flight control measurements and the 
inclusion of these in the LMR document is to assure that these measure­
ments are operative at or near liftoff. These measurements are 
included in table 5-5. 
5.1.2.4 Critical Postflight Evaluation Measuiements
 
Critical postflight evaluation measurements are those singular measure­
ments that are mandatory or highly desirable to accomplish postflight
 
evaluation of a primary mission objective. MDAC-WD does not recommend
 
any singular measurements as critical because evaluations are based
 
upon several measurements within the system being evaluated. A failure
 




MDAC-WD has no GSE/ESE launchconstraints. The S-VB stage, however, is
 
affected by NASA/MSFC generated rules for pad safety. This involvement
 
is in the area of hazardous gas detection. If a dangerous gas mixture
 
is detected in either forward or aft interstage areas a hold or cutoff
 




5.1.3 Section III - Spacecraft Operations
 
MDAC-WD has no responsibility for inputs to this section.'
 
5.1.4 Section IV - Technical Support
 
This IMRD section contains launch mission rules that pertain to all
 
operational support equipment not under the direct supervision of
 
launch vehicle or spacecraft elements. MDAC-WD is not responsible for
 
submitting inputs to this section.
 




Bluelines are maximum and/or minimum values of parameters which, if
 
exceeded, shall result in an engineering judgment as to whether the
 
countdown will be completed without corrective action. Bluelines are
 
not included in .the LMR documents, and are not recognized by NASA as
 




The blueline philosophy and limits are implemented by instructions from
 
the design technologies to the instrumentation observer. Under no
 
conditions does exceeding a blueline limit result in a hold or scrub
 




Backup redlines are substitutions for redline measurements in the event
 
the redline measurement becomes faulty. These measurements are to be
 
used only after a careful investigation and assessment of data has
 
established the primary measurement to be unacceptable. The backup
 
measurements are not considered as alternates nor considered with the
 







The MDAC-WD backup redlines have been submitted to NASA by letters
 
A3-860-KKBO-L-1252, dated June 11, 1968 and A3-250-KKBO-L-2914,
 
dated July 8, 1968.
 
The NASA Countdown Observer Backup Redlines Information document has not
 
been released for the SA-205/CSM-101. However, by preliminary discussion
 











1-104 	 Within their respective areas of responsibility, the command pilot, launch director, flight,
 
director, Department of Defense (DOD) manager for MSF support operations, and mission director
 
may take or recommend any action required for optimum conduct of the mission.
 
1-205 	 The command pilot, spacecraft test conductor, launch vehicle test conductor, space vehicle
 
test supervisor, launch operations manager, launch director, flight director, DOD manager
 
for MSF support operations, or mission director may request a hold for conditions within their
 
respective areas of responsibility.
 
1-106 	 During the countdown, the launch vehicle and spacecraft program managers and respective center
 
operations managers shall provide technical advice and support directly to the launch operations
 
manager and launch director. The latter two will keep the mission director fully informed of
 
problems and proposed solutions. During the flight phase of operations, similar support as
 
required will be provided to the flight director and MSC director of flight operations. The
 
(mission 	 director will be kept fully informed by these individuals of problems and proposed
 
OW 	 solutions during the applicable phases of the mission.
 (D-
H 
1-107 When time permits, the failure of a mandatory or highly desirable item will be reported to the
 
amission director by the launch director or flight director. The initial report will include
 
00 
the position or facility that detected the malfunction. Subsequently, the mission director
 
will be informed of estimated time to repair and recommended proceed, hold, recycle, or scrub
 
action as 	it develops.
 
1-108 	 If a mandatory item fails during the countdown, it will be corrected prior to launch, holding
 
or recycling the countdown as necessary. If a mandatory item cannot be corrected to permit
 
liftoff within the launch window, the mission director may proceed with the launch after
 
appropriate coordination with the appropriate operations and program managers. Generally, the
 
loss of a mandatory item will result in a scrub.
 
1-109 	 As the designated representative of the program director, only the mission director may scrub
 
the mission. Further, the mission director retains the authority to downgrade a mandatory item.
 
This authority shall be exercised as the circumstances dictate after appropriate recommendations
 
from the program managers, launch director, and flight director.
 
TABLE 5-1 (Sheet 2 of 2) 
MISSION RULES GUIDELINES 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 
1-110 Consideration will be given to the repair of any highly desirable item, b.ut in no case will the 
launch be scrubbed for any single highly desirable item. If two or more highly desirable items 
fail and/or other aggravating circumstances occur, the mission director may scrub the mission 
after coordination with the appropriate operations and program managers. 
1-111 The countdown will not be held nor the launch scrubbed for failure of desirable items. 
1-113 The countdown will continue where possible concurrently with correction of an existing problem. 
1-117 Where possible, all manual abort requests from the ground during flight will be based on two 
independent indications of the failure. Crew abort action will normally be based upon two 'cues. 
1-120 Complete ground control of the space vehicle passes from the launch director to the flight 
director when the space vehicle reaches sufficient altitude to clear the top of the umbilical 
itower. 
H 1-122 The command pilot may initiate such inflight action as he deems essential for crew safety. 
H 
1-123 Flight crew safety shall take precedence over the accomplishment of mission objectives. 
Ln 
TABLE 5-2 
GENERAL LAUNCH RULES 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 
1-200 APPLICABLE TIME PERIODS: The applicable time period for all mandatory items will be specified. 
in the time period/action/notes column fo each such item. This time period will start at 
launch vehicle power up unless otherwise specified and will terminate at the specified time 
(no later than T -5 seconds for manual cutoff actions). The applicable time period for highly 
desirable items will start at launch vehicle power up and will terminate at T -2 minutes 
43 seconds (automatic sequence start) unless otherwise specified in the time period/action/ 
notes column. 
1-201 INTERLOCKS: Any function that is interlocked on an automatic sequencing device and will effect 
an automatic shutdown or will prevent liftoff in the event of a malfunction is defined herein 
as mandatory and is not reiterated within this document. 
1-202 UNVERIFIABLE ITEMS: Items which are received as launch mission rules inputs but which cannot 
be monitored or verified during the launch mission rules effectivity period do not appear in 
M 
H 
this document. These items will be verified prior to entering the effectivity period, and 
appropriate organizations will be notified of malfunctions. 
1-203 MSC AND MSFC REPRESENTATIVES: MSC and MSFC will designate a single point of contact within the 
launch control center (LCC) to consult with the director, spacecraft operations, and thedirector, launch vehicle operations$ and with whom the launch director and launch operations 
manager may discuss instrumentation or hardware discrepancies and/or malfunctions that occur 
during the launch countdown. The 14SC and MSFC representatives will be notified of LMRD 
discrepancies when time permits. 
1-204 LMR/FMbR INTERFACE: For certain operational support elements (required to be operational at 
liftoff) for which KSC, ETR, or GSFC are operationally responsible, redundant entries may be 
contained in both the launch mission rules and the flight mission rules. The LMRD will contain 
rules concerning only those operational support elements for which the launch director or 
appropriate elements of the launch team organization would call a hold or would call for cutoff 
in the event of malfunctions. 
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AS-205 COUNTDOWN OBSERVER REDLINES
 
PRELAUNCH 
MEAS/TM NO. DESCRIPTION TIME PERIOD/ACTION/NOTES 
MIN VALUE MAX VALUE 
XC0003-403 Temperature, Fuel Pump Fig. 5-1 Fig. 5-1 Check from T-15 sec to T-5 sec. No 
Inlet check required prior to automatic 
sequence start. 
VXCO006-401 Temperature, GH2 Start Fig. 5-3 Fig. 5-3 Check from immediately prior to 
Bottle initiation of automatic sequence 
to T-5 sec. 
VXCO050-401 Temperature, Hydraulic, 
Pump Inlet Oil 
None 625 0R Check from final Auxiliary Hydraulic 
Pump Flight Mode ON Command to 
initiation of automatic sequence. 
XC0168-414 Temperature, Oxidizer 535 0R 5600R Check at T-15 min. If redline values 
Tank Outlet Mod 1 (APS) have not been exceeded at T-15 min, 
IIno further monitoring is required. 
XCO169-415 Temperature, Oxidizer 535 0R 5600R Check at T-15 min. If redline values 
Tank Outlet Mod 2 (APS) have not been exceeded at T-15 min, 
no further monitoring is required. 
VXCO199-401 Temperature, Thrust None 3150R Check immediately prior to initiation 
Chamber Jacket of automatic sequence and verify that 
thrust chamber jacket chill is 
continuing. 
None 275 0R Check at T-5 sec. 
VXD0014-403 Pressure, Control 455 psia 585 psia Check from sphere pressurization to 
Helium Regulator T-5 sec. 
Discharge NOTE: Violation of the minimum red­
line for a period not greater 
in 
than 2 sec is expected and 
allowable at times of valve 
_activation. 
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AS-205 COUNTDOWN OBSERVER REDLINES
 
PRELAUNCH 
MEAS/TM NO. DESCRIPTION TIME PERIOD/ACTION/NOTES 
MIN VALUE MAX VALUE. 
VXD0016-425 Pressure, Cold Helium 2,800 psia 3,200 psia From sphere pressurization to 
Sphere T-5 sec. (The spheres must be sub­
merged in the LH2 for at least 30 min 
of countdown prior to liftoff.) 
NOTE: The 2,800 to 3,200 psia are 
design limits. However, 
2,500 psia is acceptable from 
a mission requirements stand-
Spoint,
CD if it is verified that 
no system leakage exists. 
VXD0017-401 Pressure, GH2 Start 
Bottle 
Fig. 5-3 Fig. 5-3 Check from immediately prior to 
initiation of automatic sequence to 
HT-5 sec. 
a, 
VXD0019-401 Pressure, Engine Control 2,800 psia 3,300 psia From sphere pressurization to initia-
Helium Sphere tion of automatic sequence. 
2,800 psia 3,375 psia Check from initiation of automatic 
sequence to T-5 sec. 
XD0576-408 Pressure, Fuel Tank None 17.2 psia From approximately T-30 min to initia-
Ullage tion of LH2 tank pressurization. 
None 39.0 psia Check from initiation of LH2 tank 
pressurization to T-15 sec. 
Fig. 5-1 Fig. 5-1 From approximately T-15 sec to 
T-5 sec. 
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AS-205 COUNTDOWN OBSERVER REDLINES
 
MEAS/TM NO. DESCRIPTION 
PRELAUNCH 
MIN VALUE MAX VALUE 
TIME PERIOD/ACTION/NOTES 
XD0577-406 Pressure, Oxidizer Tank 
Ullage 
37 psia 44 psia From T-15 sec to T-5 sec. 
None 44 psia From initiation of LOX tank pressuri­
zation to T-15 sec. 
VXDO041-403 Pressure, Hydraulic System 3,400 psia 4,100 psia Check from Auxiliary Hydraulic Pump 
Flight Mode ON Command until 




VXD0042-403 Pressure, Reservoir Oil 45 psia None Check from Auxiliary Hydraulic 'Pump 
Thermal Coast Mode ON Command to 
final Flight Mode ON Command. 
XD0068-415 Pressure, Helium Regulator 
Inlet Mod 2 (APS) 
2,800 psia 3,200 psia Check from system pressurization 
until T-5 sec. 
VXD0094-4l4 Pressure, Oxidizer Tank 
Outlet Mod 1 (APS) 
203 psia 216 psia Check from T-15 min Until T-5 
until T-5 sec. 
sec. 
VXD0095-415 Pressure, Oxidizer 
Tank Outlet Mod 2 (APS) 
203 psia 216 psia Check from T-15 min until T-5 sec. 
until T-5 sec. 
VXD0160-403 Pressure, Helium (Ambient) 
Sphere 
2,800 psia 3,200 psia From sphere pressurization until 
T-5 sec. 
VXD0064-414 Pressure, Helium Regulator 
Inlet Mod 1 (APS) 
2,800 psia 3,200 psia Check from system pressurization 
until T-5 sec. 
F0004-424 Flow, LOX Recirculation 
Pump 
30 gpm None Check from start of recirculation to 
T-5 sec. 
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MEAS/TM NO. DESCRIPTION TIME PERIOD/ACTION/NOTES
 
MIN VALUE MAX VALUE.
 
F0005-404 	 Flow, Fuel Recirculation 120 gpm None Check from initiation of fuel tank
 
Pump pressurization T-97 sec to T-5 sec.
 
NOTE: While in the unpressurized
 
condition, and with the re­
circulation system operating,
 
the flowrate of the fuel will
 
be in a band between 80 and
 
110 gpm. It should be noted
 
Uthat when prepress is
 
m 
 initiated, sharp fluctions in 
It the flowrate may result. These 
&fluctuations 	 have lasted from
 CD 	 15 to 60 sec on previous 
firings. This is a normal
 
condition and monitoring of
 
0this 
 parameter should not be
 
started until 	the flowrate has
 
attained a steady state value.
 
G0001-403 	 Position, Pitch Actuator -1.50 +1.50 
 - Check from 	final Auxiliary Hydraulic 
Pump Flight Mode ON Command to
 
G0002-403 Position, Yaw Actuator -1.50 +1.50 T-5 sec.
 





K0013-401 	 Event, Cutoff (Lock-in) OFF 
 OFF Observe drop from ON indication at
 
Signal engine ignition power ON and monitor
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MIN VALUE MAX VALUE
 




Coast Mode ON Command to
 
T-5 sec.
Temperature, Reservoir Pump OFF: 	 Check from Auxiliary
 
Oil J Hydraulic Pump Thermal 
Coast Mode ON Command to 
Flight Mode ON Command. 
Level, Reservoir Oil 6 percent None From Auxiliary Hydraulic Pump Thermal 
Mode ON 	 (T-5 hr) to T-5 sec 
(Aux Pump ON).
 
4D11 Voltage (Bus) 26 vdc *31 vdc While busses are energized either by
 
Aft No. I ground or internal electrical power to
 
sec. Transients that occur during
 
power transfer and load switching are
 




*NOTE: 	 During the initial application
 
of voltage to the engine buses
 
the maximum allowable voltage
 
may be 32 vdc max for a period
 




TABLE 5-3 (Sheet 6 of 6) 
SAS-205 COUNTDOWN OBSERVER REDLINES 
If 
aPRELAUNCH 
bEAS/TM NO. DESCRIPTION TIME PERIOD/ACTION/NOTES 
MIN VALUE MAX VALUE 
VXM0040-307 4D21 Voltage (Bus) 24.5 vdc **32.0 vdc While busses are energized, either by 
Fwd No. 2 ground or internal electrical power 
to T-5 sec. Transients that occur 
during power transfer and load 
switching are not considered as devia­
tions from limits. 
**30 vdc when on external power and 
RACS is being used. 
VXM050-307 4D31 Voltage (Bus) Fwd 
No. 1 
26 vdc 32 vdc While busses are energized, either by
ground or internal electrical power, 
to T-7 sec. Transients that occur 
'switching 
during power transfer and load 
are not considered as 
Hdeviations from limits. 
00 
VXM083-307 4D41 Voltage (Bus) Aft 51 vdc 61 vdc While busses are energized either by 
No. 2 ground or internal electrical power 
to T-7 sec. Transients that occur 
during power transfer and load 
switching are not considered as 
deviations from limits. 
N0063-411 Misc, PU Oven Stability -0.30 vdc +0.30 vdc From 45 min after PU power ON to 
Monitor Below stab. Above stab. T -20 sec. 
strip chart strip chart NOTE: Redline becomes effective when 
level level 




HELIUM BOTTLE PRESSURE DECAY REDLINES
 
PRELAUNCHEAS/TMDESCRIPTION TIME PERIOD/ACTION/NOTES 
NO. MIN VALUE MAX VALUE 
VXDO016-425 Pressure, Cold Helium Sphere 	Fig. 5-6 Fig. 5-6 One hour of bottle replenish hold. 
and and NOTE: C0005-405 is used, in c6njunction 
Fig, 5-7 Fig. 577 with this redline to determine 








VXD0064-414 Pressure, Helium Regulator Fig. 5-9 Fig. 5-9 One hour of bottle replenish hold. 
ci Inlet Mod 1 (APS)M 
(D 
VXD0068-415 Pressure, Helium Regulator Fig. 5-9 Fig. 5-9 One hour of bottle replenish hold.
 
WInlet 	 Mod 2 (APS)" 
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S-IVB-205 CRITICAL FLIGHT CONTROL MEASUREMENTS
 
MEASUREMENT TITLE CATEGORY 
NUMBER 
C0001-401 Temp - Fuel Turbine Inlet Highly Desirable 
C0002-401 Temp - Oxidizer Turbine Inlet Highly Desirable 
C0003-403 Temp - Fuel Pump Inlet Highly Desirable 
C0004-403 Temp - Oxidizer Pump Inlet Highly Desirable 
C0168-414 Temp - Oxidizer Tank Outlet Mod 1 (APS) Highly Desirable 
C0169-415 Temp - Oxidizer Tank Outlet Mod 2 (APS) Highly Desirable 
C0170-414 Temp - Fuel Tank Outlet Mod 1 (APS) Highly Desirable 
C0171-415 Temp - Fuel Tank Outlet Mod 2 (APS) Highly Desirable 
D0001-401 Press - Thrust Chamber Mandatory 
D0002-403 Press - Fuel Pump Inlet Highly Desirable 
D00031403 Press - Oxidizer Pump Inlet Highly Desirable 
D0008-401 Press - Fuel Pump Discharge Highly Desirable 
D0014-403 
f 
Press - Control Helium Regulator Discharge Highly Desirable 
D0016-425 Press - Cold Helium Spheres Mandatory 
D0017-401 Press - GH2 Start Bottle Highly Desirable 
D0018-401 Press - Engine Regulator Outlet Highly Desirable 
D0019-401 Press - Engine Control Helium Sphere Mandatory 
D0041-403 Press - Hydraulic System Highly Desirable 
D0042-403 Press - Reservoir Oil Highly Desirable 
D0064-414 Press - Helium Regulator Inlet Mod 1 (APS) Highly Desirable 
D0065-414 Press - Helium Regulator Outlet Mod 1 (APS) Highly Desirable 
D0068-415 Press - Helium Regulator Inlet Mod 2 (APS) Highly Desirable 
D0069-415 Press - Helium Regulator Outlet Mod 2 (APS) Highly Desirable 
D0105-403 Press - LOX Tank Press Mod Helium Gas Highly Desirable 
D0160-403 Press - Helium (Ambient) Sphere Mandatory 
D0177-410 Press - Fuel Tank Ullage EDS 1 Mandatory 
D0178-410 Press - Fuel Tank Ullage EDS 2 Mandatory 
D0179-424 Press - Oxidizer Tank Ullage EDS I Mandatory 
D0180-424 Press - Oxidizer Tank Ullage EDS 2 Mandatory 
D0183-409 Press - LH2 Tank Nonpropulsive Vent 1 Highly Desirable 
D0184-409 Press - LH2 Tank Nonpropulsive Vent 2 Highly Desirable 
D0241-401 Press - GH2 Start Bottle (Backup Meas) Highly Desirable 
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60243-404 Press - LOX NPV Nozzle No. 1 
D0244-404 Press - LOX NPV Nozzle No. 2 
D0247-403 Press - Control Helium Regulator Discharge 
(Backup Meas) 
*D0248-425 Press - Cold Helium Spheres (Backup Meas) 
*D0255-403 Press - Helium (Ambient) Sphere 
(Backup Meas) 
F0005-404 Flowrate - Fuel Circulation Pump 
G0001-403 Position - Actuator Piston Pot Pitch 
G0002-403 Position - Actuator Piston Pot Yaw 
G0003-401 Position - Main Oxidizer Valve 
G0004-401 Position - Main Fuel Valve 
G0010-401 Position - PU System Ratio Valve 
K(0001-410 Event - Fuel Tank'Vent Valve Closed 
K0002-424 Event - Oxidizer Tank Vent Valve Closed 
K0012-401 Event - Engine Ready Signal 
K0014-401 Event - Mainstage OK Pressure Switch I 
K0016-404 Event - Oxidizer Tank Vent Valve 1 Open 
K0017-410 Event - Fuel Tank Vent Valve 1 Open 
K0110-403 Event - Oxidizer Prevalve Closed 
K0112-404 Event - Fuel Prevalve Closed 
K0128-404 Event - Switch Selector Output Monitor 
K0132-404 Event - APS Engine 1-1/1-3 Feed Valve Open 
K0133-404 Event - APS Engine 1-2 Feed Valve Open 
K0134-404 Event - APS Engine 2-1/2-3 FTed Valve Open 
K0135-404 Event - APS Engine 2-2 Feed Valve Open 
K0157-401 Event - Mainstage OK Pressure Switch 2 
K0205-403 Event - LOX Pass Valve Open Talkback 
K0206-403 Event - LOX Pass Valve Closed Talkback 
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K0208-411 Event - LH2 Pass Valve Closed Talkback 
L0007-403 Level - Reservoir Oil 
M0014-404 Volt - Output Aft Battery No. 1 
M0015-404 Volt - Output Aft Battery No. 2 
M0016-411 Volt - Output Fwd Battery No. 1 
M0018-411 Volt - Output Fwd Battery No. 2 
140019-411 Current - Load Fwd Battery No. 1 
M0020-411 Current - Load Fwd Battery No. 2 
M0021-404 Current - Load Aft Battery No. 1 
140022-404 Current - Load Aft Battery No. 2 
M0024-411 Volt ­ 5 Volt Excitation Module Fwd 
M0025-404 Volt ­ 5 Volt Excitation Module Aft 
140030-411 Volt - F/U 1 EBW Range Safety 
M0031-411 Volt - F/U 2 EBW Range Safety 
M0068-411 Volt - 5 Volt Excitation Module Fwd 2 
N0001-411 Mist - PU System LH2 Coarse Mass Voltage 
N0003-411 Misc - PU System LOX Coarse Mass Voltage 
NO01S-411 Misc - PCM/FM Transmitter Output Power 
N0037-414 Mist - Qty, Oxidizer Tank Mod 1 (APS) 
N0038-415 Misc - Qty, Oxidizer Tank Mod 2 (APS) 
N0039-414 Misc - Qty, Fuel Tank Mod 1 (APS) 
N0040-415 Misc - Qty, Fuel Tank Mod 2 (APS) 
N0057-411 Misc - Secure R/S Receiver 1 L/L Signal 
Strength 
N0062-411 Misc - Secure R/S Receiver 2 L/L Signal 
Strength 
























































TABLE 5-6 (Sheet 1 of 3) 
S-IVB-205 BLUELINE REQUIREMENTS 
fEARMN MA ETIL D U SNIT  LIMITS EXPECTEDVALUE TIME PERIOD OF BLUELINEAPPLICABILITY 
NUMBER MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
C0102-411 Temp - Fwd Battery No. i. deg F 70 140 90 
C0103-411 
C0104-404 
Temp - Fwd Battery No. 2 








90 After battery isstabilized. 
C0105-404 Temp - Aft Battery No. 2 deg.F 70 140 90 
C0211-411 Temp - Fwd Battery No. 1 - Unit 2 ddg F 70 140 90 
D0545-407 Press - Common Bulkhead psia -- 5.5 <5.5 Anytime prior to liftoff. 
Internal 
MI0001-411 Volt - Static Inverter- vac 110.5 119.5 115 From turn-on to T-3 sec. 
tConverter 
M0012-411 Freq - Static Inverter- cps 396 404 400 During inverter operation. 
Converter 
%0H M0014-404 Vot9.At5dVolt Output Aft Battery vdc 229 36 29.5 These open crutvlaecircuit voltages 
No. I should be monitored from 
M0015-404 Volt - Output Aft BatteryNo. 2No. 2J 
vdc 64 75 72 
btasertinaltioal powrbattery installation to,transfer to int.ernal p wer. 
M0016-411 Volt - Output Fiwd Battery vdc 29 36 29.5 1These open circuit voltages 
No.1 jshould be monitored from 
M0018-411 Volt - Output Fwd Battery vdc 29 36 29.5 (battery installation to 
olt-No.- 2 Otransfer to internal power. 
M0019-411 Current - Load Fwd Battery No. I amps 50 40 From transfer to internal 
power until liftoff 
(58) (during battery hater 
operation). 
M0020-411 Current-- Load Fwd Battery No. 2 amps 5 
-
3.5 From transfer to internal 
power until liftoff. 
Ul 	 TABLE 5-6 (Sheet 2 of 3)
S-IVB-205 BLUELINE REQUIREMENTS
EASUREMNT TITLE UNITS LIMITS EXPECTED TIME PERIOD OF BLUELINE 
NUMVfBE R 	 MINIMUM MAXIMUM VALUE APPLICABILITY 
M0021-404 Current - Load Aft Battery No. I amps -- 15 7 	 From transfer to internal 
power until liftoff 
(30) 	 (during battery heater 
operation). 
M0022-404 	Current - Load Aft Battery No. 2 amxs -- 95 90 From transfer to 'internal 
power until liftoff 
M0026-404 Volt - Phase A-B Fuel C/D Inv vac 54 60 56 During inverter operation. 
M0027-404 Volt - Phase A-B LOX C/D Inv vac 54 60 56 During inverter operation.
 
M0540-404 Volt - 4D41 Bus vdc 54 60 56
 
D 	 M0541-404 Volt - 011 Bus (X035) vdc 26 30 28
 
M0542-411 Volt - 4D21 Bus (X040) vdc 26 30 28
 
M0543-411 Volt 	- 4D31 Bus (X065) vde 26 30 28
 
M0038-307 Volt 	- 4D110 Bus vdc 26 30 28
 
M0043-307 Current - 4DI10 Bus amps -- 20 10
 
M0044-30? Uvrrnt - 4D111 u -- 15 7
 
10047-307 Volt - 4D210 Bus vdc 26 30 28 Anytime power is applied. 
M0048-307 Volt- 4D310 Bus vde 26 30 28 
10053-307 Current - 40210 Bus amps -- 15 10 
(Note 1) 
M0054-307 Current - 4D121 Bus amps -- 5 3.5 
M0057-307 Current - 4D131 Bus amps -- 50 40
 
M0085-307 Volt - 4D410 Bus vdc 54 60 56
 
M0087-307 Current - 4D141 Bus amps -- 110 0 to 90
 
NOTE 1: 40 amps during Remote Analog Calibration System (RACS)
 
00 
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S-IVB-205 BLUELINE REQUIREMENTS 
LIMITS 
MEASUREMENT T LIIITS EXPECTED TIME PERIOD OF BLUELINE 
NUMBER TITEMINIMUM MAXIMUM VALUE APPLICABILITY 
N0063-411 Misc - PU Oven Stability vdc -0.2 +0.2 0 During PU operation after 







U, _ __ _ 
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PROBABLE CAUSES OF 
EXCEEDING R.L. LIMITS 
a. Recirculation 
system failure 






C0006-401 a. Improper chilldown 


















See figure 5-5 

OTHER INFORMATION 
(SAFETY MARGINS, ETC.) 
1. Measures temperature of LH2
 




2. Bleed valve is located down­
stream of LH2 pump.
 
3. If satisfactory chilldown has
 
been accomplished, the LH2
 
bleed valve temperature will be
 
approximately l.00 R higher than
 




4. Must satisfy requirements
 
in figure 5-4, at
 
T -15 sec (in conjunction with
 
fuel ullage pressure D0576-408).
 
1. 	Start bottle chilldown is
 
reflected by the temperature of
 
the control helium sphere which
 




2. The 	two sphere temperatures will
 




3. 	If the two sphere temperatures
 
are stabilized by T -2 min
 
43 sec, the control helium
 
sphere temperature may be used
 
as a backup from this point on
 
(see figure 5-5 for require­
ments).
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'dizer Tank Outlet 














PROBABLE CAUSES OF 
EXCEEDING R.L. LIMITS 















trol purge system 





























Tank Outlet Mod 1 




















(SAFETY MARGINS, ETC.) 
1. Reservoir oil temperature
 






2. Auxiliary pump overheating may
 
be due to excessive heat rejec­
tion of the electric motor
 
which may be Accompanied by
 




3. High pressure relief valve
 






*This measurement is to be used to
 
determine whether adequate reser-,
 
voir oil level (L0007-403) exists
 




Fuel and oxidizer temperature will
 
be stable and equal after approxi­
mately 3 hours of ECS operation.
 
Consequently, the fuel temperature
 
may be monitored as a redlihe back­
up and-must be between 535 and
 
560 0R at T -15 min.
 
Fuel and oxidizer temperature will
 
be stable and equal after approxi­
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......LNE BACKUP INFORMATION S-IVB-205 STAGE 
REDLINE REDLINE PROBABLE CAUSES OF 
MEASUREMENT TITLE MEAS. NO. EXCEEDING R.L. LIMITS 
Temperature, C0199-401 a. Insufficient 




Pressure, Cnntrol 1m014-4V3 a. Regulator fE±1ure 





Pressure, Cold D0016-425 a. Ground regulator 



























Maximum: 3300 R 

Nominal: 3050 R 



























No. 1 D0263-403 






Consequently, the fuel temperature
 
may be monitored as a redline
 
backup and must be between 535
 
and 5600R at T -15 min.
 
1. In the event of C0199 faildre,
 
C0200 can be used. The ex­
pected injection temperature
 
will be higher than the T/C
 
jacket temperature. The tem­
perature (C0200) shall be
 




on the injector at J-2 igni­
tion.
 
l 'The backup requiremwts are 
the same as for primary red­
line.
 
2. Check from time of sphere 
pressurization to T -5 see. 
1. The backup requirements are 
the same as for primary red­
line. 
2. Check from sphere pressuriza­
TABLE 5-7 (Sheet 4 of 15) 





PROBABLE CAUSES OF 
EXCEEDING R.L. LIMITS 
ALTERNATIVES/MEAS'. 
NUMBER/NOMINALS 
c. Check valve failed He Sphere Backup 
closed No. 2 D0261-403 
d. Vent and/or dump Minimum: 2,800 psia 
relief valve Maximum: 3,200 psia 
e. Excessive leakage Nominal: 3,000 psia 
Press, GH2 Start p0017-401 a. Check valve be-, Pressure GH2 Start 
Bottle ' tween start bottle Bottle Backup 
and LH2 injector Measurement 
fails open See figure 5-5 
b. Vent and relief D0241-401 
* valve failed to 
rt close 
c. Excessive ground 
M pressure 
' d. Excessive hold 
time 
co e. Excessive heat­
ing rate 
f. Excessive leakage 
Pressure, Engine D0019-40l a. Improper ground Pressure, Engine 
Control ,He supply pressure Control He Sphere 
Sphere b. Relief valve, Backup Measurement 
failure D0242-401 
c. Excessive hold Minimum: 2,800 psia 
time 'Maximum: 3,300 psia 
d. Excessive start Nominal: 3,100 psia 
bottle tempera-
ture 
e. Excessive leakage 
OTHER INFORMATION 
(SAFETY MARGINS, ETC.) 
tion to T -5 sec.
 
1. The backup requirdments are the 
same as for primary redline. 
2. This backup piesdure should be'
 
used in conjunction with tem­




1. The backup requirements 'are the
 
same as for the primary redline 
2. Check from time of sphere pres-'
 














standpoint, as long as it
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REDLINE BACKUP INFORMATION S-IVB-205 STAGE
 
LIn 
REDLINE REDLINE PROBABLE CAUSES OF ALTERNATIVES/NEAS. OTHER INFORMATION 
EMASUREMENT TITLE MEAS. NO. EXCEEDING R.L. LIMITS NUMBER/NOMINALS (SAFETY MARGINS, ETC.) 
is verified that no sys­
tem leaks exist. 
Minimum: 2,800 psia 1. Same comment as above. 
Maximum: 3,375 psia 2. Check from IASNominal: 3,150 psia (See note) to T -5 sec. 
Pressure, Hy- D0041-403 a. Auxiliary Hydrau- a. GN2 Accumulator Loss of excessive fluid from 
draulic System lic pump motor or Pressure hydraulic lines or reservoir will 
pressure compen D0043-403 cause auxiliary hydraulic pump to 
sator failure. 
b. Leak or break in 
Nominal: 3,600 
psia 
cavitate and fluctuate in pres­
sure level. 





to relieve at 4,000 paid. If 
pressure setting of valve decays 
setting drops to Nominal: 170 below setting of pump pressure 
lower pressure psia compensator, the system pressure 
Hwill decay proportionately. 
Pressure, Reser- D0042-403 a. Accumulator gas a. Pressure, GN2 1. Required to insure-adequate 
voir Oil (Aux leakage Accumulator aux pump inlet pressure at 
Pump Off) b. External oil D0043-403 pump start. 
leakage Nominal: 2,350 2. Reservoir oil pressure is 
psia developed through a piston 
powered by GN2 accumulator 
pressure. 
Pressure, Helium D0064-414 a. Ground regulator Pressure, Helium 1. The backup'requirements are 
Regulator Inlet failure Regulator Inlet same as for primary redline. 
Mod 1 (APS) b. Check valves Mod I Backup 2. Check from T -15 min to T -5 
failed closed Measurement sec. 
c. System leakage D0252-414 
Minimum: 2,800 psia 
Maximum: 3,200 psia 
Nominal: 3,000 psia, 
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REDLINE BACKUP INFORMATION S-IVB-205 STAGE
 
REDLINE REDLINE PROBABLE CAUSES OF ALTERNATIVES/MEAS. OTHER INFORMATION 
MEASUREMENT TITLE MEAS. NO. EXCEEDING R.L. LIMITS' NUMBER/NOMINALS (SAFETY MARGINS, ETC.) 
Pressure, Helium D0068-415 a. Ground regulator Pressure, Helium 1. The backup requirements are 
Regulator Inlet failure Regulator Inlet same as for primary redline. 
Mod 2 (APS) b. Check valves Mod 2 Backup 2. Check from T -:15 min to T -5 
failed closed Measurement se. 
c. System leakage D0253-415 
Minimum: 2,800 psia 
Maximum: 3,200 psia 
Nominal: 3,000 psia 
Pressure, Oxi- D0094-414 a. He control module Pressure, Oxidizer 1. Outlet pressure and ullage 
dizer Tank Outlet failure Tank Ullage Mod 1 pressure will be equal with 
Mod 1 (APS) b. System leakage APS D6690-414 the system pressurized and 
c. Quad check valves Minimum: 203 psia in a static condition. 
sticking Maximum: 216 psia 2. Ullage pressure mist be bet­
0 Nominal: 211 psia ween the limits of 203 and 
216 psia from system pressur­
10 
0Ullage 
Pressure,. Fuel Tank 
Volume Mod I 
ization to T -5 sec. 
(APS) D0089-414 
Minimum: 203 psia 
Maximum: 216 psia-
Nominal: 211 psia 
Pressure, Fuel Tank 
Supply.Manifold 
Nod 1 (APS) D0063­
414 
Minimum: 203 psia 
Maximum: 216 psia 
Nominal: 211 psia 
U, 
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REDLINE BACKUP INFORMATION S-IVB-205 STAGE 
REDLINE REDLINE PROBABLE CAUSES OF ALTENATIVES/MEAS. OTHER INFORMATION 
MEASUREMENT TITLE MEAS. NO. EXCEEDING R.L. LIMITS NUMBER/NOMINALS (SAFETY MARGINS, ETC.) 
Pressure, Cxi- D0095-415 a. He control module Pressure, Oxidizer 1. Outlet pressure and ullage 
dizer Tank Outlet failure Tank Ullage Mod 2 pressure will be equal with 
Mod 2 (APS) b. System leakage (APS) D0092-415 the system pressurized and 
c. Quad check valves Minimum: 203 psia in a static condition. 
sticking Maximum: 216 psia 2. Ullage pressure must be 
Nominal: 211 psia between the limits of 203 
and 216 psia from system 
Pressure, Fuel Tank pressurization to T -5 sec. 
Ullage Volume Mod 2 
(APS) D0091-415 
Minimum: 203 psia 
Maximum: 216 psia 
0Nominal: 211 psia 
0Pressure, Fuel Tank 
'Supply Manifold 
HMod 2 (APS) D0067­
01 415 
00 
Minimum: 203 psia 
Maximum: 216 psia 
Nominal: 211 psia 
Pressure, Helium D0160-403 a. Ground regulator Pressure, Helium 1. The backup requirements are 
Ambient Sphere failure Ambient Sphere the same as for the primary 
b. Improper regulator Backup Measurement redline. 
setting D0255-403 2. Check from sphere pressuri­
c. Check valves fail- Minimum: 2,800 psia zation to T -5 sec. 
ed closed Maximum: 3,200 psia 
Nominal: 3,000 psia 
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PROBABLE CAUSES OF 

EXCEEDING R.L. LIMITS 

























a. Backup relief veit 





















Pressure, Fuel Tank 





See figure 5-4 for
 














See figure $r4 for
 
















Minimum: 38 psia 

Maximum: 44 psia 











1. This measurement must-be
 




i- This measurement must be
 




2. This parameter may be used
 




3. Ullage pressure must be
 
between the limits of 37
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REDLINE BACKUP INFORMATION S-IVB-205 STAGE
 
REDLINE REDLINE PROBABLE CAUSES OF 





































Minimum: 13 psid 

Maximum: 18 psid 











Delta Pressure, Fuel 

Pump Inlet minus 







Minimum: 6 psid 

Maximum: 10 psid 







to 44 psia from T -15 min
 
to T -5 sec.
 
The delta pressure is the pre­
ferred way to detect the recir­
culation anomaly. But in case
 
one of the pressure measure­
ments fail, the pump inlet
 








The delta pressure is the pre­
ferred way to detect the recir­
culation anomaly. But in case
 
D0002-403 pressure measure­
ment fails, the pump inlet
 
temperature redline (see figure
 
5-1) can be used as a backup.
 
The temperature change will be
 
slow if the recirculation fails.
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PROBABLE CAUSES OF 

EXCEEDING R.L. LIMITS 

a. Bias on servo 





b. Loss of hydraulic 











a. Bias on servo 





b. Loss of hydraulic 






















Loss of engine ready 

signal when engine 













(via IU) can be 

















(via IU) can be 



















The only alternate or backup for
 
this redline is during S-IVB burn
 
mode. The burn mode is a small
 
part of the total applicable time.
 




The only alternate or backup for
 
this redline is during S-IVB burn
 
mode. The burn mode is a small
 
part of the total applicable time.
 




PU activate is interlocked for
 
start of automatic sequence.
 
The signal should drop from ON to,
 
OFF following Engine Ignition
 
Power ON and remain OFF.
 
The following test can be con­
ducted to verify if the cutoff
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Verify that K0140 (Switch 
Selector Cutoff) is ON; cutoff 
indication on the C4EN panel is 
ON; non-programmed cutoff is OFF; 
Engine Control and Ignition Power 
are ON, and Engine Ready (KO012) 
is ON. 
a. Send RAGS and verify strip 
chart operation to check 
instrumentation. 
wEngine 
b. Remove ignition power (verify 
Ready goes OFF). 
c. Remove K0140 (Switch Selector 
Hgoes 
Cutoff OFF). (Verify cutoff 
indication on C4EN remains ON). 
NOTE: If C4EN cutoff indication 
OFF with the removal 
oof K0140, immediately 
turn off engine control 
power. 
d. Send Engine Ready Bypass. 
(Verify cutoff indication on 
C4EN goes OFF.) 
e. Send K0140 (Switch Selector. 
Cutoff) to Safe Engine. 
A negative finding will require 
additional electronics analysis 
and disposition. 
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PROBABLE CAUSES OF 

EXCEEDING R.L. LIMITS 

a. External leakage 

b. System underfilled 

a. System leakage 





function when on 








































Nominal: 170 psia 





















If reservoir oil is too low, the
 
pump will cavitaee after start
 
and hydraulic system pressure will
 
not rise to minimum level
 
Observe low level light. Light
 
indicates when oil level drops
 




1. If auxiliary pump is.OFF, -turn
 




2. If-auxiliary pump is OFF, turn
 
ON and observe low level light.
 
Light indicates'below the range
 
of 9.54 to 11.02 percent.
 




GSE and vehicle voltage busses,
 
measurement M0085-307 is a
 
redline alternate when on
 
external power and measurement
 
M0015404 is a redline'alter­
nate when on internal power.
 
a *This measurement of the +4D41 bus is the NASA KSC equivalent of redline measurement M540-404. 
W,
U, 
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REDLINE BACKUP INFORMATION S-IVB-205 STAGE
 
I|. 
REDL1NE REDLINE PROBABLE CAUSES OF ALTERNATIVES/MEAS. OTHER INFORMATION 
MEASUREMENT TITLE MEAS. NO. EXCEEDING R.L. LIMITS NUMBER/NOMINALS (SAFETY MARGINS, ETC.) 
Voltage, Aft 	 2. During the time that the chill-

Bus No. 2 down inverters are energized,
 







M0047-404) will give a gross
 
indication of whether aft bus
 
No. 2 is ON or OFF.
 
3. The design limits of the chill­
down inverters established the
 
Dredline limits of the bus.
 
d4. "+4DII Supervision Network
 




Voltage, Aft M0541-404 Ground power mal- M0038-307 4D110 1. With proper allowances for the 
a Bus No. 1 **M0036- function when on ESE Bus Volt/ potential difference between 
307 external power or 28 vdc GSE and vehicle voltage busses, 
battery malfunction M0014-404 Volt measurement M0038-307 is a red­
when on internal Output Aft Batt line alternate when on external 
power. No. 1/28 vdc power and measurement M0014-404 
is a redline alternate when on 
internal power. 
2. Within the limitations of T/M
 
monitoring, the engine control
 
and ignition bus measurements
 
(M0008-401 and M0007-401) give
 
an indication of aft bus No. 1
 
during engine power ON.
 
3. The design limits of the engine
 
control bus (Rocketdyne Speci­
fication R-3925-1) established
 
the redline limits of the bus.
 
**This measurement of the +4DI1 bus is the KSC equivalent of redline measurement M0541-404­
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PROBABLE CAUSES OF 




(SAFETY MARGINS, ETC.) 
Voltage, Aft 
Bus No. 1 
(Continued) 
4. "+4D11 Supervision Network 








function when on 
external power or 
battery malfunction 
when on internal 
power. 
M0047-307 4D210 
ESE Bus Volt/ 
28 vdc 
M0O18401 Volt, 
VdBttOutputOutput Fwqd Batt. 
No. 2/28 vdc 
1. With proper allowances for the 
potential difference between 
GSE and vehicle voltage buses, 
measurement M0047r307 is a red­
line alternate when on external 
power and measurement M0018-401 








M0004-411, and M0023-411) and 
fwd 5v excit mod No. 2 (M0068­
0give 
411) are energized, they will 
a gross indication of 
whether fwd bus No. 2 is ON 
or OFF. 
3. The design limits of the PU 
inverter-converter and PU elect 
assy established the redlina 
limits of the bus. 
4. "+4D21 Supervison Network No. 2 
OK" is a S-IVB ready for launch 
'interlock. 
***This measurement of the +4D21 bus is the NASA KSC equivalent of redline measurement M0542-411.
 
I 
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SREDLINE 	 BACKUP INFORMATION S-IVB7205 STAGE
 
U, 
REDLINE REDLINE PROBABLE CAUSES OF ALTERNATIVES/MEAS. OTHER INFORMATION 
MEASUREMENT TITLE MEAS. NO. EXCEEDING R.L. LIMITS NUMBER/NOMINALS (SAFETY MARGINS, ETC.) 
Voltage, Fwd Bus M0543-411 Ground power mal- M0048-307 4D310 1. With proper allowances for the 
No. I ****M0050- function when on ESE Bus Volt/ potential difference between 
307 external power or 28 vdc GSE and vehicle voltage buses, 
battery malfunction M0015-411 Volt measurement M0048-307 is a red­
when on internal Output Fwd Batt line alternate when on external 




2. During the time that the fwd and
 
and aft 5v excrt modules (M0024­
411 and M0025-404) are ener­
gized, they will give a gross
 
rindication of whether fwd bus
 
(No. 1 is ON or OFF.
 
(3. 	 The design limits of the switch
 
'selector 
 (NASA Spec. 50M71765)
 
established the redline limit.
 
c4. 	 "+4D31 Supervision Network
 




Misc, PU Oven N0063-411 Temperature in PU No Backup An out of tolerance indication at
 
Stability oven drops below liftoff would indicate a propel-

Monitor 
 800C due to heater 	 lant loading error and the possi­
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Figure 5-5. GH2 Start Bottle Liftoff Box (Backup) (S-IVB/IB Vehicles) 
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6. FLIGHT TEST MANAGEMENT
 
This section defines the responsibilities of the McDonnell Douglas
 
Astronautics Company - Western Division (MDAC-WD) relative to the data
 




6.1 Flight Test Responsibilities
 
MDAC-WD personnel will perform postflight evaluations of the S-IVB-205
 
stage at the following locations:
 
a. 	Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Cape Kennedy, Florida
 
b. 	Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Huntsville, Alabama
 
c. 	MDAC-WD, Huntington Beach, California.
 
At KSC, MDAC-WD is represented by the Florida Test Center (FTC) Test
 
Planning and Evaluation (TP&E) Committee; at Huntington Beach (HB),
 
MDAC-WD is represented by the MDAC-WD/HB TP&E Committee; and at MSFC,
 
by the MDAC-WD/MSFC liaison team.
 
The MDAC-WD/HB and MDAC-WD/FTC TP&E Committees donsist of personnel
 




a. 	Coordinate postflight evaluation
 
b. 	Provide information for all contractual documentation
 
c. Coordinate test planning for future flights.
 
The onsite quick-look postflight evaluation, consisting primarily of
 
analog data evaluation, is performed by the MDAC-WD/FTC TP&E Committee,
 
and the results are transmitted to:
 




b. 	MDAC-WD/HB TP&E Committee
 
C. 	MDAC-WD/MSFC liaison team.
 
The major postflight evaluation is conducted at MDAC-WD/HB and consists
 





All analyses conducted at NDAC-WD/FTC and MDAC-WD/HB are transmitted to
 
the MDAC-WD/MSFC liaison team. This liaison team transmits information
 
between NDAC-WD and MSFC, provides the MSFC Flight Evaluation Working
 
Group (FEWG) with required information, and performs rapid analyses ifi
 
response to FEWG requests. In addition, the liaison team participates in
 
many of the MSFC postflight evaluations which contribute to, or parallel,
 




The 	following means of communication (figure 6-1) have been established
 
to expedite transmittal of evaluation information:
 








c. 	 Data phone link between MDAC-WD/MSFC and MDAC-WD/HB. 
Transmittal of classified material between MDAC-WD facilities by any of
 
the above means is not authorized. A standard format is used for trans­
mission of unclassified data by TWX or facsimile.
 
To insure rapid and controlled data transmission between locations, it is
 
highly desirable that all information be channeled through one coordinator
 




MDAC-WD prepares and publishes certain documents for each S-IVB stage
 
flight. The documents, listed in the approximate order in which they
 




a. 	Douglas Drawing 1B43558, Saturn S-IVB-205 Instrumentation
 
Program and Components List (reference 6)
 
b. 	Douglas Report No. SM-46538, Douglas S-IVB Stage Data
 









d. 	Douglas Report No. DAC-56671, S-IVB-205 Stage Technical
 




a. 	Quick-Look Assessment Report (second morning following launch)
 
b. 	FTC Ground Systems Evaluation Report (10 days)
 
c. 	FTC Preliminary Flight Evaluation Report (2 wk) (Reference 10)
 
d. 	Written Informal Evaluation Inputs to MSFC/FEWG (28 days)
 
e. 	Douglas Report No. SM1-46990, S-IVB-205 Stage Flight Evaluation
 
Report (60 days) (reference 11).
 
Descriptions bf the contents are presented in the following paragraphs.
 




This drawing contains all the telemetry measurements of the S-IVB-205
 




b. 	Component part numbers
 
c. 	Reference designation numbers
 




f. 	Measurement matrix by area and function
 
g. 	Measurement locations, illustrations, and index.
 
All sections of the Instrumentation Program and Components List are
 
revised as necessary to reflect current instrumentation information.
 







6.3.2 	Douglas S-IVB Stage Data Acquisition Requirements Document for
 
Saturn IB Flights, SM-46538 (reference 7)
 
This document describes.the detailed data requested by MDAC-WD/HB for
 
evaluation of the S-IVB stage of the Saturn IB flights. The requested
 




6.3.3 	 S-IVB-205 Stage Flight Test Plan, SM-46978 (reference 8)
 
The contents of the S-IVB-205 Stage Flight Test Plan are described in
 
section 1, Introduction, of this document. This document.is prepared by
 
the MDAC-WD/HB Saturn S-IVB TP&E Committee.
 




This document contains the S-IVB-205 stage technical performance criteria
 
which will be used to determine the Contractors cost plus incentive fee
 
bonus or penalty pertaining to mission accomplishment, payload
 
capabilities.and telemetry performance. This document is prepared by
 
the MDAC-WD/HB Saturn S-IVB TP&E Committee.
 
6.3.5 	 Quick-Look Assessment Report (second morning following launch)
 
On the second morning following launch, the MDAC-WD/FTC TF&E Committee
 
supplies to KSC an input to the quick-look assessment report. This
 
input is based upon available data on the stage and stage oriented GSE.
 
Included in the quick-look evaluation are a brief description of system
 
performance, mission objective accomplishment, and any.malfunction which
 
may have occurred. The time period covered is from the last day of
 
launch countdown through powered flight.
 
6.3.6 	 FTC Ground Systems Evaluation Report (10 days)
 
The MDAC-WD/FTC TP&E Committee will prepare an evaluation report on the
 
performance of the MSFC and KSC supplied, S-IVB oriented GSE. This
 
covers evaluation of both mechanical and electrical GSE used during
 





6.3.7 FTC Preliminary Flight Evaluation Report (2 wk) (Reference 10)
 
The MDAC-WD/FTC TP&E Committee will compile, publish, and distribute the
 
Preliminary Flight Evaluation Report 2 weeks after launch. It will be the
 
final FTC effort and will summarize the CDDT, FRT, countdown and powered
 




6.3.8 MDAC-WD Inputs to MSFC/FEWG
 
The NDAC-WD/MSFC liaison team will summarize the results of the
 
NDAC-WD/FTC flight evaluations as they are completed during the four
 
weeks subsequent to launch. These summaries, as they become available,
 
will be input to the FEWG and will constitute the MDAC-WD input to the
 
NSFC Saturn Vehicle Flight Evaluation Report.
 
In addition, 62 days after launch, .MDAC-WDwill review its portion of the
 
FEWG report to ensure the technical accuracy and adequacy of evaluation.
 
6.3.9 S-IVB-205 Stage Flight Evaluation Report (60 days) (Reference 11)
 
Sixty days after launch the NDAC-WD/HB TP&E Committee will write, publish
 
and distribute Douglas Report No. SM-46990, S-IVB-205 Stage Flight
 
Evaluation Report. The data for evaluation will be required at MDAC-WD/HB
 
15 days after launch, thereby allowing 45 days for preparation of the
 
report. Tentative evaluation meetings and documentation schedules are
 
shown in tables 6-1 and 6-2. A flight evaluation report outline
 









TENTATIVE AS-205 FLIGHT EVALUATION MEETING SCHEDULE
 
DAYS AFTERLAUNCHLAUNCH ~EVENT SCHEDULES 
MEETINGMETNLOCATION 
1 Flight Review Meeting MSFC 
6 First "How-Goes-It" Meeting MDAC-WD/HB 
10 First General Evaluation Meeting MSFC 
13 Second "How-Goes-It" Meeting MDAC-WD/HB 
20 Third "How-Goes-It" Meeting MDAC-WD/HB 
27 Fourth "How-Goes-It" Meeting MDAC-WD/HB 





EVALUATION AND DOCUMENTATION SCHEDULE FOR S-IVB-205
 




1 Support FEWG Flight Review Meeting 
10 Support FEWG First General Evaluation Meeting 
15 All Final Data Due at A3 
26 *First Inputs Due from Design Sections 
29 Support S-IVB Stage Instrumentation Splinter Meeting 
•30 Written Informal Evaluation Inputs to MSFC/FEWG 
Report Due: Support FEWG Summary Meeting 
40 *All Final Evaluation Inputs Due for 60-Day Report 
45 Management Review Copy to Reproduction 
47 Management Review Copy Distributed 
50 Management Review Comments Due 
53 Final Report to Reproduction 
.60 
- Final 60-Day Evaluation Report Distributed 
62 Review of FEWG Flight Evaluation Report 
*A detailed outline will be published immediately after launch, indicating
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will summarize its individual areas. The S-IVB TP&E section will insure
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1. SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
 
This appendix presents the predicted AS-205 flight -sequence of events
 
(table AP 1-1). Definitions of the time bases and symbols used are
 
listed in appendix 10.
 
The sequence of events is based on the Marshall Space Flight Center's
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Liftoff-Start of Time Base 
No. 1 (TBl) 
00:00:00.0 +(0.0)l -145.8 Time Base No. 1 (TEl) is initiated by a liftoff signal 
provided by the deactuation of the liftoff relay in the 
IU at umbilical disconnect. However, as a safety 
measure, the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer (LVDC) will 
not recognize the liftoff signal and start TB1 prior to 
receiving Guidance Reference Release which is initiated 
and verified 5 sac prior to schedule liftoff. 
aoccurred 
A backup method for starting TEL is provided should the 
LVDC fail to receive or recognize the liftoff signal. 
If TBI is not initiated within 5.5 sec after Guidance 
Reference Release, the LVDC will monitor the vertical 
accelerometer. If a significant positive acceleration 
(in excess of 1 g) exists, the LVDC assumes liftoff has 




No "Negative Backup" (i.e., provisions for the LVDC to 
return to prelaunch conditions) is provided because the 
Saturn IB vehicle could safely complete TBI on the pad 
without catastrophic results, in the event TEl began by 
error. 
Sensor Bias On 00:00:05.0 +(5.0)1 -140.8 IU 
Multiple Engine Cutoff Enable 00:00:10.0 +(10.0)l -135.8 S-IB This signal enables cutoff of any engine due to rough 
combustion or low thrust 
Telemeter Calibration On 00:00:20.0 +(20.0) -125.8 S-IB 
50 AOS Cape 00:00:25.0 
Telemeter Calibration Off 00:00:25.0 +(25.0)1 -120.8 S-IH 
Telemeter Calibrator In-
Flight Calibrate On 
00:00:27.0 +(27.0)1 -118.8 IU 
LOX Tank Relief Control 
Valve Enable 
00:00:29.8 +(29.8)1 -116.0 S-IB 
Telemetry Calibrator In-
Flight Calibrate Off 
00:00:32.0 +(32.0)l -113.8 IU 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 










Cooling System Electrical 
Assembly Power Off 









Flight Control Computer 

Switch Point No. 1
 
Flight Control Computer 

M Switch Point No. 2
 
50 AOS GEl 
Telemeter Calibration On 

Flight Control Computer 

Switch Point No. 3
 




Telemeter Calibration Off 

TM Calibrate On 

TM Calibrate Off 





Excess Rate (P, Y, R) Auto-
Abort Inhibit and Switch 
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S-TB Two Engines Out Auto-
Abort Inhibit Enable 
00t02:13.0 +(133.0) 1 -12.8 1U 
S-IB Two Engines Out Auto-
Abort Inhibit 
00:02:13.2 +(133.2) 1 -12.6 IU 
Propellant Level Sensors 
Enable 
00:02:13.7 +(133.7) 1 -12.1 IB Four level sensors are armed at this time. 
S-IB Propellant Level Sensor 
Actuation - Start of Time 
Base No. 2 (TB2) 
00:02:16.9 +(0.0) 2 -8.9 S-IB Time Base No. 2 (TB2) is initiated by the LVDC upon re­
ceiving the S-IB low level sensor dry signal. However, 
the propellant low level sensors are armed prior to 





If a failure occurs which would prevent the LVDC from 
or recognizing the sensors actuation signal, 
a backup method of starting TB2 is available. The LVDC 
monitor the downrange accelerometer after arming 
the S-IB propellant level sensors. If TB2 is not start­
ed within 0.55 sec after calculated actuation of the 
sensors and a significant downrange velocity read­
ing appears, the LVDC will start TB2. 
However, because of the one engine out capability of the 
Saturn IB, a time adjustment of the time backup will be 
made if an S-13 engine out condition occurs. When the 
LVDC receives an S-IB engine out signal, it will adjust 
the backup time remaining to 8/7 of the remaining nominal 
level sensors actuation time plus 0.55 see. This will 
allow initiation of TB2 by propellant level sensors 
actuation at a later time with one S-1B engine out. 
Use of the downrange velocity reading as a backup 
provides a safeguard against starting TB2 inadvertently. 
If a significant downrange velocity value does not 
appear, the time backup for starting TB2 will not be 
issued. Furthermore, if TB2 is not established, no 
subsequent time bases can be started. This insures a. 
safe vehicle, even if TBI is started without liftoff, 
requiring at least one additional failure to render the 
vehicle unsafe on the pad. 
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ENGINE START (sec) SSS REMARKS 
Excess Rate (Roll) Auto-Abort 
Inhibit Enable 
00:02:17.1 +(0.2)2 -8.7 IU 
Excess Rate (Roll) Auto-Abort 
Inhibit and Switch Rate Gyros 
SC Indication "B" 
00:02:17.3 +(0.4)2 -8.5 IU 
Inboard Engines Cutoff 00:02:20.1 +(3.2)2 -5.7 S-IB 
Auto-Abort Enable Relays Reset 00:02:20.3 +(3.4)2 -5.5 IU 
Charge Ullage Ignition EBW 
Firing Units 
00:02:20.5 +(3.6)2 -5.3 S-IVB 
Q-Ball Power Off 00:02:20.9 +(4.0) -49 IU 
Prevalves Open
m2 
00:02:21.4 +(4.5)2 -4.4 S-IVB 
LOX Depletion Cutoff Enable 00:02:21.6 +(4.7) 2 -4.2 S-IB 
Fuel Depletion Cutoff Enable 00:02:22.6 +(5.7)2 -3.2 S-IB 
S-fl Outboard Engines Cutoff -
Start of Time Base No. 3 (TB3) 
00:02:23.1 +(0.0)3 -2.7 S-IB Time Base No. 3 (TB3) is initiated by the S-IB cut­
board engines cutoff signal from.the S-IB stage at 
propellant depletion cutoff. However. the start of 
Time Base No. 3 is inhibited until the conmand "LOX 
depletion cutoff Enable" is issued by the LVDC. As 
a safeguard against trying to separate the S-IB stage 
with the thrust of the outboard engines present, a 
redundant S-IB outboard engines cutoff command is 
issued at the start of TB3 (TB3 +0.0). 
If a failure should prevent the LVDC from receiving 
or recognizing the S-IB outboard engines eutoff 
signal, a time backup for starting TB3 is available. 
If TB3 is not initiated within 4 sec after calculated 
S-IB outboard engine cutoff the LVDC will issue an 
S-IB outboard engines cutoff command and start TB3. 
I 
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LOX Tank Flight Pressurization 
Switch Enable 
00:02:23.3 +(0.2)3 -2.5 S-IVB The control fundtion of the LOX tank flight pressure 
switch is switched from the main pressurization 
shutoff valves to the heat exchanger bypass valves. 
Engine Cutoff Signal Off 00:02:23.5 +(0.4)3 -2.3 S-IVB The S-IVB engine cutoff "On" is turned on prior to 
liftoff and remains on until this time to prevent 
an erroneous J-2 engine start. 
Ullage Rockets Ignition 00:02:24.2 +(1.1)3 -1.6 S-IVB The effective burning time of the S-IVB ullage rockets 
is approximately 3.6 sec. The ullage rocket burn 
sequence is scheduled so that the S-IVB propellants 
are properly seated prior to J-2 engine mainstage 
operation. 
0, 
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S-IB/S-IVB Separation On 

Flight Control Computer S-IVB 

Burn Node On "A" 

Flight Control Computer S-IVB 

Burn Node On "B"
 
W Engine Ready Bypass On 

LH2 Chilldown Pump Off 

LOX Chilldown Pump Off 





S-IVB Engine Out Indication 

"B" Enable 












LH2 Tank Pressurization 





















































































































The separation devices are fired at this time. The
 
signal is also given to fire the retrorocket motors,
 
but circuit delays are built into the separation
 
circuitry so that retrorocket ignition occurs after
 
separation device detonation, thereby preventing
 
possible unseating of the S-IVB propellants.
 
This signal activates the AACS roll control and en­
ables J-2 engine gimbaling.
 
This signal prevents engine cutoff by any of the mal­
function cutoff modes.
 
Chilldown initiated on the ground.
 
Chilldown initiated on the ground.
 
A one second J-2 engine fuel lead is initiated at this
 
time. The J-2 engine sequence of events is controlled
 
by internal engine logic.
 
Fuel lead is terminated at this time by opening the
 
start tank discharge valve.
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TIME TIME FROMTI ES-IVB 
FROM BASE ENGINE START(see) (see) SSS 
R 1A K 
REMARKS 
PU MR 5.5 On 00:02:31.8 +(8.7)3 5.0 S-IVB The PU mixture ratio is commanded io 5.5 to 1.0 for thefirst 308.6 sec of burn. 
Charge Ullage Jettison EBW 
Firing Units 
00:02:33.3 +(10.2)3 7.5 S-IVB 
Ullage Rockets Jettison 00:62:36.4 +(13.3)3 10.6 S-IV 
Fuel Injection Temperature 
OK Bypass Reset 
00:02:36.8 +(13.7) 3 11.0 S-IVB 
Ullage EBW Firing Units Charge 
Relays Reset 
00:02:42.4 +(19.3)3 16.6 S-IVB 
r 
Ullage Rockets Ignition and 
Jettison Relays Reset 
00:02:42.6 +(19.5)3 16.8 S-IVB 
Heat Exchange Bypass Valve 
Enable On 
00:02:47.1 +(24.0)3 21.3 S-IVB 
Telemetry Calibrator In-
Flight Calibrate On 
00:02:48.5 +(25.4)3 22.7 IU 
Telemetry Calibrator In-
Flight Calibrate Off 
00:02:53.5 +(30.4) 3 27.7 IU 
Water Coolant Valve Open 00:03:00.1 +(37.0)3 34.3 IU 
Flight Control Computer Switch 
Point No. 4 
50 AOS GTI 
00:03:05.1 
00:05:15.0 
+(42.0)3 39.3 1U 
50 AOS BDA 00:05:40.0 
Flight Control Computer Switch 
Point No. 5 
00:05:46.8 +(203.7)3 201.0 IU 
Telemetry Calibrator In-
Flight Calibrate On 
00:05:48.5 +(205.4)3 202.7 1U 
TABLE AP 1-1 (Sheet 8 of 
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TIME FROMSEUAB,TIMEEET(hr-min-sec) FROM BASEFLIGHT -TIME se) ENGINE START 
Telemetry Calibrator In- . 
Flight Calibrate'Off 




Initiation of Guidance Staging 





PU MR 5.5 Off 

PU MR 4.5 On 

End of Artificial Tau Mode 

M 	 Te4metry Calibrator Int 
Flight Calibrate On 
W 	 Telemetry Calibrator In-
Plight Calibrate Off 
50 LOS Cape 
50 LOS GBI 
5* LOS GTI 

Initiation of Chi Tilde 

Initiation of Chi Freeze 



























































LH2 tank pressure buildup.
 
The-PU mixture ratio is commanded to the _4.5 to 1.0
 
position for the remainder of the burn.
 
After a predetermined time, sufficient to allow the
 
engine to establish thrust OK, the LVDC will start TB4
 
after receiving any two of four functions monitored by
 
the LVDC. The functions are (I) S-IVB Engine Out "A"
 
(2) S-IVB Engine Out "B" (3) S-IVB Velocity Cutoff 
which is issued by the LVDC (4) Loss of Thrust determin­
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PREDICTED AS-205 FLIGHT SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 
o TIME FROM 
EVENT FLIGHT TIME(hr:min:sec) TINEFROM BASE(soc) 
S-IVBENGINE START(sec) 
SSS REMARKS 
S-IVB Engine Cutoff (Cont'd) A redundant S-IVB engine cutoff command is issued at 
the start of TB4 (TB4 +0.0), as a safeguard against 
having started TB4 with the thrust of the S-IVB 
engine present. 
Propellant Depletion Cutoff 
Arm 
00:10:14.7 +(471.6)3 468.9 S-IVB Three LOX depletion sensors and three LH2 depletion 
sensors are armed. Actuation of any two of three 
depletion sensors in either tank will initiate engine 
cutoff. The propellant depletion level sensors are 
armed to provide a backup for the predicted velocity 
cutoff. 
Set Time Base No. 4 (TB4) 








S-IVB A 1,260 sec LH2 tank blowdown is initiated at this time. 
Passivation "B" Enable 
5passivation 
00:10:15.2 +(0.5)4 469.4 S-IVB This command provides power for opening the LH2 
valve. 
LH2 Tank Passivation Valve 
Open Enable 
00:10:15.3 +(0.6)4 469.5 S-IVB This command opens a nonpropulsive 12 tank vent which 
remains open for LH2 tank passivation. 
LOX Tank Flight Pressurization 
Shutoff Valves Close 
00:10:15.5 +(0.8)4 469.7 S-IVB 
Passivation "A" Enable 00:10:15.7 +(1.0)4 469.9 S-IVB This command provides power to the LOX NPV valve and 
the engine valves to enable commanding them during dump. 
LOX Tank Flight Pressurization 
Switch Disable 










PU MR 4.5 Off 00:10:16.9 +(2.2)4 471.1 S-IVB 
L12 Tank Passivation Valve 
Open Disable 
00:10:17.4 +(2.7)4 471.6 S-lVB 
Flight Control Computer S-IVB 
Burn Mode Off "A" 
00:10:18.2 +(3.5)4 472.4 IU Stage control is switched from the J-2 engine to the APS. 
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ENGINE START(see) SSS REMARKS 
Flight Control Computer S-IVB 
Burn Mode Off "B" 
00:i0:18;4 +(3.7)4 472.6 EU 
Auxiliary Hydraulic Pump 
Flight Mode Off 
00:10:18.6 +(3.9)4 472.8 S-IVB 
Rate Measurements Switch 
5' AOS VAN 
00:10:20.7 
00:10:24.0 
+(6.0)4 474.9 Eu 
Initiate Maneuver to Align 
the S-IVB/IU/CSM with local 
Horizontal (Position 1 Down) 
and Maintain with Respect 
to Local Horizontal 
00:10:34.7 +(20.0)4 488.9 IU 
OW 
LOX Tank Vent Valve Open 









A 30 sec LOX tank blowdown is Initiated.it this tinn. 
W LOX Tank Vent Valve Boost 
Close On 
00:11:17.9 +(63.2)4 532.1 S-IVE 
LOX Tank Vent Valve Boost 
Close Off 
00:11:19.9 +(65.2)4 534.1 S-EVE 
5' LOS BDA 00:12:24.0 
PU Inverter and DC Power Off 00:14:14.7 +(240.0)4 708.9 S-ME 
5' LOS VAN 00:16:04.0 
50 AOS CYI . 00:17:49.0 
5C LOS CYI 00:23:25.0 
LH2 Tank Vent Valve Close 00:31:15.1 +(1,260.4)4 1,729.3 S-IV 
H 
L12 Tank Vent Valve Boost 
Close On 
00:31:18.1 +(1,263.4)4 1,732.3 S-IVE 
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LH2 Tank Vent Valve Boost 
Close Off 
00:31:20.1 +(1,265.4)4 1,734.3 S-IVB 
50 AOS TAN 00:37:58.0 
50 LOS TAN 00:43:12.0 
50 AOS CRO 00:53:40.0 
LH2 Tank Vent Valve Open 00:54:04.7 +(2,630.0)4 3,098.9 S-IVB A 5 min LH2 tank blowdown is initiated at this time. 
Aux Hydraulic Pump Flight' 
Mode On 
00:55:24.7 +(2,710.0)4 3,178.9 S-IVB Auxiliary hydraulic pump cycle is initiated to 
circulate the hydraulic fluid to prevent freezing. 
MMode 
Aux Hydraulic Pump Flight
Off 
00:56:12.7 +(2,758.0)4 3,226.9 S-IVB 
LN2 Tank Vent Valve Close 00:59:04.7 +(2,930.0)4 3,398.9 S-IVB 
LH2 Tank Vent Valve Boost 
Close On 
00:59:07.7 +(2,933.0)4 3,401.9 SIVB 
LH2 Tank Vent Valve 
Close Off 
dost 00:59:09.7 +(2,935.0)4 3,403.9 S-IVB 
5' LOS CRO 00:59:08.0 
PU Inverter and DC Power On 
50 AOS GYM 
01:24:26.7 
01:30:43.0 
+(4,452.0)4 4,920.9 S-IVB Power is turned on for mass data monitoring. 
5' AOS TEX 01:33:43.0 
Aux Hydraulic Pump Flight 
Mode On 
01:34:04.7 +(5,030.0)4 5,498.9 S-IVB The auxiliary hydraulic pump is turned 
J-2 engine for damping. 
on to center the 
Engine Mainstage Control Valve 
Open On 
01:34:26.5 +(5,051.8)4 5,520.7 S-IVB Commands Open main LOX valve. 
Engine He Control Valve Open 
On (Start LOX Dump) 
01:34:'26.7 +(5,052.0)4 5,520.9 S-IVB Provides pneumatics to open main LOX valve. 
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LOX Tank NPV Valve Open On 

LOX Tank NPV Valve Open Off 

LH2 Tank Vent Valve Open 
50 LOS GYM 
50 AOS CAPE 
50 AOS GBI 
50 LOS TEX 
5 AOS BDA 
50 AOS GTI 
LOX Tank Flight Pressurization 
Shutoff Valves Open (Cold He 
Dump) 
50 LOS CAPE 
50 LOS GEl 
50 LOS GTI 
LH2 Tank Vent Valve Close 
LH2 Tank Vent Valve Boost 
Close On 
LH2 Tank Vent Valve Boost 
Close Off 
50 AOS VAN 



































































































The LOX NPV valve is latched open at this time.
 
A 10 min LH2 tank vent is initiated at this time.
 
This command initiates dumping the cold helium bottles
 
into the LOX tank.
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Engine He Control Valve Open 
Off (Terminate LOX Dump) 
01:46:27.7 +(5,773.0)4 6,241.9 S-IVB 
Auxiliary Hydraulic Pump 
Flight,Mode Off 
01:46:29.7 +(5,775.0)4 6,243.9 S-IVB 
PU'Invetter andfDC Pomer Off 01:46:3.9.7 +(5,785.0)4 5,253.9 S-IVB 
Pastivation "A" Disable 
5 LOS BDA 
01:46t54.7 
01:46:47.0 
+(5,800.0)4 6,268.9 S-IVB The passivation bus is disabled since power to the 
valves is no longer required. 
S 
Passivation "B" Disable 
.... 
01:46:54.9 +(5,800.2)4 6,269.1 S-IVB The passivation bus is disabled since power to the 








50 AOS TAN 02:11:45.0 
5? LOS TAN 02:18:23.0 
5 AOS CRO 02:28:12.0 
Begin Manual Control of S-IVB 
Attitude from CSM 
02:29:55.0 
LOX Tank Flight Pressurization 
Shdtoff Valves Close 
(Terminate Cold He Dump) 
50 LOS CRO 
02:30:14.7 
02:34:44.0 
+(8,400.0)4 8,868.9 S-IVB 
End Manual Control of S-IVB 
Attitude from CSM 
02:32:55.0 
Pitch Down 200 (Position 1 













5' LOS HAW 
5* AOS GYM 
5' AOS TEX 
50 LOS GYM 
5* AOS CAPE 

50 AOS GBI 
50 LOS TEX 
50 AOS GtI 

50 AOS BDA 





Local Horizontal. Roll to
 




LOX and LH2 Pump Seal Purge 





5' LOS CAPE 

50 AOS ANT 
5' LOS GBI 
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03:17:31.7 	+(11,237.0)4 11,705.9 S-IVB The stage control helium sphere is dumped by initiating
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50 LOS BDA 03:21:02.0 
50 LOS ANT 03:22:51.0 
56 AOSASC 03:31:46.0 
50 LOS ASC 03:37:35.0 
.50 AOS TAN 03:48:11.0 
5 LOS TAN 03:52:25.0 








C LOX Tank Flight Pressurization 
Shut6ff Valves Open (Start 
Second Cold He Dump) 
5 LOS HAW 
. 04:30:14.7 
04:34:26.0 
+(15,600.,0) 4 16,068.9 S-IVB An additional cold helium sphere dump is initiated at this time to relieve pressure buildup due to heating. 
50 AOS GYM 04:40:37.0 
,LOX and L12 Pump Seal Purge 
Off (Terminate Stage Con­
trol Sphee,He Dump) 
50 AOS TEX 
04:41:22.0 
-04:43:32.0 
+(16,267.3)4 16,736.2 S-IVB 
50 LOS GYM 04:46:11.0 
50 AOS CAPE 04:47:18.0 
50 AOS GBI 04:47-54.0 
50 LOS TEX 04:49:22.0 
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EVENT FLIGHT TIME TIME S-IVB SSS 
(hr:mln:sec) FROM BASE(see) ENGINE START (sac) 
5' AOS GTI 04:49:52.0 
LOX Tank Flight Pressurization 04:50:14.7 +(16,800.0)4 17,268.9 S-IVB 
Shutoff Valves Close 
5* AOS ANT 04:52:25.0 
50 LOS CAPE 04:52:46.0 
50 LOS CBI 04:53:33.0 
50 LOS GTI 04:55:50.0 
5 LOS ANT 04:58:26.0 
50 AOS ASC 05:06:31.0 
50 LOS ASC 05:12:22.0 
5H AOS TAN 05:25:00.0 
50 LOS TAN 05:26:50.0 
50 AOS RAW 06:05:07.0 
5* LOS HAW 06:08:33.0 
5 ° ACS GYM 06:15:19.0 
50 AOS TEX 06:18:34.0 
50 LOS GYM 06:21:08.0 
Telemetry Calibrator In- Variable IU 
Flight Calibrate On 
TM Calibrate On Variable S-IVB 
TM Calibrate Off Variable S-IVR 
Telemetry Calibrator In- Variable IU 
Flight Calibrate Off 
APPENDIX 2
 
MASS CHARACTERISTICS DATA (WS11)
 
2. 	 MASS CHARACTERISTICS DATA (WSll)
 
This appendix presents two types of digital printouts as computed by
 
the WSll computer program as follows:
 
a. 	The mass breakdown (table AP 2-1) is an itemized listing of
 
major components (including all propellants, gases, etc.)
 
listing mass, centers of gravity, and moments of inertia, and
 
includes a summation for the indicated time. A summary of
 
items jettisoned is also presented where applicable.
 
b. 	The mass characteristics summary (table AP 2-2) is a chronologi­
cal listing of the S-IVB-205 flight stage mass characteristics.
 
These data were generated using a flight sequence of events
 
which is presented in appendix 1 of this document.
 
c. 	Figures AP 2-2 and AP 2-3 present graphs of S-IVB-205 flight
 
stage mass characteristics. Supplementary information is
 
contained in table AP 2-3 (definitions of terms and abbrevia­
tions) and figure AP 2-1, S-IVB-205 stage station numbers.
 
All mass characteristics parameters are time referenced from AS-205
 
vehicle liftoff and progress chronologically from liftoff to 2 hr, 55 min
 
(10,495 see) of flight time. Data is also presented at predicted
 
guidance cutoff time (614.54 sec).
 
The 	sources of the mass characteristics data presented in the WS11
 
computer program are as follows:
 
a. 	S-IVB-205 stage dry mass is based on the stage weight measured
 
at MDAC-WD/STC on April 1, 1968.
 








d. 	The vehicle coordinate system used conforms to standard
 
coordinate system 9, mass properties, as presented in document
 








Figures AP 2-4 through AP 2-7 present the predicted three'sigma mass 
characteristics dispersions for the Saturn IB AS-205 second flight stage 
during S-IVB open-loop burn. The mass characteristics dispersions are
 
referenced relative to time from,Saturn 1B liftoff, rather than event.
 




TABLE AP 2-1 (Sheet 1 of 6)
 
S-IVB-205 PREDICTED MASS BREAKDOWN SUMMARY 
S-IB LIFTOFF TIME 0.000 ITEMS REMAINING 
SEQ ITEM MASS X ARM V ARM Z ARM IXX lYY III 
(Lam) (STA-IN) (sTA-INH(STA-TN) (LB-IN?) (LB-!N2) (LB-IN2) 
1 FROST 100.00 420.40 .0 .0 .16926009+07 .1447l090.07 .14472090.07 
2 SEPARATION PKG 34.00 200.69 .0 -0 .57195104.06 .40439864.6 .40439884+06 
5 ULLAGE ROCKETS 















go COMMAND MODULE 















52 SM PROPELLANT 8887.00 1077.90 11.2 1.5 .20017537+08 .37129316+07 .22943177+08 
53 SLA RING 90.00 1647.70 -.2 1.8 .53652493506 .26830440.06 .26830440.06 
60 ADAPTER (SLA) 3655.00 649.70 1.0 -1.2 .4305929T 08 .54365345.08 .53663328+08 
61 [NSTRUMNT UNIT 4280.00 698.70 .2 -15.0 .63776642+08 .34Z45574+08 .30589209,08 
62 S48205 DRY STO 21834.00 316.50 8.6 -2.6 .24941707+09 .90989132+09 .91113976,09 
63 LOX IN TANK 192906.00 241.64 .0 .0 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
64 LOX ULLAGE GAS 35.50 317.91 .0 .0 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
65 LOX 3ELOW TANK 















67 LH2 ULLAGE GAS 169.00 628.02 .0 .0 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
68 L2 BELOW TANK 















70 APS PROPELLANT 131.00 248.59 .0 .0 .25288663+07 .25172310,07 .47790109+05 
71 GN2;START TANK 5.00 88.40 -22.0 14.6 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
72 SERVICE ITEMS 36.00 368.67 16.7 15.4 .42337694,06 .40492036+07 .40263473+07 







S-IB/S-IVB SEPARATION TIME 144.490 ITEMS JETTISONED 
SEQ ITEM MASS X ARM V ARM Z AR, lXX IYY Izz 
(LBM) (STA-IN) (STA-IN)STA-IN) (LR-IN?) (LB-IN2) (LB-IN2) 
I FROST .00 420.40 .0 .0 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
2 SEPARATION PKG 34.00 200.69 .0 .0 .57195104.06 .40439884+06 .40439884 06 
TOTAL JETTISONED 34.00 200.69 .0 .0 .571951n4+06 .40439885+06 .40439855+06 
(SLUG-rT2)
.12344945+03 (SLUG-FT2).87285475+02 (SLUG-FT2).87285475+02 
S-IB/S-IVB SEPARATION TIME 144.490 ITEMS REMAINING 
SEQ ITEM MASS X ARM v ARM Z ARM IXX IVY Iz1 
( LBM) (STA-IN) (STA-IN){STA-IN) (LB-IN2) CLA-IN2) (LB-IN2) 
5 ULLAGE ROCKETS 393.94 223.71 .Z -. 4 .75413565+07 .37864740T07 .37864740+07 
7 LAUNCH ESCAPE 8986.00 1513.20 *.1 -.4 .34555851.07 .126P6886.09 .12626886+09 
30 COMMAND MODULE 13050.00 1252.20 -.1 6.5 .28839T18+0R .27266723,05 .24614452,08 
51 SERVICE NODULE 















33 SLA RING 90.00 1047.70 -.2 1.8 .53652455+06 .26830440+06 .268530440+06 
60 ADAPTER ISLA) 3655.00 849.70 1.0 -1.2 .43059297+08 .54365345.08 .53663328,08 
61 INSTRUMNT UNIT 4280.00 698.70 .2 -13.0 .63776642+08 .34245974+08 .30589209 08 
62 548205 DRY STG 21834.00 316.50 8.6 -2.6 .2494107+09 .90989132+09 .91113976+09 
63 LOX IN TANK 192906.00 241,65 .0 .0 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
64 LOX ULLAGE GAS 35.50 317.95 .0 .0 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
65 LOX BELOW TANK 367.00 114,94 -3.2 6.5 .19821582+06 .46407650.06 .46669026+06 
66 LH2 IN TANK 39399.00 443,75 .0 .0 .00000000 .15727515+09 .15727515+09 
67 L42 ULLAGE GAS 169.00 628.86 .0 .0 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
63 LUZ BELOW TANK 48.00 148.00 -39.2 -42.5 .58934476+05 .23972194.06 .23305451,06 
69 COLD HELIUM 330.O0 494.30 100.1 -27.8 .81644230.06 .10515788.07 .36002369+06 
70 APS PROPELLANT 131.00 248.59 .0 .0 .25288663+07 .25172310+07 ,47790109+05 
71 GH2lSTART TANK 5.00 $840 -22.0 14.6 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
I2 SERVICE ITEMS 56.00 368.67 18.7 15.4 .42337694+06 .40492036+07 .40263473+07 











TABLE AP 2-1 (Sheet 2 of 6)'
 
S-TVE-205, PREDICTED MASS BREAKDOWN. SUMMARY
 
S-IB ENGINE START COMfND TINE 145.810 ITEMS REMAINING 
SEQ ITEM MASS X ARM Y ARM z ARM lxx IYY Izz 
(LBM) (STA-IN) (STA-IN)hSTA-IN) ICR-IN) ' fLS-IN2) ALB-IN2) 
S ULLAGE ROCKETS. 334.37 223.71 .2 -.41 .64009937.o7 .32139041.07 .32139041,07'

7 LAUNC14 ESCAPE 8986.00 1513.20 -4-.1. .34555851+07 .12626886409 -.12626886+09
 
50 COMMAND MODULE 13050.00 1252.20 .-.1 6.5 .2883971+08 .27266723408 .24614452,08
 
31 SERVICE MODULE 10918.00 1130.50 -6.3 9.5 .35013555+08 .55410351+08 .51890235.o81
 
32 SM PROPELLANT 8837.00 1077,90 11.2 1.5 .2b01737+09 .37129316+07 .22943177+08
 
53 SLA RING 90.00 10647.70 -.2 1., .53652455+06 .26830440+6 .2681o44o+O6
 
60 ADAPTER,(SLA) 3655.00 A49.70 1.0 -1.2 .43059297.08 .54365345.08 .53661328,08 
61 INSTRUNT UNIT 4280.00 698.70 .2, -15.0 .63776642.08 t3424 S574,O8 .30589209+08 62 S48205 DRY STG 21834.00 316.50 8.6 -2.6 .24941,07+09 .90989132.09 .911T3976+09 
63 LOX IN TANK 192906.00 241.65 .0 .0' .00000000 00000000 .00000000 
64 LOX ULLAGE GAS 35.50 317.95 .0 .0 .00OOOOO .00000000 .OOOOOO 
43 LXBELW TANK 367.00 114.94 3.2 6.3 .1982152,06 .46407650,06 .46669026+06 
66 LHZ IN TANK 39599.00 443.7 .0. .0 .00000000 .15729540*09 .15729540+09 
67 LH2 ULLAGE GAS 169.00 628.87. .0 .0 .00000O .00000000 .oooo0000 
68 LM2 BELOw TANK 48.00 148.00 -39.2 -42.5 .58934476+05 .23972394,06 .23305451+06 
69 COLD HELIUM 330.00 494.30 100.1 -27.8 .81644230+06 .10515783,07 .36002369.06 
7g APS PROPELLANT .131.00 248.59 .0, .0 .25238663+07 t25172310,oT .47790109+05 
71 GHZ.START TANK 5.00 88.40 -22.0 14.6, .00000000. 00000000 .00000000 
7Z SERVICE ITEMS 56.00 368.67 a.7 15.4 .423376q4406 .40492036+07 .40263473,07 






NINETY PERCENT THRUST TIME 149.310 ITEMS REMAINING
 
SEQ ITEM MASS X ARM Y ARM Z ARM IXX IYY IZ
(LEM) (STA-IN) (STA-IN)(STA-IN) (LB-IN21 (LB-IN2) (LB-IN2)
 
5 ULLAGE ROCKETS 222.00 223.71 .2 -.4 .42498545T07 .21338288+o0 .21338288+07
 
7 LAUNCH ESCAPE 8986.00 1513.20 -.1 -.4 .34555851407 .12626886409 .12626886+09
 
50 COMMAND MODULE 13050.00 1252.20 -.1 6.5 .28839718,08 .27266723.o .2461445208
 
51 SERVICE MODULE 10918.00 1130.50' -6.3 9.5 .35013553+08 .55410351408 .51890235+08
 
52 SH PROPELLANT 8887.00 1o77.90 11.2 1.5 .2001.1537+08 .37129316,ol .Z943177+08
 
:53 SLA RING 90.00 1047.70 -.2 1.8 .53652455+06 .26830440+06 .26830440.06
 
60 ADAPTER ISLA) 3655.00 949.70 1.0' -1.2 .43059297+OR .34365345+08 .5363328.08 
61 INSTRUMNT UNIT 4280.00 698.70 .Z' -1I.0 .63776642+08 .34245574408 .30589209+08 
62 S4205-DaY'STG 21834.00 316.50 8.6 -2.6 .24941707+09 ;90989132409 .91113916+09 
3 LOX IN TANK 192504.00 241.51 .0 .0 .OO000000 .00000000 .00000000 
64 LOX ULLAGE GAS 37.31 317.6'1 .0 .0 .00000000, .00000000 ,,000000004 6
63 LOX BELOW TANK I 397.00 114494 3.2 6.3 .21441875+06 .30201190,o6 .50 83932+0
66 LN2 IN TANK 39481.06 443.31 .0 .0 .00000000 .15522733,09 .15522793+09 
67 LH2 ULLAGE, GAS 170.58 628.25 .0 .0 .00030000 .00000000 .00000000 
68 LH2 BELOW TANK 58.00 14 8 .00 -39.2 .42.5 .71212492+05 .28966642+06 .28160753+06 
69 COLD HELIUM 3Z8.81 494.30 100.1 .27.8 .81350070+06 .10477900407 .3587Z655+06 
70 APS PROPELLANT 130.96 248.59 .0 .0 .25230014+07 .25163701+0 .47773765+05 
.71 GHZ.START TANK 1.00 88.40 -22.0 14.6 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
72 SERvICE ITEMS 36.00 368.67 18.7 F 13.4 .42337694+06 .40492036+07 .4026347+07 
TOTAL REMAINING 305086.63 424.12 .8 .2 .461829T3+09 .I8004530+11 .38014606+11
 








TABLE AP 2-1 (Sheet 3 of 6)

S-IVB-205 PREDICTED MASS-BREAKDOWN SUMMARY 
SUMMARYPRINTOUT TIME 200.000 ITEMS REMAINING 
sea ITEM MASS X ARM v ARM Z ARM IXx IYY Izz 
(LOM) (STA-IN) CSTA.N3(STA-IN) (L8-IN2) (LB-IN2) (L8-IN2) 
50 COMMAND MODULE 13050.00 1252.20 .. 6.5 .28839718.08 .27266723,08 .24614452+08 
51 SERVICE MODULE 10918.00 1130.50 -6.3 9.5 .35013555.08 .55410351+08 .51890235.08 
52 SM PROPELLANT 8887.00 1077.90 11.2 1.5 *Zoo17537*o8 .37129316.0 .229A43177+0 
53 SLA RING 90.00 1047.70 -.2 1.8 .3652455+o6 .26830440+06 .26830440.06 
60 ADAPTER ISLA)















62 S41205 DRY STG 21834.00 316.50 8.6 -2.6 .2494170+09 .90989132+69 .91113976+09 
63 LOX IN TANK 















63 LOX BELOW TANK 39T.00 1194 3z 6.5 :21441875.0b '. 0201190+06 .50483932+06 
66 12 IN TANK 35299.27 427.48 .0 .0 .00000000 .90438808.08 .90438808+08 
67 LHZ ULLAGE GAS 202.67 608.04 .0 .0 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
68 12 BELOW TANK 58.00 148,0O ;39.2 -42.5 .712124*2,05 .28966642+06 .2160753+06 
69 COLD HELIUM 311.59 494:30 100.1 -27.8 .77089790,06 .99Z91757.06 .33994014+06 
To APS PROPELLANT 130.31 248.9 .0 .0 .25154757.0 .25039019.07 .47537055+05 
71 GH2START TANK 1.00 88.40 -22.0 14.6 .OO0OOO00 00000000 . 00000000 
72 SERVICE ITEMS 56.00 368.67 18.7 15.4 .4233769406 .40492036*07 .40263473+07 







SUMMARy PRINTOUT TIME 300.000 ITEMS REMAINING 
SEQ ITEM MASS X ARM Y ARM Z ARM IXX IYY Izz 
(LBN) (STA-IN) (STA-IN)(STA-tN) (C8.I)1) (LB-INE) (Cs-IN2) 
50 COMMAND MODULE 















59 SM PROPELLANT 8881.00 1077.90 11.2 1.5 .20017537+08 .37129316.o .22943177+08 
53 LA RING . 90.0O IP47.70 -.2 1.8 .33652455+06 .26830440.06 .26830440+06 
60 ADAPTER (LA)
61 INSTRUMNT UNIT 






















63 LOX IN TANK 124634.08 220.45 .0 .0 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
64 LO. ULLAGE GAS 146.13 284.13 .0 .0 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
&5 LO. BELOW TANK 397.00 11494 3.2 6.5 .21441875+06 .50201190+06 .50483932+06 
66 LHZ IN TANK 27049.65 395.92 .0 .0 .0000o0o .11271872.09 .11271872+09 
67 LH2 ULLAGE GAS 265.96 574.75 .0 .0 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
68 LHZ BELOW TANK 58.00 148.00 -39.2 -42.5 .71212492+05 .28966642406 .28160753+06 
69 COLD HELIUM 277.62 494.30 100.1 -27.8 .68685211.06 .88466649+06 .30287877+06 
TO APS PROPELLANT 129.03 248.59 .0 .0 .24901651,07 .24793050407 .47n7OO79,0 
71 GHZ.START TANK' 1.00 88.40 -22.0 14 *O O.00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
72 SERVICE ITEMS 56.00 368.67 18.7 15.4 .423376q4+06 *40 4Q2 0 3 64 0 T .40263473,07 
TOTAL REMAINING 215728.47 417.14 1.2 .3 .45332006.09 .25914344+11 .25924023+11 
(SLUC-FTZ) (SLNG FT2) (SLUG-FT2) 
.97844632+05 .55933539+07 .55954430+07 
SUMMARY PRINTOUT TIME 400.000 ITEMS REMAINING 
SEQ ITEM MASS X ARM Y ARM Z ARM IXX IYY IZZ 
(LBM) (5TA-IN) (STA-INI(S1A-TN) (LB-IN?) (LR-IN2) (LB-1N21 
50 COMMAND NODULE 13050.00 1752.20 -.1 6.5 .28839718+08 .27266723.08 .24614452+08 
51 SERVICE MODULE 10918.00 1130.50 -6.3 9.5 .35013555+08 .55410351+08 .51890235,08 
52 SM PROPELLANT 8887.00 10"7.90 11.2 1.5 .20017537+08 .37129316,07 .22943177+08 
53 SLA RING 
60 ADAPTER .(SLA) 






















62 540205 DRY STG 21834.00 316.50 8.6 -2.6 .24941707+09 .90989132.09 .911L3976+09 
63 LOX IN TANK 79594.65 206.21 .0 .0 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
64 LOX ULLAGE GAS 















66 LHZ IN TANK 18800.04 3614 .0 .0 .00000000 .88756479.08 ,88756479+08 
67 IHN ULLAGE GAS 3Z9.25 1,3.19 ,0.000nO .0 O000000 no000on 
68 LHZ BELOW TANK 5:00 '4-00 -39.2 -42.5 7121202.05 .28966642+06 .28160753.06 
69 COLD HELIUM 243.65 494.30 10.1 -27.8 .A0R0634.O& .7'6'I542,0 .26581740+06 
70 APS PROPELLANT 127.75 248.59 .0 .0 .24660543+07 .2-45470824o7 .46603102+05 
71 GHRZSTAPT TANK 1.00 88.40 -22.0 14.6 .0000O nO .00000000 00000000 
72 SERVICE ITEMS 56.00 368.67 18.7 15.4 .42137694+06 .40492036407 .40263473,07 









TABLE AP 2-1 (Sheet 4 of 6)
 
S-IVB-205 PREDICTED MASS BREAKDOWN SUMMARY
 
ENGINE MIXTURE RATIO CUTBACK TIME 454.900 	 ITEMS REMAINING 
SEQ ITEM 	 MASS X ARM v ARM Z ARM TXX IYY -'le 
(LBMI (STA-IN) (STA-IN)ISTA-IN ICR-IN8) (LR-IN2) iLB-IN?) 
- 50 COMMAND MODULE 13050.00 1252.20 -. 1 6.5 .28839718+08 .27266723.o .24614452+08 
51 SERVICEAIOOULE 10918.00 1130.50 -6.3 0.5 .35013555+08 .55410351+08 .51890235.08 
52 SM PROPELLANT 8867,00 1n77.90 11.2 1.5 .20017537.08 .37129316+o7 .22943177+08 
53 SLA RING 90.00 1047.70 -.2 1.8 .53652495.06 .26830440+o6 .26830440+06 
60 ADAPTER (SLA] 3655.00 949.70 1.0 -1.2 .54365345+08 .53663328+08.4303 92q7+08  

61 INSTRUMNI UNIT' 4280.00 698.70 .2 -L.0 :63776642+08 .3424557408, .30589209+08
 
62 54B203 DRY STG 21834.00 316.50 8.6 -2.6 .24941707409 '90989132+09 .qll13q76+09
 
63 LOX IN TANK 54868.00 197.12 .0 .0 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000
 
64 LOX ULLAGE GAS 258.00 262.40 .0 .0 .000000n0 OoOn000 oO000000
 
65 LOX BELOW TANK 	 397.00. 114.94 3.2 6.5 .21441875,06 '.5020L190O6 .50483932.06 
66 L1H2IN TANK 14271.00 346.39 .0 .0 .00000000 .7356300+06 .73556300+08 
67 LH2 ULLAGE GAS 364.00 525.29 .0 .0 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
66 LH2 BELOW TANK 58.00 148.00 -39.2 -42.5 .71212492,05 .28966642+06 .28160753+06 
69 COLD HELIUM 225.O0 494.30 100.1 -27.8 .55666521,06 ,71698557+06 .24547070+06 
70 APS PROPELLANT 127.04 248.59 .0 .0 .245?4883.07 .24412045+07 .46346731,05 
71 GHflSTART TANK 1.00 88.40 -22.0 14.6 .00000000 .00000000 *00000000 
72 SERVICE ITEMS 56.00 368.67 18.7 15.4 .42337694*06 .40492036+07 .40263473.07 






SUMMARY PRINTOUT 	 TINE 500.000 ITEMS REMAINING
 
SEQ ITEM 	 MASS, X ARM V ARM Z ARM IXX IYY Ill
 




50 COMMAND MODULE 13050.00 1252.20 -.1 6.5' .28839718+08 .27266723.08 .24614452+0
 
51 SERvICE MODULE 10918,00 1130.50 -6.3 9.5 .35013555,08 .554,10351+08, .51890235+08
 
52 SM PROPELLANT 8887.00 1,77.90 l1..2 1.5 .20017537,08 .3712931607 .2Z943177+06 
53 SLA RING 90.00 1047.70 .,2 1.8 .53652455*06 .26830440.06 .26830440+06 
60 AOAPTER ISLA) 3655.00 849.70 1.0 -1.2 .43059297,08 .54365345,08 .53663328+08 
61 INSTRUMNT UNIT 4280.00 698.10 .2 -18.0 .63776642+0R .34245574+08 4.0589209+08 
,62 S4B20 DRY ST0 21834.00 316.50 8.6 -2.6 .24941707+09 .90989132+09 .91113976+09 
63 LOX IN TANK 39518.90 190.61 .0 .0 .000000 .00000000' .00000000 
64 LOX UCLAGE GAS 288.79 27.01 .0 .0 0OnO0O00 .00000000 .00000000 
65 LOX BELOW TANK 397.00 114.94 3.2 6.5 .21441875+06 SoZnll90+06 .50483932+06 
66 L12 IN TANK 10802.51 132.22 .0 .0 .00000000 .59115259+08 .59115259+08 
67 LHZ ULLAGE GAS 402.99 511.49 .0 .0 '.00000000 .00000000 .00000000. 
68 L42 BELOW TANK 58.00 148.00 -39.2 .42.5 .7121249205 .28966642 06 .28160733+06 
69 COLD HELIUM 212.00 494.30 100.1 -27.8 .52451348,06 .67557410+06 .2312928+06 
70 APS ,PROPELLANT ,126.47 248.59 .0 .0 .24413439,07 .24301112+07 .46136125,0'5 
71 GNZ;START TANK 1.00 88.40 -22,.0- 14.6 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
72 SERVICE ITEMS 56.00 368.67 18.7 15.4 ?4Z337694+06 .40492036+07 .40263473.07 






SUMMARY PRINTOUT 	 TIME 600.000 ITEMS REMAINING
 
SEQ ITEM 	 MASS X ARM V ARM Z.ARM IXX IYY Izz
 
(LM) (STA-IN) ItTA-IN)ISTA-iN) (LR-INZ) (LR-1N2) (8-IN2)
 
50 COMMAND MODULE 13050.00 1252.20 -.1 6.5 .28839718+08 .27266723+08 .24614452+08 
51 SERVICE MODULE 10918.00 1130.50 -6.3 9.5 .35013555+08 .55410351+08, .51890235+08 
92 SM PROPELLANT 8887.00 1077.90 11.2 1.5 .20017537+08 .37129316+07 ,22943177+08 
33 SLA RING 90.00 1047,: -. 2 1.8 .53652455+06 .26830440-06 :26830440.06 
60 AOAPTER ISLA) 3655.00' 849.70 1.0 -1.2 .43059297+08 .54365345+08 .33663328+08 
61 INSTRUMNT UNIT 4280.00 A98.70 .2 -15.0 .637,76642.08 .34245374+08 :30589269+09 
62 S48203 DRY STG 21834.00 316.5O 8.6 -2.6 .24941707,09 .90989132+09 .91113976+09 
63 LOX IN TANK 6181.92 169.78 .0 .0 .000000O0 .00000000 .00000000 
64 LOX ULLAGE GAS 357.07 246.85 .0 .0 .00000000 OO0000 .00000000 
65 LOX BELOW TANK 397.00 114.94 3.2 6.5 .21441875+06 .50201190406 .50483932+06 
66 L142 IN TANK 3140.11' 294.38 .0 .0 .0000000t .24606415+08 .24606416.08 
67 LH2 ULLAGE GAS 489.43 482.45 *0 .0 .00000060 .00000000- .00000000 
68 LH2 BELOW TANK 58.00 148.00 -39.2 -4V.S .11212492+05 .28966642+06 .28160753+06 
69 COLD HELIUM 183.19 494.30 100.1 .27.8 .4332236506 ;58375268.06 .19985644+06 
70 APS PROPELLANT 125.19 248.59 .0 .0 .24166333+07 .24055143*07 .45669148+05 
71 GH2.START TANK 1.00 88.40 -22.0 14.6 .000 0000C .00000000 "00000000 
72 SERVICE ITEMS 56.00 368,67 18.7 15.4 .42337694+06 .40492036,07 .40263473+07 









TABLE AP 2-1 (Sheet 5 of 6)
 
S-IVB-205 PREDICTED MASS BREAKDOWN SUMMARY
 
'ENGINE CUTOFF COMMAND TIME 614.540 ITEMS REMAINING 
SEQ ITEM MASS 
(IBN) 
X ARM V ARM Z ARM (STA-IN) (CTA-INI[STA-IN) !XX ILK-IH21 IYY (LR-I42] IZZ (LB-INZ) 
50 COMMAND MODULE 13050.00 1252.20 -.1 6.5 .28839718,OR .27266723,0 .24614452 08 
11 SERVICE MODULE 10918.00 1130.50 -6.3 9.5 .350135'5+O8 .55410351+08 .51890235.08 
52 SH PROPELLANT 















A0 ADAPTER (SLA) 















62 S4205 DRY STG 21834.00 316.50 8.6 -2.6 .249417n0.9 .90989132.09 .91113976+09 
63 LOX IN TANK 1326.00 161.82 .0 .0 .00000060 .00000000 .00000000 
64 LMX ULLAGE GAS 367.00 245.08 .0 .0 .00000000 00000000 .00000000 
65 LnX BELOW TANK 397.oo 114.94 3.2 6.5 .21441875+06 .502nt190+o6 .50483932+06 
66 LN2 IN TANK 2026.00 285.10 .0 .0 .00OO000 .15623343+08 .15623343,08 
67 LHZ ULLAGE GAS 502.00 477.98 .0 .0 .000nooo0 .00000000 .00000000 
68 LHZ BELOW TANK 58.00 14.00 -39.2 -42.3 .71212492+09 .28966642.o6 .28160753+06 
69 COLD HELIUM 179.00 494.30 100.1 -27.8 .44?85810,06 .57040185.06 .19528558+06 
70 APS PROPELLANT 125.00 Z48.59 .0 .0 .24130403,01 .24019380+07 .45601249+05 
71 GHNZSTART TANK 1.00 88.40 -22.0 14.6 .000000O0 .00000000 .00000000 
72 SERVICE ITEMS 56.00 168.67 18.7 15.4 .423376q4+06 .40492036+0 .40263473.07 
TOTAL REMAINING 67751.00 777.56 3.5 1.1 .45131932+09 t12306331+11 .12314877+11 
(SCUG-FT2) (SLUG-FTZ) ISLUG-PT2) 
.97412838.0 .26561993.07 .26580440.07 
S-IVB END THRUST DECAY' TINE 615.940 ITEMS REMAINING 
SEQ ITEM MASS X ARM V ARM Z ARM IXx IYY It! 
(Lam) (TA-IN) (STA-INHSTA-IN) (LB-IM2 (LB-IN2) (LB-IN2) 
50 COMMAND MODULE 13050.00 1?52.20 -.1 6.5 .28839718.08 .27266723+08 .24614452+08 
31 SERVICE MODULE 10918.00 1130.50 -6.3 9.5 .35013555+08 .55410351+08 .51890235+08 
52 SM PROPELLANT 8887.00 1n77.90 11.2 1.3 .20017537+09 .37129316+o7 .22943177+08 
53 SLA RING 90.00 1047.70 -.2 1.8 .53652455.06 .26810440+06 .26830440.06 
60 ADAPTER (SLA) 3655.00 849.70 1.0 -1.2 .4305927+06 .54365345+08 .53661328+08 
61 INSTRUMNT UNIT 4280.00 698.70 .2 -15.0 .63776642+OA .34245574-08 .30589209,08 
62 S48205 DRY STG 21834.00 316.50 8.6 -2.6 .24941707+09 .90989132+09 .91113976+09 
63 LOX IN TANK 1237.00 161.57 .0 .0 .00000000 O00O000 .00000000 
64 LOX ULLAGE GAS 















66 LH2 IN TANK 1999.00 284.83 .0 .0 .00000000 .15410122+08 .1541012+,8 
67 1HZ ULLAGE GAS 502.00 4T787 .0 .0 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
68 LH2 BELOW TANK 48.00 148.00 -39.2 -42.3 .58934476.05 .23972394.06 .23305451+06 
69 COLD HELIUM 179.00 494.30 100.1 -27.8 .44285810+06 .57040184+06 .1952s558+06 
70 APS PROPELLANT 124.99 248.59 .0 .0 .24129311+07 -24018292+07 .45599185.05 
71 GH2START TANK 1.00 8.40 -22.0 14.6 .000000 .00000000 .00000000 
7Z SERVICE ITEMS 56.00 368.67 18.7 15.4 .42337694+06 .40492036+07 .40263473+07 










TABLE AP 2-1 (Sheet 6 of 6) 
S-IVB-205 PREDICTED MASS BREAKDOWNvSUMMARY 
CSMSEPARATION TIME 10,495.000 ITEMS JETTISONED 
SEQ ITEM MASS 
(LEN) 








50 COMMAND MODULE 
51 SERVICE MODULE 
52 SM PROPELLANT 




































CSM SEPARATION TIME 10.495.000 ITEMS REMAINING 
SEQ ITEM MASS(LBN) X ARM V ARM Z ARM[STA-IN) (STA-IN)[STA-iN) !XXILB-INZ) IYY(LB-INZ) IZZ(LB-IM2) 
60 ADAPTER (SLA) 















62 S4B205 DRY STG 21834.00 316.50 8.6 -2.6 .24941707.09 .90989132.09 .91113976+09 
63 LOX IN TANK .00 159.85 .0 .0 .00000000 .O00OOOO0 .00000000 
64 LOX ULLAGE GAS 128.10 244.84 .0 .0 .0000000 .00000000 .00000000 
65 LOX BELOW TANK .00 114.94 3.2 6.3 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
66 LHZ IN TANK .00 251.77 .0 .0 .00000000 .14523048-01 .14523048-01 
67TL2 ULLAGE GAS 300.31 469.59 .0. .0 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
68 LM2 BELOW TANK .00 148.00 -39.2 -42.5 .58546142-03 .23814434-o2 .23151886-02 
69 COLD HELIUM .00 494.30 100.1 -27.0 .00000000 .00000000 .000000 
70 APS PROPELLANT 85.04 248.59 .0 .0 .16416478+07 .16340946+07 .31023596+05 
11 GHZ.START TANK 1.00 88.40 -22.0 14.6 .00000000 .00000000 n0 
72 SERVICE ITEMS 56.00 365.67 18.7 15.4 .42337694,06 .40492036,07 .40263473,07 
TOTAL REMAINING 30339.45 434.26 6.4 -4.1 .42568114+09 .2318433410 .22246809.10 
(SLUG-FTZ) (SLUG-FT2) (SLUG-FT2) 





TABLE AP 2-i-(Sheet I of 3) -
S-XVB-205-MASS CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY 
TIME MASS X ARM Y AMN Z ARM IXX IYY IZZ 
(SEC) (LBM) (S A-IN) (STAINH STA-IN) (SLU0-FTZ ) (SCUG-FT2) (SLUG-FT2) 
0.000 305878.51 423.84 .8 .2 .100887.86+06 .82C37533 07 .82079313+07 
60.000 305878.'51 423.88 .8 .2 .10088786,06 . 82659487+07 .8208126507 
80.006 305778.50 '423.89 .8 .2 .loo52151+06 .82n57025+07 .82078805+07 
100.000 305776.50 423.90 .8 .2 .10052251,06 .82057683.07 .82079463*07 
120.000 305778.50 423.92 .8 .2 .ioo52251.o6 .825805307 .82079832,67 
144.400 303778.50 423.93 .8 .2 .100525106 .82o58503+07 .82080284+07 
144.490 305774.44 423.94 a, .2 .10050573,06 .82e58072 07 .82079852+07 
144,490 305740.44 423.96 .8 .2 .10038227+06 .82053541+07 .82075322,07 
i45.81o 30568o.87 424.00 .8 .2 .10013613+06 .82647171+07 .82068951407 
146.810 305633.10 424.03 .8 .2 .999513105 .8204235607 .82064125,07 
148.360" '305280.24 424.10 .8 .2 .99678192+05 .52031487+07 .82053243+07 
149.310 '305086.65 424.12 .8 .2 .99681384.n5 .82029004+07 .8205075107 
156.910 301044.30 425.09 .8 .2 .99673020+05 .81931027+07 .11952T34+07 
156.910 300822.30 425.24' .8 .2 .93755693+05 .81906974 07 .81928652+07 
160.000 299178.77 425.66 .8 .2 .98752289,05 g51R64675+07 .81886368+07 
163.110 297524.60- 426.10 .9, .2 .98748859+05 8i8ZO703+07 .81842374+07 
163.110 288538.60 -392.24 .9 .2 .9o000430o05 .57Q13021.0 7 .57934686.07 
'170.000 284873.89 392.85 .9, .2 .97992777+05 .57545455.07 .57867081+07 
160.000 279555.01 393.84 .9 .2 .97981640+05 .57739753+07 .57761524+07 
190.000 274236.14 394.97 .9 .3 .97970470,05 .57624798+07 .57646315+07 
200.000 268917.26 396.22 .9 .3 .97959266+05 .57002q+07 .57521755+07 
210.000 263598.38 397.60 1.0 .3 .97948021.05 .57365849+07 .57387256,07 
220.000 258279.50 399.10 N-O .3 .97936737,05 .57389227+0 .57410578+07 
230.'000 252960.62 400.77 1.0 .3 .97925410+05 .57746225+07 .57267521+0T 
240,000 247641.74 402.60 1.0 .3 .97914033,05 .57093242,07 .57114482+07 
250.000 242322.86 404.58 i.O .3 .97902611.05 .56929830+o7. .56951014+07 
260.000 237003.98 406.72 1.1 .3 .97891137+05 .56755441,07 .56716568+07 
270.0o0 231685.11 409.04 1.1 .3 .97879604,05 .5656931+07 .56590500+07 
?80.000 226366.23 411.54 1.1 .3 .97868012,05 .56371040+07 .56392048+07 
29 0.o0o 221047.35 414.23 fi- .3 .9785635f05 .56159404 07 .56180355+07 
300.000 215728.47 417.14 1.2 .3 .97844632+05 .55933539+07 .55954430,07 
310.000 210409.60 420.26 i.2 .3 .97832832+05 .55692323+07 .55713154+07 
320.000 205090.72 423.62 i.2 .3 .97820953.05 .55434479+07 .55455250n7 
330.000 199771.84 427.24 1.2 .4 .97808988,05 ..55158585+07 .55179296,07 
340.000 19445296- 431.13 1.3 .4 .97796929+05 .54863022+07 .54883669+07 
350'.000 189134.08 '435.31 1.3- .4 .97764769,05 .54545946+07 .54566532+07 
360.000 183815.20 439.88 T.3 .4 .97772498,05 .54194479+07- .54215001+07 




TABLE AP 2-2 (Sheet 2 of 3)
 
S-IVB-205 MASS CHARACTERISTICS SUM14ARY
 
TIME MASS X ARM V ARM Z ARM IXX IVY INU 
(SEC) (LBM)- (SA-IN) (STA-I f(STA-IN) (SLUG-FT2) (SIUG-P72) (SLUO-F72) 
380.000 173177.44 450.06 1.4 .4 .97747585+05 .53416394+07 .53436784,07 
390.000 '167858.56 455.78 1.5 .4 .97734919,05 .32978069+07 .52998392.07 
400.000 162339.69 461.97 1.5 .4 .97722096.05 .52501775+07 .52522032,07 
410.000 157220.80 468.68 1.6 .5 .97709099+05 .51983129+07 .52003315607 
420.000 151901.93 475.97 1.6 .5 .97695912*05 .51417153+07 .51437267,07 
430.000 146583.05 483.91 i.7 .5 .97682510+05 .50798180,07 .50818222+07 
440.000 141264.17 492.56 1.7 .5 .97668871+05 .50119662.07 .50139630.07 
450.000 135945.30 502.02 1.8 .5 .97654966+05 .49373990 07 .49393880.07 
454.900 133339.04 506.98 1.8 .5 .97648048,05 .48981380+07 .49001233+07 
456.900 132280.34 509.05 1.8 .5 .97645694,05 .48816632+07 .48836470,07 
460.000 131011.56 511.54 1.9 .5 .97641814+05 .48620714+07 .48640531+07 
470.000 126918.08 519.97 1.9 .6 .97629814,05 .47955687+07 .47975437+07 
475.000 124871.35 524.42 2.0 .6 .97623731+05 .47603022+07 .47622738+07 
480.000 122824.61 529.04 2.0 .6 .97611594+05 .47235938+07 .47253622,07 
490.000 118731.13 538.85 2.0 .6 .97605141+05 .46455228+07 .46474841,07 
500.000 114637.66 549.46 2.1 .6 .97592422,05 .45606374,07 .45625915+07 
510.000 110544.18 560.97 .2 .7 .97579416+05 .44680892.07 .44700362.07 
520.000 106450.71 573.49 2.3 .7 .97566082+05 .43669236+07 .43688629+07 
525.000 104403.97 580.16 2.3 .7 .97559281+05 .43127608+07 .43146960,07 
530.000 102357.23 587.06 2.4 .7 .97552384+05 .42572903+07 .42592216+07 
540,000 98263.76 602.03 2.5 .7 .97538278+05 .41344620+07 .41363850,07 
550.000 94170.28 618.46 .6 .8 .97523707+05 .39990056+07 .40009199.07 
560.000 90076.81 636.47 2.7 .8 .97508610.05 .38501967+07 .38521019+07 
570.000 85983.34 656.34 2.8 .8 .97492912+05 .36054669+07 .36873626+07 
510.000 81889.86 678.41 P.9 .9 .97476521+05 .353086607 .35049721+07 
590.000 77796.39 703.04 3.1 .9 .97459332.05 .32)49155+07 .32967903+07 
600.000 73702.91 730.76 3.3 1.0 .97441205+05 .30566635+07 .30605265+07 
610.000 69609.44 761.99 q.4 1.0 .97421980+05 .27907963+07 .27926471+07 
614.540 67751.00 777.56 3.5 1.1 .97412838+05 .26561993+o7 .26580440+07 
615.940 67592.54 778.96 3.5 1.1 .97398081+05 .26437613.07 .26456062.07 
674.340 67452.90 780.04 3.6 1.1 .97396085+05 .26355566+07 .26374023+07 
1200.000 67113.38 782.45 3.6 1.1 .97380886,05 .26182023,07 .26200559+07 
1800000 66725.70 785.26 3.6 1.1 .97363514+05 .25976507+07 .25995134+07 
2400.000 66338.01 788.15 3.6 1.1 .97346123,05 .25763217+07 .25781937.07 
3000-.000 65950.13 791.11 3.7 1.1 .97328711*03 .25542209,07 .25561021+07 
3544.300 65598.64 '793.87 3.7 1.1 .97312898,05 .23332592+07 .25351484+07 
3600'.000 65592.30 793.92 3.7 1.1 .97311374+05 .25128789+07 .25347691+07 





TABLE AP 2-2 (Sheet 3 of 3)
 
S-IVB-205 MASS CHARACTERISTICS St-MJARY
 
TIME MASS X ARM Y ARM I ARM IXX IYY ZZ 
(SEC) (LBH) (STA-IN) (STA.-IN)STAIN) (SLUG.F72) (SLUG.FT2) (SLUG-FT2) 
4800.000 65455.66 795.00 3.7 1.1 .97278524+05 
-.25i43815+07 .25264917,07 
5400.000 6538733 795.535 1.7 1.1 .97262097,05 .25.03530+0 2. 3222731+07 
5666.100 65357.03 795.79 3.7 1.1 .97254810,05 .25184520,07 .25203765+07 
6000.000 64480.84 804.01 3.6 1.2 *97000302+05 .24462100+07 .24480252.07 
6386.100 63467.67 813.83 3.5 1.2 .96705689,05 .2359500.07 .23612384+07 
6600.000 63438.14 813.89 3.5 1.2 .96702059.05 .23591732+07 .23608631+07 
7200.000 63431.42 814.06 1.5 1.2 .96691874,05 .23381163,07 .23598178*07 
7800.000 63404.70 814.24 1.5 1.2 .96681689+05 .23570579+07 .23587693,o7 
8400.000 63377.97 814.41 1.5 1.2 .96671502,05 .2)559988+07 .23577202.07 
9000.000 63351.25 814.59 3.5 1.2 .96661318+0s .23549391+07 .23566703+07 
9600.000 61324.53 814.76 3.5 1.2 .96651132+05 .23538785+07 .23556194+07 
10200.000 63297.81 814.94 3.5 1.2 .96640946+05 .23528171+07 .23545679+07 
10499.900 63284.45 815.02 3.5 1.2 .96635855+05- .23522864+07 .23540419+07 
10495.000 63284.44 814.30 3.5 1.2 .11095412+06 ,23567414+07 .23580188,07 
10495000 30339.45 434.26 6.4 -4.1 .91879045+05 .481721206 .48017529,06 




TABLE AP 2-3 (Sheet 1 of 3) 
DEFINITIONS FOR MASS CHARACTERISTICS 
COMPUTER PROGRAM WSll PRINTOUTS 
TERM DEFINITIONS UNITS 
Douglas 
Station 
Distance along the H axis from an arbitrary 
S-IVB-205 stage reference zero. The ZERO station 
Inches 
is located so that the S-IVB-205 stage engine 
gimbal point is station 100.0. Positive values 
increase in the forward direction and negative 
values are aft of station zero. 
H Arm Distance along the centerline of the S-IVB-205 
stage from the center of gravity of the item 





A listing of all items being considered at the 
current computing time that will not be con-
None 
sidered at the next computing time. 
Items 
Remaining 
A listing of all items being considered at the 
current computing time that will be considered 
None 
at the next computing time. 
L Arm Distance from the center of gravity of the 
item under consideration to the centerline 
Inches 
of the S-IVB-205 stage along an axis 
perpendicular to the centerline and coin­
ciding with positions II and IV. Position II 





TABLE AP 2-3 (Sheet 2 of 3) 
DEFINITIONS FOR MASS CHARACTERISTICS 







Moment of inertia of any item or total about an 
axis through its own center of gravity and 
parallel to the V axis. 
Moment of inertia about the center of gravity 




SLF Slug feet squared 
SLG Slugs 
SS Center of gravity expressed in terms of stage 
coordinates when individual items are in another 
coordinate system. 
Inches 
Time Time is referenced to range time. All computing 
was done in the pounds, inches, and pound inches 
squared system of units. (Items below the TOTAL 
REMAINING line were converted to other unit 




A summation of the items being jettisoned at the 




A summation of the items remaining None 
V Arm Distance from the center of gravity of item under 
consideration to the centerline of the stage along 
an axis perpendicular to the H and L axes and 
coinciding with positions I and III. Position I 




TABLE AP 2-3 (Sheet 3 of 3) 
DEFINITIONS FOR MASS CHARACTERISTICS 
COMPUTER PROGRAM WS1l PRINTOUTS 
TERM DEFINITIONS UNITS 
VS 
Yaw MOI 
Vehicle station (when center of gravity is exptes-
sed in coordinates other than S-IVB-205 stage). 
Moment of inertia of any item or total, about an 
axis through its own center of gravity and 








ULLAGE ROCKETS III (+Z,+V1 AUXILIARY 
FORWARD (3REQD - 120 ° APART) PROPULSION(+X, +H) , 
_ _ 	 MODULE 




COLD HELIUM ITPOSITONSP ERES 	 11+',+) _ 
XAUX 
, . ... ~TUNNEL'-­
-
(+Y,~ ~- -Z -V)-YI, Lv -'--LH2 FEED LINE 
P I IN FAIRING 
m AB CE F G H I J I I N OF Q I 
~(-Z, -V} 
co INSTALLATION STATION 	 INSTALLATION STATION 
A. FWD BULKHEAD (FWD END) 	 684.6 AUXILIARY PROPULSION MODULE (AFT END) 205.1 
B. FWD SKIRT (FWD END) 	 676.7 ULLAGE ROCKET FAIRING (AFT END) 204.6 
C. MAIN TUNNEL (FWD END) 	 647.7 LH2 FEED LINE FAIRING (AFT END) 202.7 
0. 	FWD SKIRT (AFT END) 554.7 J. AFT SKIRT (AFT END) 200.6 
FWD BULKHEAD (AFT END) 553.0 INTERSTAGE (FWD END) 200.6 
E. COLD HELIUM SPHERES(8REQD - 26.9 TO J) 454.0 	 K. THRUST STRUCTURE/AFT BULKHEAD TANGENT POINT 186.9 
F. COMMON BULKHEAD (FWD END) 335.2 L, AMBIENT HELIUM SPHERES 158.6 
AFT BULKHEAD (FWD END) 287.8 AFT BULKHEAD (AFT END) 156.3 
G. AFT SKIRT (FWD END) 286.1 M. THRUST STRUCTURE SKIN (AFT END) 121.4 
LH2 FEED LINE FAIRING(FWD END) 286.1 N. GIMBAL STATION 100.0 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION MODULE (FWD END) 285.5 0. ENGINE NOZZLE (AFT END) -16.0 
ULLAGE ROCKET (FWD END) 245.3 P. INTERSTAGE(AFT END -23.9 
H. COMMON BULKHEAD (AFT END) 244.4 	 AERODYNAMIC FAIRING (FWD END) -23.5 
.MAIN TUNNEL (AFT END) 	 220.9 Q. AERODYNAMIC FAIRING (AFT END) -50.9 
Figure AP 2-1. S-IVB-205 Stage Station Numbers
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Figure AP 2-2. S-IVB-205 Stage Mass and Center of Gravity 
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Figure AP 2-4. 
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3. PREDICTED FLIGHT TRAJECTORY
 
This appendix presents the AS-205 predicted launch vehicle trajectory.
 
Predictions of the S-IB stage trajectory were generated by MSFC and
 
transmitted to MDAC-WD where the data were reformatted to conform to
 
MDAC-WD coordinate system conventions and symbology. The S-IVB stage
 
trajectory simulation was derived using S-IVB stage predicted performance
 
characteristics documented in this report. These predictions are based
 
on MSFC predicted AS-205 vehicle flight trajectory (section 2), sequence
 
of events (appendix 1), mass characteristics data (appendix 2), and
 
predicted propulsion system performance (appendix 5).
 
Tables AP 3-1 through AP 3-3 present the S-IB stage powered trajectory, 
S-IVB stage powered trajectory, and S-IVB orbital flight trajectory 
simulations; symbol definitions and coordinate subscript definitions are
 
presented in tables AP 3-4 and AP 3-5. Figures A' 3-1 and AP 3-2 show
 
the coordinate system applicable to the trajectory simulation.
 






TABLE AP 3-1 (Sheet 1 of 15)
 
PREDICTED S-IB-205 STAGE POWERED FLIGHT TRAJECTORY
 
1 TIME WEIGHI F SO T ALTIUE RANGE 
2 
(SEiC) 
V SB I 
(LB) 
V SO E 
(LO 
R SB C 
FTI 






X S E 
(FT) 
Y SB E 
(Fr) 
(FT/SEC) 
X Sb P (M)
(M) 
Y So P (M) 
(M) 
(FTi
X S S 
(Fry 
Y So 5 
(F1) 
(FT)














D-x S FI(M) (FT)D-X bB S (FT)o-X b9SFE (DEG) A SB XM 





U-Z SE L 
U-Y SB P (M) 
(M/Sc) 
O-Z GO P (M) 
D-Y b S 
(FT/bEL) 
u-Z $6 h P 
O-Y SU SFE 
(Fr/SEC) 
-Z SBS FE 





F d X 
(M/SLC)
F SS rx 
(FT/EC)
F SO AX 
(FT/S C)
M SB X 
(FT/SEC/btC)
M SB AX 
1U 
(LB)
F bb Y 
iLB) 
F 5 FY 
(Ld)
F S AY 
(LB-FT) 
M 5O T 
(Ld-FT) 
M SH AY 
11 
(LBJ
F SB 2 
(LB)
F GO lZ 
(Ld)
F SO AZ 
(LU-FT)
M be Z 
(LB-FT)
M S AZ 
(LB) 
12 THETA A aRP 
(LB) 
D-THLf I PP 
(Lo) 
V S RM 
(L-FT) 





PSI M UMP 
ULG/SC) 
I-PSI M OrP 
(Fi/hEc)
V 50 # 
(SLUG/FT/FT 









E bb w 
(SLUG/FT/FT) 





CHI SO P 
DEG/SC) 




P SH M 
(EG) 




LHI S Y 
(DE) 
CHI S8 R 
(UEG/SLC) 
U-HI .8 Y 
(UEW/kC) 






0 $8 M 
(DEG/SEL) 
H Se M 
(IN) 
Y SBC G 
(IN) 




GAMMA Sb I 
(UE) 
GAMMA SB 2 
UEG/SC) 
GAMMA Ed 11 
ULG 
GAMMA So 4I 
(DhB) 
GAMMA IT PH 
(oCb') 
GAMMA 4r PR 
(DtG/SEC) 
DELTA SB YE 
(E) 
DELTA SB ZE 
(IN) 































ALPHA G PROD 
(Lb) 
x Sb CP 
24 
(LB/SQ FT) 




K $84 SEMILATOEC 
(UEG) (DEG) (OEU/bEC) (DEG/SEC) FT 
24 R (PER) V (PER) ECCENtRlIrY TRUE ANOMALY PERIOD 
Fl (FT/SEC)
2b R(AP) V (A) INCLINATION 
(FT) CrT/SEL) DEb 
2b DELTA Q-X(V) DELTA D-YCV) DELTA u.Z[V) 









N SO k 
(DEG) 
21 T Sd IV T Sd 1V2-4V T SB 3-SV T SB IS T Sb 4S 
2 
(SEE)T S8 F (SEC)S S8 F (SEC)MU Ed F SEC RHO SO F (SEE)LAMBDA SO N 
(SEC) (FT) COLO) (UEG) DFG 































6 ,a0 .00 127..09 132.59 .00 











































































42 .02 .Ou4 P115.74 1.642 896.69 
43 .000 .U0O Dan.000 '5920.4 
P4 21997.b 1002099.72 .9973 8U.0uo00 1793.86 























TABLE AP 3-1 (Sheet 2 of 15)
 






.q 1562203.1 112.8 .4 
2 1341,76 *on 209199'60.0 209n98460 .0000 
3 113.9 b873330.4 64914.6 30p42b0.2 -A05611 
4 -.0 17679.2 -1.2 -8149862.0 28.5220 
5 --. 0 -6594.p 2072.5 993268U.q '8.3608 













9 11l 1.8 1662203.3 6439.6 -1.1 .0 
10 219.8 279.0 .0 -7417.2 -26.8 
11 89.1 113.1 .0 794b.7 128.8 

























17 -28.O0 .000) 89.8940 -­oOut .1 
18 -61.b392 -. o0U0 .uOUO .UUO 1137.48 
19 U440 9U.0000 quo.000 .000 31.1 
20 -DOO 1491912.700 -. 00 .UO -3.99 
21 -o9.LU r.053 .0023 5.26 .00 
Z2 z3- 004 2115.79 1.b42 896.69 
23 .00 .00 .000 .000 9592062 
44 27997.5 1002101.11 .9973 Ip.OUUO 1793.86 
25 a0909960.0 134./p 8.3608 1800000 1046897A.6 
26 OuO .Oun .000 0000 .0000 
27 .O0 on .00 .00 o00 
28 .6905 846b.6 60.611 28.5220 90.0209 


























7 -. 16 12&I.n -1.03 a36.75 .01 
8 -. 13 88b.97 414.07 11.29 .02 
9 10891.2 1007473.3 b867.9 -12.7 -6.4 
10 d55.4 79.7 205.7 -P2046.1 -4577.9 
11 679.1 325.P 354.5 7248.6 2761.7 
12 .U2 -.0o 41.d8 1611413.50 -.0216 
13 -.01b .Oq -4.04 9b559574.00 .0153 
14 28.008 .000 12.000 55655574.00 -56.0084 
15 .UUU .UOo 5.4240 --.09 742.5 
16 .UU0 .0U0 4.bgoR -. U13 .2 
17 -Z6.000 .Onu 2.7291 .00 .1 
18 89.8010 -. U070 1.7798 -.,l1 1137.04 
19 343.bd83 89.874p 59.9900 .014 41.2 
20 .79 -bl4.9d4 -. UO .o0 -4.04 
21 -69.U -.063 .0023 613.13 409.80 
42 Z.oU -067 210d.37 9.03 896.69 
23 .cul .U0 .000 .000 95906.8 
24 27990.8 1002221.46 .9973 179.9952 1793.88 
25 2091108.0 L641.01 2.6608 179.8695 10469038.8 
26 .000 .0on .OO .0000 .0000 
27 .uU .o0 .00 .00 .00 
28 6..6bl U465.6 80.5611 28.5220 00.0628 
1 1.5000 1245770.6 1810912.4 347.9 -1.6 

























7 -.23 126.L -1.361 241.19 .00 
a -. a i88.94 413.83 17.75 .02 
9 9869.3 1810912.q 5039.6 -18.1 -Q.7 
10 o7.b -253., 321.3 -,5809.3 -697P.2 
11 889.9 352.7 566.6 .9231.9 4265.7 
12 .008 .002 65.30 1489851.10 -0n82 
13 -.0l -.005 -4.11 6b04711.00 OP307 
14 48.014 -.004 72.000 9ob04711.00 -q6.0137 













16 89.59U9 -.bue 2.1819 -. 038 1136.45 
19 31.3598 89.80o R9.9864 ,O1R 41.8 
20 .79 -b164.9800 o .00 -4.11 
21 -39.08 -. u, .0023 1440.14 625.42 
22 4.48 .0-7 2098.60 14.229 896.69 
23 .00 .OO .000 ,gO0 R5894.1 
24 279B4.5 1002354.13 .9973 179.9925 1793.90 
25 20910451.0 1341.44 P8.6608 179.7960 1046912P.5 
2b .11O O00 .000e .0000 
27 .00 .00 ,00 .00 .00 





TABLE AP 3-1 (Sheet 3 of 15) 













3 541.1 673458.o 19684.0 3037874.3 -P0.5611 
4 -1.5 18941.2 -11.2 -18147522.0 P8.5120 
5 -1.5 295.4 6213.3 9952796.4 2.3608 

















































































































































































































































22 23.52 .128 2042.11 23.546 896.69 
23 .000 .00U .000 .000 55898.2 
24 27986.5 10U2298.59 .9973 179.9834 1794.03 
































4 -5.0 20201.4 -31.0 181449860,0 28.5220 













8 2.54 389.97 416.30 53.76 .06 






















































































































TABLE AP 3-1 (Sheet 4 of 15)
 
PREDICTED S-IB-205 STAGE POWERED FLIGHT 'TRAJECTORY
 
I 2.0000 1137204.0 1655889.9 3210.7, 34.4 
2 1419.db 275.06 2091358.O 090984U.0 .0002 
3 4e11.7 5374263.; 41500.7 3060L76.6 -R0.5611 
4 -6.1 20831.4 -43;1 -01143395.0 '8.5'20 
5 28.3 bl14.q 12452.9 9933490.0 28.Z609 
6 276.49 86.4A 1552.99 1579.64 46.70 


























13 .008 -.001 -5.54 6602156.00 -.06B2 
14 14.114 -.9b, 72.000 55302166.On -7.3138 
15 3.100 .334 .5565 .981 73.9 
16 .000 .200 .5160 -.600 .3 
17 -14.200 sOUO .2083 -.077 .1 
18 87.9054 -.0017 11.5635 -.U26 1125.00 
19 6b.74bl 89.3790 89.8307 .058, 46.7 
20 .78 -6242.70" .01 .01 -5.54 
21 -69.07 -.053 .0021 13728.46 1689.19 













25 20914248.0 1351.20 28.3613 179.1J47 10471326.1 
26 .000 .000 .000 .0000 .0000 
27 .00 .0 .00 .00 .00 



















4 -6.9 21461.9 -56.5 .18141840.0 28.5221 
5 108.9 8113.2 14603.7 993384b.4 28.3610 
6 352.69 106.56 1629.23 1654.52 48.19 
7 -.14 125.95 -3.23 320.26 -.00 
8 2..72 396.65 437.67 75.29 .03 
9 -7220.2 1567433., -12839.8 -14.1 -.1 
10 -5.8 -247.6 191.8 -29260.4 -43q.7 
11 6U4.9 5b6.1 26.7 -7051.6 2280.8 
12 -4.493 -.390 353.72 1293665.70 9.4257 
13 .051 -.006 -3.33 6270083.00 -.050S 
14 9.132 -1.00n 72.000 q6270083.of -17.3318 
15 4.932 .401 .0413 1.000 73K.2 
16 .00 .0uo .0078 -.354 .3 












20 .90 -5222.703 .00 .00 -3.33 
21 -39.06 -.0b .0020 10284.86 105.24 
22 12b.27 .316 1793.47 .972 896.69 
23 .000 .O20 ,000 .000 57865.6 
24. 28973.0 985055.29 .9972 179.9589 t794.84 













28 3.4792 9203.1 80.5586 28.5228 90.836 
1 35.0000 1074901.2 1680360.7 6749.3 287.3 
2 1453.41 438.40 20916596.0 2U909848.0 .0003 
3 b750.2 5675332.3 57804.5 1076740.4 -80.5603 
4 -7.8 22090.8 -71.7 -18140200.0 2A.5223 
5 280.5 10113.8 16846.3 9934231.3 28.3611 
6 445.92 L31.78 1112.47 1739.21 49.78 












































16 .000 .000 -.3158 -.454 .3 
17 -a.200 .UOo -.0117 -.041 .1 
18 83.8470 -.0092 t7.4515 -.049 1112.68 
L9 70.2862 89.330, 89.3450 -.012 49.8 
20 1.07 -6243.867 .00 .00 -.45 
21 -39.05 -.053 .001q 29674.60 2164.26 
22 181.55 .394 1670.29 -57.331 896.69 
23 .000 .00n .000 .000 59750.3 
24 29917.9 969362.b4 .9971 179.9484 1795.34 
25 20919557.0 1386-33 28.3681 178.6356 10474737.4 
26 .000 .00 .000 .0000 .0000 
27 .00 .O0 .00 .00 .00 





TABLE AP 3-1 (Sheet 5 of 15) 













3 9152.7 b376058.R 66589.5 .05671.1 -8f.5594 
4 -9.7 22720.0 -89.7 ..10138483.0 28.5226 
5 593.1 12156.6 19241.3 9934614.7 P8.3614 
6 5b.25 159.14 1802.77 1834.49 51.49 
7 -.b5 125.7s -4.65 351.24 -. 02 



















12 -9.027 -. 508 532.03 1205317.80 1.6048 
13 -.026 -o0us 2.19 Rb6OQ230.On .0264 













17 .000 .000 -.0028 -.006 .1 
18 81.2572 -.0203 20.3462 -. 05p 1104.74 
19 70.b146 89.390q 88.9154 -. U.4 51.5 























































































































































































27 .Uo .g0 "00 .00 .00 
































7 -1.41 125.4,, -b.58 370.34 .01, 
8 188.67 447.73 602.75 37.13 -.33 
9 -35118.9 172b047.2 -43114.7 285.8 246.5 
10 279.2 -326.1 605.3 147886. 102919.5 
11 -1b3.4 -1535.o -9128. .5905.7 5660.2 
.2 -14.507 -. 577 748.69 1116990.80 A9.7155 











































41 -J4.02 -.03 .0014 4.650.51 Q148.59 


































TABLE AP 3-1 (Sheet 6 of 15) 
PREDICTED S-IB-205 STAGE POWERED FLIGHT TRAJECTORY 
1 5b.0000 949924.s i741472.9 19305.4 303%.0 
2 1803.b1 877.9S 20929150.0 2090n9848.O .0009 
3 19306.5 hb79130.1 95886.3 3115721.4 -A0.5522 
4 -26.5 24602.7 -164.9 -18133024.0 P8.5247 
5 3020,1 18747.9, 27888.0 9935298.6 28.3636 
6 836.61 253.07 2112.67 2188.03 56.96 
7 -1.61 125.29 -7.57 373.14 .02 
8 2bb.31 471.67 680.64 1.18 -.43 
9 -b0434.4 1741472.p -60849.9 3b9.6 334.1 
















































19 71.1784 89.9543 86.9106 -.096 57.0 
20 1.67 -6250.66, -.09 -.04 16.82 













24 39804.5 840201.31 .9962 179.8857 1799.25 
25 20940082.0 1597.13 28.5175 1770379A 104A9943.0 













1 60.0000 918671,A 1754690.A P3767.4 4596.0 
2 1936.40 101.7i 20933610.0 20909848.0 .0012 
3 2677.9 b680479.6 106725.4 £127005.1 -P0.5476 






286..j 31530.2 2223.34 9935182.3 2324.70 25.3650 57.55 
7 -1.92 125.13 -8,64 370.07 .02 
8 360.03 500.55 774.68 -47.87 -.55 
9 -102489.2 1754690., -112215.3 469.6 466.7 
10 520.9 -454.A 975.7 53437.8 43673.3 
11 -lb481.8 -181 -16300.6 -18986.7 -598.9 













15 21,427 63g .6694 .UOt 747.9 
16 .oO 00o0 -.6682 -.596 .3 
17 000 .000 .0400 -.002 .1 
18 69.15?5 -.0506 29.2908 -.048 t048.11 
19 71.3003 9U.2582 86.0738 -.01Q 57,6 
20 1.57 -250.656 -.08 -.06 24.65 
21 -8.99 -.Oj .0011 11842.89 16329.76 
22 559.24 .9bg 868.54 -373.660 779.64 
23 .000 Bon .000 .00n S879n,8 
24 44489.7 794542.08 .9958 119.8631 1800.83 
25 20947649.0 1687.71 28.6130 177.0299 10496069.3 
26 .000 .O0 .000 .0000 .0O0 
27 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
28 78.3005 33766., 80.4645 28.5504 q.5053 
1 65.0000 887314.p 1768246.0 28771.7 666P.1 
2 2001.37 1153.69 20938613.0 20909848.0 .0014 













6 1053.59 318.56 2328.8A 2462.57 58.37 
7 -2.15 124.97 -9.74 359.29 .03 
8 469.30 534,2 884.29 -111.34 -.91 
9 -146209.3 1768237.3 -159044.8 757.2 594.4 
10 895.0 -174.7 1069.7 614213.9 308290.7 
11 -25795.9 -5615.7 -20180.3 8829.4 11656.8 
12 -23.567 -.617 1139.70 984278.65 48.1535 
13 -.042 -.001 34.65 q5621711.00 .0418 
14 -.017 -.o001 72.000 55821711.00 .0167 
15 a4.616 .570 .8759 .001 753.9 


















20 2.52 -6271.4b -.13 -.09 34.65 
21 -36.97 -.053 .0009 169779.23 20208.64 
22 610.62 1.111 704.42 -554.070 936.69 
23 .000 00 .000.000 100372.3 













27 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 





TABLE AP 3-1 (Sheet 7 of 15)
 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE AP 3-1 (Sheet 8 of 15)
 
PREDICTED S-IB-205 STAGE POWERED FLIGHT TRAJECTORY
 































































14 .003 .00 72.000 54014573.00 -. 0030 
L5 .b.755 .5b7 .1501 -.001 780.3 
16 .000 .000 .1419 -.645 .4 
17 .000 .. On .0488 0on .1 
18 5.0456 -.0116 32.4073 -.022 936.48 
19 71.6933 92.432q 81.6844 .129 73.2 
20 1.58 -6259.57o -.10 -.06 17.0S 
21 -35.87 -.051 .0003 9n658.46 2824.64 
22 590.95 2.04R 205,17 83.86A 1234.70 























48 125.1173 161594.9 8U.0829 p8.6587 107.5337 
1 90.0000 713071., 1622643.4 62636.8 Pa076.4 
2 6147.73 2158.83 20972459.0 209o9848.0 .033 
3 62618.8 6694214., 183747.6 5211065.1 -R0.4782 
4 -106.0 28967.1 -470.1 -1122068.0 28.5U65 
5 281U5.2 40107.6 67655.4 992577b.0 P8,3853 













9 -52700.9 1822643. -66728.7 -114.7 -69.8 
10 b49.5 -225.4 774.9 -150294.5 -77802.? 
11 3381.b 1239.n 2142.6 P0111.5 26060.0 
12 -68.844 -.5eq 2161.46 764486.41 78.3172 
13 -.046 .OOn -4.21 34OR368.00 .0464 













17 .000 UOo .050q .000 .1 













































27 ,0O .Up .00 00 .00 
28 166.U788 210035.5 79.9387 28.6989 109.1477 
1 95.00U0 099404.7 1826568.8 71453.6 35399.4 
2 .548.74 2434.4a 20981269.0 20909848.0 .0038 






































12 -41.524 -.50o 2440.76 720535.00 83.5546 
13 -.042 .00, -9.55 52493110.00 .0424 
14 .002 -.000 72.000 52493110.00 -.0015 






.000 .0709 .0546 -. 500.001 .4.1 
18 48.9704 .0159 32.2902 -.042 964.03 




































27 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 





TABLE AP 3-1 (Sheet 9 of 15)
 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE AP 3-1 (Sheet 10 of 15)
 













































































































































































































7 .25 122.09 -28.07 -282.04 -. 05 
8 33U.95 1406.51 3733.50 -?073.53 -. 17 
9 14734.0 1819090.p 1593.2 130.2 119.2 














13 -. 068 -Ou t 3.94 a49OnOO5.0n .06R4 
14 -. 004 -. Ouo 72.000 490000.u08 .0043 
15 53.215 .44, .9858 .001 935.7 













19 72.0159 9b.3175 77.2092 -.037 107.7 
'20 2.12 -6201.086 -. 04 -. 03 3.94 


























27 .00 0n .o0 .00 .00 
28 213.0175 788241.3 78.2089 P9.1615 116.2AA6 
1 125.0000 513161., 1814072.7 141195.0 11221n.5 
2 57b4.50 4694.13 21050943.0 20909848.0 00S6 
3 141893.4 6415745., 306006.4 3360591.0 -0.2290 
4 -142.7 33272.1 -1021.1 -1812439U.0 28.6183 
5 114843.9 79794.7 167480.U 9875285.8 28.4568 





















































































































TABLE AP 3-1 (Sheet ii of 15) 
POWERED FLIGHT TRAJECTORYPREDICTED S-IB-205 STAGE 
11104A.41807687.1 195853.AI 1U.o00O0 482317.n 

.0047
5187.d 21065585.0 2U909848.0 






3877.4 -1135.6 -18126842.0 28.6350
4 -138.9 
87872.4 189636.2 9862345.6 P8.4734
5 132794.6 
 121.13
696.bo 4244.11 5642.466 2996.57 

-542.b4 -.07 
a 4234.85 1690.b 4662.47 -2760.53





 9 20905.9 1b07687.1 

-30.7 39094.2 30388.8











13 -,149 -.001 	 .194
 

























19 72.0911 97.497a 

20 2.06 -158.746 -.05 -.03 3.94
 













 31.3052 170.1863 1085422A.3
25 21217225.0 5479.b? 

.on .0000 .0000





27 .00 .Oo 
 117.8497





454782.1 1800288.3' 169834.5 







3 169280.8 b424240.1 6b5127.3 
 6414013.1 -80.1116
 




5 152896.4 95800.q 

6 3157.12 943.55 4400.23 q963.62 128.05
 
7 	 1.47 119.96 -38.14 .680.12 ".07 
5134.30 -3114.03 ".128 4705.21 1834.9N 103.29 42156.1 1b00288.3 9641.1 89.3 
-17.8 1774.6 17672.2
 10 -1042.7 -1024.9 

-1822.7 -72662.2 373.4 11 -1750.3 72.p 





 -.001 3.94 35464966.00 .1q15
 
14 -,003 
 .Oon 72.000 i546496b.0n .0033
 1062.5
2.2841 .001
15 b9.315 .Ouo 



















20 2.05 -6119.027 -.06 

-.05p .0000 -3121.05 1822.76
 
22, 27.68 5.252 







23 .000 .On 

580841.6 217208.8q .9460 178.2711 1909.86
 
31.4420 169.5706 10915566.8








27 .00 ., .00 .00 

28 258.9512 1343095.1 
 76.5336 P9.5797 118.4s00
 






3 17U863.9 6424713., 348324.4 

2 6837.35 5721.b4 
 3417001.P -8o.1046
 




 96722.5 214324.2 9847514.0 P8.4021
 128.86
4417.60 6000.25
6 3175.10 948.70 

7 1.54 119.d8 -38.53 -696.21 -.07
 
8 4759.70 1851.64 
 5188.95 -3155.15 -.18
 101.7
9 23178.6 1799343.2 9788.1 138.0 





11 -2593.1 -80 .j -1785.2 

12 -59.082 -.37 
 5718.28 370820.79 118.3q79 
13 -.152 -.001 3.94 35U51835.00 .1918 






16 .000 .000 -2.3225 -.374 .7
 
-.001 .1













20 2.19 -6119.031 -.06 
GOOn -1268.13 1785.27
21. 38.44 -.05P 

1.34 -61.867 1179.41




24 591749.7 215144.3u .9458 178.243P 1911.80

23 .000 .000 

169.5001 10922944.2
25 21254139.0 5989.97 31.4566 

*000 .0000
26 .000 .OOfl .000 

27 .00 .0 .00 .on .00
 29.5971 118.5132






TABLE AP 3-1 (Sheet 12 of 15)
 
PREDICTED S-IB-205 STAGE POWERED FLIGHT TRAJECTORY
 
I 136.0000 445603.8 1797419.4 174663.7 158904.3 
2 6951.70 5833.44 21084372.0 20909848.0 .0112 642 66
3 174057.0 5 ?7., 352744.5 64P3032.9 -O.0q05
 
4 1"1.2 34598.7 -1291.5 -1431307o5.C 28.6977 
5 160077.3 98591.0 219584.8 9844304.A P8.4961 
6 3211.17 959.eq 4452.60 6074.12 130.50 
7 1.70 119.71 "39.30 -728.99 -. 08 
8 4870.06 1885.4q 5299.65 -3238.52 -. 25 
9 24448.1 1797418.4 10046.7 189.9 93.7 
10 -I045.4 -1030, -15.0 162513.? 13940.2 
11 -3450.4 -1828,9 -1622.1 -79805.n 455.2 
12 -59.348 --16j 5930.17 36PI49.6 118.6639 
13 -. 152 -.001 3.94 %422q567.00 .1525 
14 -. 006 -.0U, 72.000 A4221567.00 0057 
15 59.315 .0, 262777 .002 107.5 
16 .000 O090 -. 2776 .133 .7 
17 .000 .OUn -.0210 -.001 .1
 
18 33.7852 .21J3 27.8157 -.084 1070.29
 
19 72.1437 95.2249 76.0077 -. 121 130.5
 
20 2.35 "6119.01n -. 06 -.03 3.94 
21 -3.43 -.0,1 .000n -3534.4s 1622.16 
Z2 Z4.t4 5.447 1.1q -56.12' 1179.41 
23 .000 Ouo .000 .000 1103875.8 
24 614181.3 Z11071.71 .9438 178.186P 1915.77 
25 21261942.0 6U97.1, 31.4859 169.357g 10938061.6 
25 .000 oOO .000 .0000 .O000 
27 .UG .On .00 .00 .00 
29 264.1858 1415919, 76.3126 p9.632, 11.6375 
1 137.U000 439484.7 1795476.9 177931.0 163767.0 
2 7db7.60 5947.17 21027635.0 20909848. 015 
3 1772b6.4 b426631.p 357199.4 6429167.q -80.0'61 
4 -129.4 34718.3 -13i9.4 -18131552.0 ,8.6618 
5 165003.2 100493.7 224957.4 9841011i. 2A.5002 
6 3247.90 969.9s 4488.34 6149.16 132.21 
7 1.65 119.54 -4u.00 -762.17 -.08 
8 4981.97 1919.d, 5411.91 -3323.02 -. 12 
9 24409.3 1795476.5 10411.P 87.q 78.3 
10 -1047,8 -103I., -13.6 40876.3 13385.1 
11 -1674.1 -364.A -1339.4 -A5044.1 473.1 
12 -59.375 .049 5943.89 35,478.4Q 118.6003 
13 -. 153 -. 00, 3.94 3399301.00 .131 
14 -.005 .Op 72.000 A3590301.00 .0051 
15 b9.315 .On 2.001Q -COO 1f8Q.2 
16 .00 O00 -2.0018 .04 .7 
17 .000 .00o -. 0203 .001 .1 
18 36.504 .219U 27.673 -. 089 1065.79 
19 72.1531 98.344p 75.9470 -. 02, 132.2 
20 2.11 -6119.06 -. 06 -. 04 3.94
 
21 -38.42 -.05 .000 -3917.07 t339.49 
22 22.76 5.57, i.o0 -45.549 1210.,06 
23 .000 O00 .000 .00 1237697.5
 
24 637693.7 207084.0 .9418 1,8.127P 1919.87
 
25 212b99530 6205.66 31.5138 IA9.212P 10993673.6 
26 .OO .00g .000 OU00 .0000 
27 .00 .un .00 .00 .00 


























5 170041.7 102430.A 230443.n 9837633,0 28.5044 













9 22931.4 1793381.9 10829.0 25.9 6P.6 
10 -1051.5 -1038., -1.A -P2713.7 1A06.1 
11 -b10.5 446.6 -1057.3 -86334.0 467.1 
12 -59.322 . 
0 4 
i 6059.49 344807.34 118.6377 

























18 33.2287 .22b6 27.5390 -,089 1060.88 
19 72.1626 98.46e7 75.8881 .022 133.9 
20 1.98 -bll9.U43 -. 06 -. 04 3..4 
21 -6.41 -. o0000 -11347.6n 1057.41 
22 20.97 5.71, .gp .34.807 1266.92 













26 .0,0 .OOo .000 .0000 .000 
27 .00 .On o O0n .00 
e8 271.4583 1 
5 
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10 -IUOUb -104 .n -11.7 13012. 19147.7 
























































































28 419.1556 1625505.7 75.66n1 29.7850 110.1063 


































































































































































TABLE AP 3-1 (Sheet 14 of 15)
 
PREDICTED S-IB-205 STAGE POWERED FLIGHT TRAJECTORY
 
I 141.0000 41b901.1 9192u4.Q 1013981n 184319.2 
2 7n10.54 6381.dq 211010H4.0 Z09P98468. .0126 
3 19bbO.9 b43U599. 375380.n 64 54319.5 -SO.0151 
4 -120.6 35l95*, -1437.6 -18134937.n 28.6791 
5 18nd3b.7 10b450.7 247583.7 98P608. 18.5174 
6 36d4.53 109.bn 4620.7n 6432.50 71.97 
7 2.55 11h.88 -43.20 -890.11 -. 05 
8 b409.91 2051.1, 5841.17 -3647.2P -,4 
9 1/642.3 9192U4.n 111 6 q.4 24.7 30.8 
10 -647.9 -b46., -1.8 14017.0 14733.5 
11 -b18.6 -4.A -501.S -S4389.A 63"1.7 
12 -59.34o -.0,U 6378.07 328157.04 118.6l57 
13 -. 140 .041 .5.94 99917 8.06 .1403 
14 -. 002 *Ogn 72.no p9991758.00 on019 
15 b9.316 .Oui .8607 -.00n 113P.7 













19 74.1920 9o.793" 75.739 -. 007 7P.0 













23 .00O .,O0 .non oUUn 14126o4.8 

























I 14 2.uo 41268b.,p 94978. 14863 4* l9682P3 













5 191276.9 110511., 253473.6 98P3297.1 ,8.51ig 
6 3690.6 1011.07 462b.17 A460.41 70. 1 
7 2.b3 114./A -4.74 -912.07 -*.2 
8 5470.45 2ub9.7i 5901.7A
' 
-695.70 -. 02 
9 1.948.6 894978,7 10672. 16.' 2n.7 
10 -23$.1 -2b9.q 21.U 8518.? 075A.4 
11 -312.5 2b., -329.8 -P0817.1 1301.7 
12 5b9.324 .ou1 6432.60 315680.b6 118.693 
13 -. 097 , 3.94 09411.lP2.uO .0-70 













17 .uO .000 0401 .034 .1 
18 3a.2614 ,?54e Ob.999" -. 033 1037.64 
19 74.2041 9b.1,86 75.7172 -. 005 7n.b 
40 1.0 -b099.0J0 -. 07 -. 04 3.n4 
41 -6.36 -. 0h Oonn -4ZP.7q 330.52 
22 14.01 6.19n .53 -8.88 1498.71 

























28 286.5197 1b99642.o 76.4492 P9.86bn 119.240b 
1 14.UU000 4096b0.6 869268.7 108277.A 1510t,9 
2 7622..5 b48b.bp 211079b5°. 2190948.n ,0132 
3 197301.8 h43;6?1. o 44b98. 6467224.p -79.9n31 
4 -115.0 5.432., -1499.6 -1813lStl9.fl P.6AAP 
5 19o776.9 112590.n ?5941,3.7 98195b1. I8.5965 
6 365o9 1012, 4630.72 648b.87 69.08 
7 6.16 ilb./n -44.22 -936.71 -.02 
8 bb29.32 2087..0 5960.76 -3744.90 -. 01 
9 10438.1 86920Hd. 10219.7 1.6 11.6 
10 -116.5 -305., 28.S -4610.? 9P31.6 
11 -71.4 110- -181.1 -4 80.3 148A.9 
12 -9.320 .,U 6485.5U 311453.99 11Ab'50 
13 -.077 ,OU0 3.94 9886q70b,00 .0768 
14 -. UI0 O. 72.00V 28808705.un .007 
15 9.315 ,00u .32. -. 000 1146.5
 
16 *0UO .00 -. 3781 600 .,7
 
17 .000 000 .0602 U0A .1
 
18 32.0414 .25 S Pb.840 -. 036 1031.18 
19 74.2148 9B.97 75.6971 .001 6Q.1 
20 1.96 -3072.00n -.07 -,O1 3.q4 
41 -38.35 -. I061 .00n -- 773.40 183.38 
42 14.78 6.28o .46 -4.832 14-9.P8 
23 ,0UO OoDn cop D.un 1463P67.6 
e4 75796.0 189686.1, .9313 177.8691 1q41.20 
Z5 2131155.0 6/3S./, 31.b398 I8°.bbiA 13014660.6 
26 CU00 .Ou, .nOfl .Uu0 .0O0
 n 

27 .0O .0 Unf .0 .0 





TABLE AP 3-1 (Sheet 15 of 15)
 




2 7n27.97 6494.4A 21108334. 2U909848. 0132
 
3 197175.4 b432733., .596102.9 





4 -114.b 35445., -151)P2. -1813bqlb.n P8.6A67
 
5 191665.5 112519.7 26301.0 9819147.n 18.5P70 
6 5396.24 112.a4 4631.0n 6489.41 A2.14 
.7 b.19 llb 7n -44.2A -936.0t -. 02 9 9 6 8 7  
a 5b5b.43 209.0A o. -'750.04 -.01 
9 9198.3 76545., 3727.1 2.0 In.7 
10 -e13.7 -3U2.. 28a -31Z4.3 49854.4 
11 -77.5 a9.. -166.4 -P5(359.8 1081.3 
649U.9P s1099b.21 11A.6143 
13 
12 -59.319 007 

-.076 .0U7 3.94 Ib600503.U0 Ol9 
14 -.001 Oun 72.0n0 ps80loOS.O0n ,0006 
15 59.315 .OQ ,5.7 -. 000 1147.2 
UUO .013 -. 3519 .107 .8 
17 .OUO .OUn .0610 007 .1 
18 32.0174 .4604 26.852? -. 037 1030.45 




40 1.78 -3072°UU -.07 -. 04 3.4 
21 -65.34 -.Obl .0OOl -3726.O 168.85 
k2 14.62 6.2Vn *48 -4.435 1500.01 
.Oun .nun .oon 14611.3Z3 .000 
4 75933.1 189206.47 .931P 177.8371 1941.45
 
25 e1311855.0 
 6741.6. 11.6411 168.578% 11015800.2
 
.000 .0un nO0 ,OO0n .06n0
26 

7 .O ,ON .00 0 00
 
28 28.U094 173 279.0 75.3497 9.bb7R 1jq.2o76
 
1 144.UOUO 4076B2.0 59726.0 2p1721.n 2n0567.6 
2 73b5.52 6499.13 21111393.0 409n984b.0 .0135 
3 20U7bZo8 b463662., 689202.0 6473704.4 -7.9668 
4 -111.6 3b55b1. -1-33.0 -18137775.n P8.6028 
5 404323.2 114663.0 265420.8 94d57b6. IM.5310
 
6 3579.l1 1006.9, 4613.80 6479.97 4,8
 
7 z~.45 jib.., -44.63 -947.50 .00 
8 bb4.18 2u94.o 5983.bn -. 768.7A -. 00 
9 67a7.7 59727.q 3322. 2.8 4.0
 
10 
 6.7 -20.7 27.4 347*f 1701.3 
11 -44.9 14.A -59.0 -p2b.3 114.2 
12 -b9.314 .Oul 6496.3A 310992.7A 118.6P96 
13 -. 072 ,.00 3.94 P8600277.Of .0721 
14 -.001 -. 0U0 72.000 Pbd$q277.U0 0005 
15 59.315 .OUn .1534 .000 1147.2 
16 o O 0o - -. 1391 .0 0l .8 
17 .000 ,Oun .0646 .004 .1 
.26bo 20.5734 -.0O 1fl24.k6 
19 72.k2o2 99.04do 75.6954 .003 S.0 
18 61.82b4 
40 .10 -40b6.2Ol -. 07 -. 04 3.04 
21 -6b.3 -. 0b, o000-03P4.29 85.02 
22 11.25 6.34, 40 -1.bb 1500.55 
23- OO .Oon .OO .130n 1473058.4 
24 766474.1 156691,2n .9398 177.8403 1042.16 
6158.35 31.6441 168.260 1101827A.925 21613184.0 

non nc0000
26 .000 oOs no0n 
e7 o0 - .0 .00 .O .00 
48 284.603 1740944.. 75.j23? 19.b65A n1.3121 
S-1B/S-IVB PHYSICAL SEPARATION
 
1 144.4889 407516.1 444b1.4 2n339b.4 203241.9
 
2 76U.7o 6493,7s 21113066.0 20909840.0 .0136
 
3 202412.0 b434123.o 691445-1 34766b5.°7 -70.9F9 
4 -109.9 35609.3 -15q6. -.1l38252.n PR.6qO 
5 200307.9 115717.3 268355.4 98j.965.4 28.5333 
6 36bb.37 1002.b 4599.77 6467.66 3.76 
7 3.57 1b.b, -44.81 -952.13 .00 
553.70 2095.33 5984.91 -3775.b- .00 
9 3412,6 44461,4 3109.0 .1 .8 
10 11.4 -15.0 26.4 -674.n P31.2 





12 -59.313 .00j 
 6490.4u 310992.58 118.62P1 
13 -.070 -004 3.94 2HO0255.0n .0703 
14 -.Ou -. OU 72.000 P880025b.U0 n0006 
1 b9.315 .0un .u642 .OO 1147.2
 
16 .oO .Oun -. 023P .003 .8 
17 .000 .0n 0664 .004 .1 
18 61.7217 .270j 26.5802 -. 036 1021.29 
19 72.2317 99.084, 75.699U .003 3.8 
20 .07 -40b8,2b1 -.07 -. 04 3.4 
a1 -38.3 -.051 n00ou -'108.95 25.11 
22 10.54 6.35b .3 -.237 1500.69 





44 7b860.6 158.36.,3 .930A 17,848P 
6760,1b 3lb.448 168.6692 1101864.9
 
26 .000 .On 00 Un000 .0000 
.00 .00
 
48 484.4553 75.3201 









TABLE AP 3-2 (Sheet 1 of 13) 
PREDICTED S-IVB-205 STAGE POWERED FLIGHT TRAJECTORY 
CONSTANTVALUE FOR TH LNTIRE ANALYSIS 
.80011+02 .. 52"0+02 .72000002 .10000fO 1 .321740+02 









.286220.02 484637,02 .285412402 .266255+02 323481+0 
.GO00OI .D00 .00000 *G0 00 . .180000 0, 
1 TIME IGT F S.b ALTITUDE RANGE I 145.000 305740.100 .000 105162.010 206090.12'0 




A SO E 
Y SO E 
S E 
D SO E 
A SO P (M) 
y So p (M 
zSO p 
-X S P (M) 
A Sb S 
Y 5 S 
z so -





tO 5 1 
A SO 1 
E SFH1 
























DZ S0 E 
A P1 
0- 00 1 (I.
0-Z Sb P (M) 
SO TX 
SF0 5 
U-4 54 S 
F 0. AX 
(0-LTA
D-ZETA 
M Sb X 
A Sb TO
A so Z. 



















10 F SO I F I9 TY F 58 AT 
11 F S Z F S TZ F SB AZ 
12 rHeTA() 00p DTHETA0M3 PARF AUX SI X 
13 PSI(0)M ' u-PSI CROPA AUX SB I14 PHI( 8) 014 U-PHZI))ASP F AUX S8 Z 
15 CMI SB P ISH158 P THETAIP) 
16 CHI sO 7 0.5HZ 08 y TRETA 170 
4 SB Y 
4 SB 
I SB XX 
I SS IT 
I SB zz 
P SB 
Sb 4 
A So Ay 
M SO A, 



















-.000 11,821 432.660 
.00 -39.055 2901.505 
.U007 1020%,7883 100339.250 
.0OI .0000 20692.600 
.080 OOD 8407571.200 
. f000 .0000 .00








17 CHI SO M 0-CH1 S R THETACR) H S 9 O-EPSPHI) 17 .OO -.0000 .0000 .001 ..oOO 
1. GAMMA10SoAB O BH19 GAMMA SB NAMA 18 20 G0AMAIIRGA3AII1. DELTA(AID.ELTAC) 0-0.18(53D-OVELTACR) 1019 31:6 1,72.3315 26:1 2375.7816 48.482474.7042 .328.0010 006.. 0036 
20 
21 
1 S. SP 
0 
AVG I IS SP 




















































27 SAM(1) V V E SN 17 109.07.00 08 
2029 THETA00 1PSI I0 C L-FETA So IU-P25 IS C I Sb CGT Z CO 48 GAMMA SO IF 29F000 -59.3100 .0000 .0000 44.q693 -. 8420 
30 PHI 1 C 0-PHI S C SbC Soholt So 2F 40 .0000 .0000 -. 2125 





T So F 
AVG FL HH 
VIAP) INCLINATZON EIM 
5IS F VtFt NoSO F 
AVG 103 M1R4AVG UT OWNRA6 FL RR 
8ETA(F)
RHO s8 F 
AVG ISP AR 
12 
43 
4 0000 .000 .000U *0000 .00 
35 AVG NUT H0R l(LOX)RS .(LH2)RE5 0-(LOX) D.L1CHI 35 .0000 193274.0000 39647.0000 .00n .000 
FLOATINGPOINT IVIDE y ZERO AT IOCATION 096670 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE AP 3-2 (Sheet 2 of 13) 
PREDICTED S-IVB-205 STAGE POWERED FLIGHT TRAJECTORY
 
S-IO NINETYPERCENTHRUST 



















































































































































































































































































3635 ..00 .0000 .000I92867.33O .00 3952.3390 .0000 -364.115 .00 -6.61 
1 140.0000 40552.020 66703.234 215P47.070 22245 4.70 1 150.0000 J04794.010 197408.140 221843.170 233412.420 
2 77.495 6.4.0243 21124QO0U 20909655.00 .606 2 7595.2016 6445.1665 2113148A.00 20909605.00 .63.6 
40_R9.08 6406R7.4002 104.0 1.0 3120.7 3 fou.o 63552.400 217843.390 7.555 322776.04 52990 36025.513 6?64.065 71.9707 -8b8.76 63045.156 71.9791-. -. 000 4 36252.380 -. 023 
5 2245S2.640 123069,061 421942.630 1.749 43.62A7 5 235690.340 127269.372 43!713.170 12.633 43.0966 
3260.3397 969.7126 3181.4719 .8118 a.0768 6 3217.2005 956.0158 3136.5349 6,2927 20.97657 4.4904 110015 30..7187 -. 0008 -. 004 7 5.0221 11..682 38.3471 -.0303 -. 0414 
8 556,0636 209,2003 6871.2976 1.3541 -.01.8 8 5584,754 2106.0721 6906.4046 10.5232 -,0532
9 7695.520 66793.213 -0R1.324 -9.361 -7.1p3 9 198713.70 197407.510 -215.236 -21.221 -8.76 
10 -2Z.519 -31.541 9.021 2112.912 221..9% 10 -411.11 -411.313 -. a0 -1370.063 2778.095 
II -140.381 -40.245 -1"V.222 -3969.191 219.374 11 -40R.269 -2.3.816 -125.713 -2665.409 -5.67 
12 -59.274 .U313 10184.6392 99B0.62s -. 0319 12 -59.1943 .0390 1521.982 99749.901 -.115,
13 -059 .-0002 .0000 02471.100 .0509 13 -.175 -.0816 .0000 8199753.000 .14'S 
14 -:. :0000 10007 14 -..0000 .0000 .0000 8201928,00 .00000000 .00820647.20015 .59.3100 .000 .0000 -. 0000 -. 0303 15 .59.3500 .0000 .0000 .. 0005 .. 03016 .0000 .4000 .0000 .031Q .000 16 .0o0 .00 .000 .0390 n06 
17 ,o00 -0.0000 .0000 -0000 .,00.0 17 .0000 .0000 0000 .. 0816 -o0o 
18 21.061 2.9413 9.9000 l.07 .0034 16 30,32 05.87 24.5394 .1193 .0504 
19 71.3631 75.0079 79i.7335 -. 034 -. 0244 19 72.380 75.0117 74.7374 -.0824 .10197 
40 41.143- .0000 -10.8725 .0000 .00 20 437.0324 434.0511 -059.1816 -494.4112 195223.570 
21 6.512L 6.457. .2Z31 41.1494 600..00 81 4.9823 .1 ,166. 403,1713 600.Do 
22 2.9010 20.7095 28.0493 -31.5584 .0473 22 79.8692 2d.7186 28.5585 -31.5392 -. 0422 
43 .8506 .8550 -.0770 -281.321 6402.0; 4 23 1.4010 1.4018 .0105 -215,2361 6445,167 
24 00404.900U .000 .0000 .000 0 2 6 000.9000 .0000 .0000 000 .0000 
25 .000 .0000 Sso.8o0 .000 .0000 25 .0000 .00 150.5000 .000 .000026 286,3000 7700.6699s0000 .000 Q0000 26 2.6:3000 .0000 7700.6699 .00 .0000 
27 109,8306 .0000 .0000 27 110.1780 .0000 .00.0 
28 .59.30U .0000 .24.1921 28 -59o3100 .000 424.41562 
29 .09 .0000 0000 .0365 
So .oooo .0000 .. 2125 30 ,0000 ,000 -. 2133 
31 3162 2 
00 3334 .0000 .000 .00  ,0000 .000 4 .0300 .000 ,Oooo .0000 .000 
35 .0000 93230.0000 3904.93.0 .97.116 -44:0 3 35 *:000 19266.220 39488.2720 -381.35. -73.70 
1 149.0000 305225.630 178un2.510 21856.790 227926.900 1 135,0000 302277.680 227314.090 230020.8a0 261083.90 
2 75b.7613 6440.9798 2112804.00 20909650.00 .6246 2 7641.8007 64.10292 21147642.00 30909623.00 .7190 
. 211.S4002 609 o 0 14 3 Q77. 482 000 0.0 3 12 
4 -91.391 36143.979 62b62.703 -. 004 71.9774 4 -59.354 36b53.030 6.978.R.8 -.832 71.987a 
5 230113.960 12516,042 .20H25.270 0.78 43.3597 5 263841,570 137854.830 4704.b8170 137.796 4t.05,I
6 a237..244 962.4595 31"7.6755 3.1308 19.1688 6 3123.4244 925.9739 3047.9723 4.2559 24.1833 
7 7691 150.4315 38.5548 .0089 . 7010 5.7M22 11785968 562386 299.96.3 304.6784 -.327- -.070468a806598 5.2386 .0373 8 '67a.7260 213..0280 7001.4070 40.4669 ..0377 
9 1846.790 X78002.310 -206.002 .16.170 -.. 1.2 9 227204.170 227313.030 -1.8.869 .13,036 0.345 
10 .179.95 505.990 5.732 5..473 2593.5sp 50 .665.2 -651.000 .S.067 735.707 2580.30 
11 .306.813 191.519 155.536 -7223.977 144.022 51 .485 -237.386 -11.977 1478,93 -203.547 
12 -59.2361 .0425 009P.4750 99751.002 -. 0739 12 -59.1678 -. 0156 .0000 99744.391 -. 142Z 
13 .009 -. ,062 :0000 8201n53.100 :.089 13 -. 3542 .0183 .00008593252,500 .3542 
14 -. 0000 .0000 .00008203228,600 .0000 .. 0000 .0000 .4 8195.25,00n 0000.0000 
15 -39.3100 .0000 .0000 -0 .0425 55 -59.3100 .0000 .0000 .000 .0595 
16 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0425 .0442 16 .0000 .0000 .0000 -.0'56 -.0Ina
17 .0000 -. 0000 .0000 -0462 _.0000 17 ,0 -. 0000 .0000 .0180 - a.000 
.142 .0716 577 85.73170 84.18 .02 052 0 9.5259 09.705 .,656119 72.337 75.010 79.7361 -. 0616 -.0262 L9 72.4300 75,0057 75.7343 -,0598 ,0077
20 469.68 .UO000 -387.7172 .0000 .000 20 427.3908 431.0671 -531.8622 -.97.0703 214231.680 
21 5.6945 6.4999 .1925 408.6241 690.000 21 2.5201 6.069 .0777 377.2405 60O.000 
22 79.8855 207141 26.5539 -31.5490 -. 0422 22 79.7870 28.7416 28.5835 -31.4909 .-011 
23 1.1286 1 .1272 - 0559 .-246.0016 644U.90 23 2.5874 2.5788 .211L -108.068 6481.029 
24 6b00.9000 .0000 .0000 .000 .0000 24 6600404,9000 .0000 .0000 .5005
.000 .00 as ooo .0000 150.8000 .000.000 .30no 
26 266.3000 .0000 7700.6699 .000 .0000 26 286.3000 .0000 7780.699 .000 .0000 
27 150.0076 .0000 .0000 17 110.9860 .0000 .0000 
28 .59.3100 .. o0 424.3274 I8 -59.310 
20 .00 .2000 500.8000 
.0000 .000 429.10.029 *,0000 .0351 29 .0000 .0000 -. 8433 
30 .0000 .0000 -. 2129 30 .0000 .0000 -. 254 
31 3, 
42 3233 33
.000 .*o34 .0000 .0000 .0000 .000 34 .0000 *.000 .0000 000 *0835 ,0000 19311.4200 39566820 -328.726 -58.91 35 .0000 190530.9600 39007.05 0 49,779 -62,08 
September 1968 
AP3-18 
TABLE AP 3-2 (Sheet 3 of 13) 
PREDICTED S-IVB-205 STAGE POWERED FLIGHT TRAJECTORY
 
M 1M RKET JETnIS 
I 156.4100 301313.680 227202.750 24208.250 26696.770 1 I5.,0000 Z67747,900 227a42.200 269152.w8 317704.2 
2 - 7667.2037 6493.4040 20152122.oo 2U909606.00 *7370 2 7767.379 6670.4466 2117072S.0O 20909574.00 .87., 















































Z 22715.560 a7241.920 -A9.367 -11.990 -7.440 9 22721b.450 127241.040 -5.575 -7*259 -3.70 
10 -600.611 -573.797 -b.651 723.227 ?363.65 10 -n95.210 -693.459 -1.80 81.950 1265.394 


































.005 ,0000.01,2 1±5 -10000-59.3100 .0000.000 ooo 579011,900. .00  .0000-. 64 

























































-. 0 41 422 ..592079.61.3 7.3A262.7805 .015628.6286 330,2190- 1.39 60 6U.000-. 0419 
43 2.086024 0000404.9400 2.85(.0000 * 578.0000U -69.3670.000 6993.015.0000 23 4795924 6600404.9000 . 79,6.0000, 1778.0000 -2b.5751.000 6676,467.000 
20 .0.00 .0000 1,8.8000 .08 .0000 25 .000 .0400 150.00o .000 .0000 
26 240.3400 .0000 7740.6609 .000 .0000 26 266.3000 .000 7740.6699 .000 .0000 





















-. 234.q ' 3 o0 
44 22729.2600 427.10t -530.9942 .0on oO .1 22723.300 426.239 .50.051* .00000o 
3 0 . 0 00ou 09 09 . O 3 EO - 04 . 94 5 - a1 0.91* 00 0 2 .60 4 00 0 3 0 91 .2 6 o1 - 52. 07 9 - . 3 83 
1 160.0000 299002.I40 227220.320 253747.400 269204.20 166.4000 467213.340 227294.600 272179.150 323556.940 
2 7097.3744 5526.2391 21163909.00 20909596.05 .7925 2 7770.1470 6557.3655 2126147.00 20900569.00 .8666 
3 231769.160 6444013.500 297007.170 250.260 300921.060 3 269650.050 6454042.800 264967.800 584.333 02421*40 
4 -20,736 37440.027 66905.*100 .3.220 75.905 4 13.623 38±43.240 64211.969 -B.098 72.0025 






































































































21 204986 23.0543 43.19 .1059 .00a6 18 27.2730 22.6200 22.0206 .3022 .0039 























22 79.7033 20,7649 48.6008 -31.4440 .. 42 22 79,6311 26.7943 28.63 -31.3099 -. 0429 
23 3.6033 









































0 60000 .0000 7 .. 2109 70 .0000 .0000 -. 2 3 
326 0 7 4733 217 939 704 177 -2.N0"0 326s 52.080 220.7443 746.864 ±1.00 -. 002 
4 22722.0200 726.490 -63*.103 -3000 .000 9 272.260 b0026.133. -53.2358 .0000 3.00 
35 .00 10.274.69b0 30676.5500 -42190.6 -82.16 5 .0300 105570.000 38182.9370 -452o317 -82,323 
1 163.1100 
12159..705TS (Laq) 
45b 7.320 227231.65o 263391.250 
. 2910861 
306920.10 ± 167.30 286678.730 227252.90 275869.950 32935.80 
3 2 7733.426326111o.7o 655.183451535.000 21112074.0026678.730 20909583.008 0.330 .8400405740.690 7703.00666272669190 6590.46q56450953.OUO 21104753.0026779.950 20909564.00640.968 .902543061.00 
5 -7.541 37U5.45 60103.030 -5.48 71.957 4 21.274 -3629.093 69504.670 -9.083 72.0030 
310561.70 155373.660 521920.0o 675.04Z 40.05N 5 333429.050 1639700.00 555909.030 1063.752 39.264. 
7a 7.0973 17.43013 3 3,571 -. 80604 .06 7 7.723 11.923 342.9207 1.0719 .0826 
9 227197.064 227230.940 -. 8 -7,976 -4.397 9 227232.940 2272 91.660 -2.675 -6.553 2-.905 
'1 -61.292 -608.16 -2.200 -117.060 0355.19 10 -727.034 -725.50 -1.580 -3S3250. 000.507 
1112 -160.066-59.2007 -206.734 -. 0025 -61.711.o000 302.42208816.112 -05.927 -. 1043 1112 -264.50269.0676 -243.742.0013 -40.769.0000 790,90090065.340 -.37.619 -..321 
13 .308 -. 0030 .0000 37951.MO .3084 13 -. 3015 -. 0072 .0000 57a562.500 .3605 
14 000 0 -. 000 .000 181 29.00 0000 4 -. 000 -. 0000 .000 57 8027.300 0000 
15 -59.3100 .0000 .0000 .0000 0025 15 -59.3100 .ooo n00-00 .00 -. 0003 
16 .0000 .0000 .0000 -. 302 .090 16 ..000 0 .0000 .001 .0072 































11 .7442 7.2630 *0212 399.0807 690.O00 264 4324 7.46063 0111 325.1700 69.00 






.0000 .5562.0000 -33.0762 007 6556.lso .0000 232 66 5.2135.0000 6.2396 .2001.000 0 
-06.6746
.0 6595.065.000 
5 .00 .0000 16.8000 2 083.00 .000 2 77.OO .0000 15.000 .00 .000 
26 206.3000 O.0 7b8.6699 .000 .0000 26 26.3000 .00 7700.6699 .000 .4300 
27 1-2160 .0000 .0000 2712.6327 .0000 2.000 
26 .S9.3.00 .00 446.9662 28 -59.300 .0000 392.7494 
29 .006 .4000 .8550 29 .0000 .0000 .8908 


























TABLE AP 3-2 (Sheet 4 of 13)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB-205 STAGET'OWERED FLIGHT TRAJECTORY' 
8... 81uR. 12 274S.36U 788%.37D 33159,9.n I 175,000u Z2399,7n 227IS4,340 9737,2ft 37637b.51, 1 1,o 
M952,.0f27.D 4,8|U a U .370$.2a. 12 abl. 3 2102 U.o 1.27b470.930l614 64bbRv7.669b27O 21 4.a 721!5 2n .1. 78.R.7 bb91, U4733 470. ql . 269116.120 114 . 7n 48?421.aC 4 4 95.59 I 91W232 72DI.2S, -17 .61 72..I.5 
- 71 01;0
3376,42 6977002 t11
5 392 ,98 5631, . sa:06 1 2762 . ISX?3.310 61..0.5.D 22141079 37 443962.70 b~l9Sbo lao05.09 21 552 5 3172. 98054. 7.625
2482q7 61.o;10 479. 104777 25 asI








117. 5T 3 7 .02, 0
 
,00 1.22 _:R1 
1621 U ,60 *0 7 100 7.111U3 X700.817 
09~n0 6 laO0 ... .904 

_,UO -7006 -,n 4 
193 2, 7: 9 3 , 2 -,0691 1 9O 2 71.7.,92U . .5. -963 7 --.1 9 
224.7 . 1272.." ,.5A 

n. a. '2 5R8 6 25 . . 
13 'P oaZ I T 3 V l 0 57 52 . . - a R 
l9bb,70'Do an, UOR .. 1 1 527 a u
 




5 -. 17 2.98U 0043 ,.0000 77 61.03 
7ao
 
0 OO0 R 6~ -.00.0
17 -:nano 

O 00.0b O96 - .1781 05
15- . 2 0 . OU-n " .ufO . -, .00 
-. 161 MoooP
ll. ,o0.20
092 '-8C3R l1-00 .50- l
.106 15~
a6 
7,02 8 71.769 -.237 -. 10',9
*.09, . 19 7.671D
R 2:5,390 . OU09.00 

192.h3 1.. .u 1 
 9 72 :DU9 03 -05 
3
 






1 79 50. 2..o.D R*6.29 ?...30 '-.7R7 -31.263 -O09







.4a) 9 .. . 08 

09.%900 :.0000 oG6 01
 
.... 2 27 O00U 43..4'9 -U.9




. 7 6 7 71 -7050's?B,67A. s7b. no7, u 8 - 5i0,9 - 2. 1 
40 364. 102
1 l y~o ou P2 449 770V 9 p ~ 281 65 99n 3.n so. 10 I O.OR2 0 Y6U3.50 22 8 .4flo2 4132 0.690 

2 78 b o,,6,, D7*1a.,O, ,5 T n 
 .136. 3 .9b 5 22 . 2 5 211.111
2 7 f3 21 00 0491. 6
260 g ;
7 . 1 o~B 51.9 0 - 1. 1 . 5 ' . . D0 3 9 5.9.u 6 O.393Q 302 ,b .29 3 . 2 ; 10. 
3 q 5 6 68 , 62 ,,345n
b9 ,81 ;8ID 3 ] 1 t b 23 9I6R6 3 2 5:Z,1 

-91 7 ' . 7 36.81.1
 
-u 31 40 .022 Q.69 i; 2 R 7 0 18 5 -76 . 1 19 1 3,1•-;2
bb34-8  570 3R.86 1 

71 1;7:,7 3dl.38697 1 |:02193 71 -2 1:64 1q & 3...54 1 ,s 2 * 6
 - a32 

1, L1 . 75 1 00 5 5 D.6 1 a0 : 07 -2
 




1779 07898 10 .72.324*35 
71. 1b -M 7 .b 7*7237
10 
,56 .. I'll3738 4n6 60

• ~~~~ 6 ~°0 21 ~ .291 -72.3 ,07I.0 3252:R09 5 .48

-. 11 it 79,263L-U al -9,2 7 .RT .2
,22 79253. 25 .6 2 -3 .
 
* 2 0 - R,692 qb 1,0784 6 ,D3R
 




26 XO 66 ,6 9 8 87 .. 5 l 22 ; 26 2 ,= , 9.11 2 73 .7.s6 5 26 00 X 5q 

14 11 1U : 00.17 . *O0 0 '4~n 
:O.6
2 3 3V0U 7 3 
 000 5774317; 40D 

-lon0_D:R8 0 9.21 








1; 7 2 ,10 5 ao.9 
. 5.soon Z7.96 :6010.0O 113.• -82,ql

1 004 2,1 -5:56L
*65 .100 ..00. :221 0 .
 











TABLE AP 3-2 (Shbet 5 -of 13), 






































































7171. p75 24301,6.0 
























11 to .. 0.44-1%.402 -.681.770-41.35b .051-3 360 1 3'.70-5S1 .047 0.'1.314 1011 12;1.337-212.042 -72.27ft21.011 -. 065-309 -b&3,56.56456: 9.5'q1  
1213 -53.7032.7052 .. 00.0.0074 .000.0000 809.5576052.600 -2047.36.5 1213 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4'4.2 2 10..o 00 539.353.60 834 































































































































































































































































































































TABLE AP 3-2 (Sheet 6 of 13)
 
PREDICT-ED S-IVB-205 STAGE POWERED FLIGHT TRAJECTORY
 
1 24 0.0000 2475b4.260 227SI4.020 461S50.0in 803592.540 1 zn.*0OU0 13150 * B5O 227411.310 52A6Rl. .8n 1031097.2xo 
2 916.4443 7701.82o5 21370726.00 209178.0n, R.Po10 2 6N3.8,2n 6638.7981 2lq3Un7l.GO 2U9OOOOGO '.82" 
3 445BOZ,030 b04671.QOO 4 3On9.84. I5236.58A 93398b.810 3 -9507G. 131 G178I3.7.G 474UP5.860 J2725.651 1166196.100 
4 G 6d.555 .7501.A52 99916.064 771.464 ?i*31aO 4 9540.555 519U8.143 114372.401 1783.967 72.5117 
6 JOG*a75. 509, 52 1b7l 116 ;13.724 29.S.11 6 14 a9.6737 360,4975 1201,4198 "f1.500 31.5910 
7 131.3927 160.11U5 4hn*lGG 26.1111 '.09n3 7 2.1*6081 156.9175 50UM8T7' 41.6953 .*11fn 
2909..7a9 .62.18.6 .-02 B
 a 7473.9691 2S84*035S 8B-.1.9U4 62..483. 0.n2. a .212 8 29 9546.1S06 
2..Oa -0o6 9 227309.4.0 J2730u9.GG, ..a.. 2.66. -.Gn3 
10 -7 ;.26 7bG;.ol 19I.1a 10 -797..a. a.5I. 227312*.S0 
127312.bbn -.009 

-- . n 1.51. -797.079 .u0 .17 
it -187,470 -1a6.732 -. 0.n -32.8if .213 11 -191.133 -la1*?G6 -.030 -18.57Z ..oq 
12 -sa.9050 -.OGIS *000D 17 83.11P -:P445 12 -6 2:0790 -.1065 AM00 17l46.6;. -.. 261, 
13 3:.074 770 20 *07 13 0*u39 ..-. GOOO 5as..80.6.a ..16n
.0n79 	 G.0 

1. .00 0 -. 00 .no0 70922O.60Gl .00.0 1. .0.00 -.0002 0.no 5u56S8?.80ft OOPO0 
15 -59.150D -.U968 .0000o -OS3 .0917 15 -62.3474 -. 1G75 G.fO0 -. UO6n ."a3 
1b : £3 UB 00 .917 *09 G 1:844 U4; .00 *0% .0
 












20 42 : 42 0 67 9 -46 .666. -513.0B93 2213n7.210 -0 424.1950 424779 -5J .a7.1 .033.643A 226447.0na
 




21 .0002 .=2. S n o. l3i*07&n 6'o.OGG 21 .0.01 I..o3b' la.07.l&7 q~n
 
22 7..lG3Z 29.1716 kq..O10 -30..3s, ..04G8 22 77,4757 P9.33.3 9.tAM -30.6641 -.G.14
 
23 8228 10U36 -2710 -Goalf 7701.8P0 13 19.1732 2U2 -1.1313 -.003R 8334.7-9
 
2 8 6 491 .7 14.174 326.5000 a;bO;T9O .-0O-9 326.90GO
739. 400 12.76A
0q;9.0.0 *0070 
25 .0269 2084.7A83 ]1?.7:V7a 0 -1.6977 25 -.00 3 4J471B2 7R 6699O O -.

-,:OQ.g7
774n 6699 465.91, .3Q3 16 1b04.3'00 3.872 77go6q





19 3.7130 .000 1.n2 1PqG 29 3.Sq4n .-0000 -1085bS
 
30 OOOG0 .0000 _..a 3, Do00u .-O0O -3014
 
0UO.U.ql




34 127099.o800 G2 09G " *9V .00. .Ono 164 27039,1300 G'..*aG -o'.5a .nq .0.0 
1 5 *0000 lO20lu. eU0 32.41.a99, -454.296 -4.371 35 S.00 138420.0500 29616,730 -453.539 A* 
'5 26630 482422.060 87708.3no 2bV.0OO0 4215.110 226b32.27U 538900.76a 1111674.BAO
2 ,0 2202.330 

8 7b*:561 21447A%4.00 20nOflq5.OP 3.Gn2
 
3" b2.250 6bG9548.400 446343.320 22607.826 100944U.170 50d6oZ*34U 02Z1247.100 485d97*6flQ 30465.11K 1247725.8no
 
4 5993:662 4M9.:433 1G4$a4.n7S 1.57.302 72.,,,o0 16802.92. b3471.975 I 1n.085 2P28.7-- 71.58';6
 
a a6s *30 36924 GGS 1 129117 7 . &1.S..4 27.3aQ.3 1139170S 455396.570 151229b000 58673.86A 2..05ni
 
6 1713.014. 61..,6'7 7 SkSi41;7 460.0047 30,0745 6 1256.5911 31..0502 

1a 9 7902.n110 21391n42.0. Z0O.O121.11 a.lol. 9.77.319. 

/O *lq 5q6.259. 32.2ft9
 
7 103.76.5 14.*b3a1 M)."566 31.104P - 70 227.0407 15d4727 521.235. 47.207? -. 1146
 
8 712.9758 2151.'375 9046.7110 6 8.5265 :..p . Va..07 29.9.636. 98UA.1907 9;6.355a -. 2a4
 
9 22640U,440 226400,950 -..a& 4.165 --.0 9 2260.750 226530.750 -.003 3.67P -...a
 
20 -771.833 -7T1.,91 .006 1212.974 1.0 9 10 -805.456 -805.432 .3 1017.51U .5 9
 
12 -bg 9154 -.0476 .00o0 97071.69a ..22ft 12 -b3:16 -:1145 .0000 '.q37.036 -. 2nlo
 
2 a 3.378. 1605 .00 S690681*0on .40R5 13 3 51 1 .u03 *S0000 563456P.100 n 212
 
lq _:U0 70.0 -. 002 00 l oo *00 GOOOn0 5b36663.400 GO0OD
 
Is -bO1365 -. 0639 GOGO0 -.*OOs .0975 15 -433 a 1 -*736O *n00 -:.061 *0
 
16 3.7073 .0061 .O000 -.0975 -.0065 16 3.9353 G03 *-OO .. 0 .OGI6
 
17 0 0'On00 .on .. ORon l7 °OO ....a GOOD °0i. .. Dona
 
IS l1:.9190 lo2Q7073 11:76.. . 9S3 ..OOGI , a 11.6698 IU.1143 	 0.17..l .2037 .O0nO
 
19 74,4l12 76..72S 	 f117 75.1v0 
-577.1897 -3. .0110
* -O1 ;9 7.1 ..046a 

-O23.5598 
 424*q6a7 -54.:5194 -533.356n 2263 ,0 10 Z.9596 4'*7 
°2 26R°0
 




24 6b0040;.9000 4071.9119 

631.23 1..-763 -1.6.39 -.006Pl 79G2.411 23 : 2 48 -1. 51 OTO5
 
.n079 13.742 311,5,0, 44 6 Oa~Q4.*9.u l0.0 50 *4.09. 139 8 5.50n3
 
:51457 2011.9754 I °57 ,Oon -1.69a9 25 .1202 179..1813 "'?.8955 ,0on -1.6910
 
26 3.8000 362..". 77,7:5171 q .9 '5. 6 173.6000 33i.M73 778n.66i99 .26.06. .3sn0
 
2120*010 O .0000 Gan 7o 121.9224 
 *0000 naono
 
-9.83.101 *o 1. -3.035. ...aO -l.1.14
 
98600





9q274B2.220D .2..G39 -a6S.5242 S0oon .oflo 44 27034;.1800 4223 . 70 1 *o 
35 .000. 147483.0000 31252.4410 -452.259 -U*2al is *0.00 1638n.. 10 2 75 0 -1:'; - .7
 
1 000 23 °2 2U970 '09Q6n 2 30 29O.OOOU 20810.830 226Z48*650 595770.51" 1194826.50 
3 4ao6a.900 61QU9*000 461215.290 27437.501 10867".93 noa 520B0U.210 GbR%17..4 0O 494B 4,5 44649.08A 133151Z.M0U 
4 7G47.,25 S50393:9071 1294GI.694 1394.19S 72..4.n 1.484.467 Sb.0.°093 12.7 a.T-6 2730.213 7P.65.. 
5 974992.280 697194 20 13 1 3 5.700 41420.592 26.- la 122537N.hg0 485700.0 1611617.300 UB596.954 23.M27 
6 171.4,33 414.4972 135..2.26 505.9574 sn.B 11 1142:9901 229431 83.6715 640.4854 32.9661 
8;5;8 30711b703 10077.3306 1037.106n -.0310
 
9 ulo.8*240 127048.250 -.005 a"2 -. 003 9 2.2 7.:,70 Z26247:070 -.003 ..i3G -.Ona 
10 -784:720 -7 4:10 '.07 229214 .6 0 -2. -a15.09n .003 210.13, .5lo 
I12 -20.82 -207 .27 -:7794 n.3 . 1 11 S19 loop -218 . 1 -. 023 -5.271 O0&Z 
75.93 24 2s S2P15 788529 .02"3 

o
12 -60:7321 -.1111 *OO00 97G60.1¢% .28a 12 --6;:065' -1171. 0 G7925.361 . s 

Zq °00 INS0 ol a 1. .0oo _04 .0GOO S6154S.o00b 
15 -61.0132 -.12.. °O.O -. 0067 -:Il, 1 -64.3560 -.1122 .o0o0 -.007p W1S 
Z6 3.8 35 *051 .0000 -.110G .0049 16 Mai&8 .U0"2 .0.00 -.116K -. Go's 
-000 -75G7q.qan 	 -000 Gino 
7 .000 a. 00 .0000 .004. -..On, 1 .0.00 *0000 n.00 .002n .*00 
18 13.7734 11.547 11.0284 .1980 .00.2 is 10.7116 9.3165 4.2.14 .2.66 .00"3
 
19 74.6615 76.9013 76.A756 -.°05s .0019 19 5.4.63 77.67bO 71.3524 -. 05S4 .0017
 
20 493.942n .14.3898 -SA.1639 -533..68. 226317.7.0 20 43.9673 42q*0197 -533.*41.7 -b'3.7937 22 68.7GG
 
11 '0o01 3.8179 °0OO0 1812*ls2. UO.oOO 21 .0100 1.-65. GOOO0 216..3557 blo..OD
 
22 77.7123 29.2619 2..1218 -30.7186 -.0-n5 22 76:9785 l9.,536 Z4:2934 -10:565, -003
 
3 19 19 0 -9U7 -2.5986 -.0046 8114.0,1 23 19 6622 1 .in -Z.37_S -0 026 RSISA I
 
25 - 0 96 19 2 3 0 1 58.1919 :00 . -1 69 2 25 020 4 72 a .3 4 lb a* 2 51 
 oo -1 : 194
 
447.215 .38 . as 103*3000 323.4050 77B.:4690 6 1 *612 




28 - q.3560 .0000 414.597728 6.03 :1,00 4!7,0444












TABLE AP 3-2 (Sheet 7 of 13)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB-205 STAGE POWERED FLIGHT TRAJECTORY
 
2 0395.5628 9004.2369 2048u932.00 20904523.00 3.5091l 2 11206.2477 994.4739 2152e889.Oo 20906632.00 '.i4f 
3 53161o.32u 0126642.700 502936.9 30 512Z72.96S 1oII729.4oo 3 148.1..s on - 5030967.000 517l-..290 73700.576 1641970.210 
4 1675 ..566 561.2.090 130 ,.619 390.22. 72.730n 4 2b482.q9g 62078.219 147718.790 5340.505 7.944 
1314217.,400 116037.00 1713d%3.Sno 79426.874 22.013 5 159817s.soo 015535.qo0 Z037097.700 1176b6.095 1.1 4964.8921 220.2300 712.5421 68.177 33.9919 6 . 0650.666 6o.2o45 2U4.O 809.6530 36.457 
7 2880 20.9931 516.2913 .*12.0 7 369.2q96 008,0595 61n.431 77.9s39 .. 1389 
a 9024.7n37 31.S72' 10369.9454 1129.0300 -. 0318 a 9919.0509 3427.0295 1124%.9039 -. 3142..3373 30 
226964.900 42b0.90 -. 003 2.00o -. Or2 9 2269a0.40 42b9d0.240 -. 002 .05. -002 
10 -030.16. -40.o48 .002 20.53n .413 10 -861.114 -0,1°|00 .002 203.289 .394 
1 12. 211.4b5 -. 021 -. 71 .014 11 -3.54 -2. 0 -. 09 2.2 
12 -6b.2843 -.1491 .0000 97.13.61 -.3207 12 -0.6ti6 .000 9 7677.91 -:29,6 
13 3,664 .0027 .0000 5090653.900 :*1s9 13 3.8228 .001 .0000 $552020.600 .96o 
14 .0000 -. 0001 .0000 5592743.500 , 000 1. .0000 -. 000 .000 54 042.300 .00no 
15 -65o.l37 -. 1349 * 000 .0093 15 -b6.9n9 -. 1, I159 .0000 -. 0070 
.no 088 4.0708 .000 .0.110n .001516 3.9963 .Un3 .. . 017 16 .002 
17 .0000 00027 -. 00 17 .0000 .. 00 .0000 o00190. -. 000 
18 9.8161 0.1679 0.9333 .2099 * 002 18 7.4579 b.17o8 6.S.53 .2102 .00n 
19 75.6521 77.6426 37.9591 -. 0535 . 110 19 76.4159 7.06-09 70.-429 -. 019 22456.680-. 00 7
-5.5003 
21 .0001 69217 .0000 2232.020q 6o0n0M
20 4 4.0751 424,3009 -J9.1992 -553.8730 226507.710 20 923.802 2'.403 
.23.4340 
1 000 4.1433 .000 2306.4297 OoOo 
40.9337 -30.4000 .. 041 
22 76.7075 29.5225 2.3522 -30.5200 .0402 22 75.100 29.6043 
23 19,6000 19. 65± -2.2927 .. 002A 004R.227 23 19.376. 19.286 -,0564 -.0021 0954.29 
4. 6O004 0.9000 S60.0017 .0099 1:.6" 32 .000 24 6b00040.900U 422.97o6a .101 9.9 326.900 
45 _.0656 ±659.6390 168.2590 .000 -1,699 2$ .055 144b.879 1b4.8690 .00o -1.69,3 
26 154.3000 31.1246 776n.6699 o06.8 .35,3 26 1293000 204.0241 7700.4699 370.010 .3269 
27 123.0319 .0O00 * 0000 7 12'.579 .0000 .000 
28 _65.6137 .u00 41.%13. a0 -n89A96 0000 47.649% 
29 3.9n3 .0000 -0.1613 29 4.0708 .000 -1.296730 .0000 .000 .. 250 30 .0000 000 -.3523 
on0 2.. 15 302 on .o 
S3 
 S3
S34 26979.360U 424.014 -515,5111 .000 .00 34 22.917.7Ou 444145 -a249 .0000 .n00 
35 .0000 114852.7330 27147.9290 - !52.696 -8°3n3 35 .000 I±Z92.2840 24601.27.0 -450.042 -82.000 
I 31.000 2101"7.780 22715.-M 566751.74h 1309112.100 .. ,Oo ±06.3±0 220..31o 836738.560 10...03.7.U 
2 10673.4625 9350.1349 21490110.00 2090.760.00 3.7516 2 11579.2030 10254.4196 20531%U'.00 2090567.00 4.9269 
3 540770.00 6620976.000 509335.440 5052.030 1506419.500 3 6987q..0 6631390.000 51S617.820 R1997.98% 1789050.600 
4 1970.07 50071.704 136406.400 39±0.71, 71.8030 4 30333.504 6390.375 153950.100 653.530n .02,9 
1405903.100 b48607.270 100819,900 91190,937 2L.0310 5 1696960.900 .50291..90 2151.15.00., 132922.990 I6,303 
6 052.9663 170.423 5n4,1657 726.9193 .78'2 6 404.0,59 1.147. 5.07n2 .596591 37,58n, 
7 309.2455 17.6.7003 573.1636 .5.138 -. 1200 7 401.0056 192.o0012 820.032 64.672 .4143 
0 9314.0n75 3244.1002 10893.1997 1224.3403 -. 031 10230.5758 3524.0775 15b1.9342 1"29.708 -.0379 
9275.0 1718..S0 
_.0012 -412 
-002 9 2267s2:500 420762.900 -.00a P.11 .00
-  n10 -644.276 -842.265 .002 -27.799 .439 10 -87.20s -_.I±5 .002 926.625 .317 
11 -440.632 -297.n9 5 .059 .63i 0 1 -227.505 P.76n9.7 _228.A07 -.01o. .024 
12 -66.4618 -. 115 .0000 97q01o00 .. 30.2 12 69.9381 -. 15S0 .0000 07889.83' -. 3o8 
13 3.5.80 .001± .0OO 5b6602.900 .43, 13 3.655 .U015 .0000 5443209.000 .4549 
1. .0000 .0001 .N000 5165936.500 .0O00 14 .0000 -. 001 .On0 56b4650.lOn .000015 .6.7707 -n1232 .0000 -. 0070 .113 15 -70..797 -. 1370 no0o -. 0096 .1505 
16 4 a 0025. .006 4.0I99 .0020 ..000 .. 1506 -.00 5
17 .0000 .UO00 .0000 .0010 ..0000 17 .0000 .0000 .0000 .001s -.0on
 
I1 8.9749 - t..604 7.8272 .2124 .000. is 6.7016 6.0026 9.060 .2215 .0003 
19 75.9o95 77.7112 7'.°0qb -. 0629 -.0005 19 76.6767 70.2145 70.2260 -. 057, .00'7 
20 424.5070 426.4960 -519.0990 -553.9630 226573.0,0 40 423.7455 42..70 -539.1020 -5..9761 226531.270 
21 *Ool 3.9n"o7 *no00 2290.5830 610.000 21 .0005 .394 .0o 2444.0924 bqo0.0
22 291723 0.109 -30.477 .0402 22 76562 P9:75n6 I.959 -30.360 -0400~76.477 
23 19.5346 1. 3.2± -. 0024 0398.15 23 19.17 1909 -. 0007 -. 002059.4260 1024.4;0 
24 600041.9000 443. 1 73 .0±01 10.47 325.50n0 40 600004.9000 4167.93±0 .O±n7 0.676 326.500O 
25 -. 0937 1683..66 16.5269 .00 -1.6923 45 -. 0 55 1268.417 15 .6040 .000 -1.69,9
26 193.5o00 n66n9 596.241 .3423 26 13.000 274.1525 7700.6.9 966.856 .315277.3.630 
27 023.5591 .0000 .On0 27 125.0524 .0000 .0000 
40 -6.7707 .0000 440.6493 40 !70.77 .00 459 
49 4.02.8 .0000 -1049 29 4.099 .0000 .030 .0005 .0000 -. 3336 




35 40906.3300 4.047 -51O.3115 .0000 .00O 4 "46901.2600 .2..031 .51040 .OnO000
35 .0000 120322.9020 26324.639 -52.74 .-82.313 35 .0000 106760.4070 238b0.7000 -n52.913 -02.149 
1 320.0000 204709.660 22663.500 6O.016.37. ±46n45.3n0 1 350.0,uo ±807 .110 220601.090 638595.850 1752450205 
2 1092.9002 9669.0221 2±504611.00 20Q697.00 5.0029 11900.1635 10600.9031 21805.N 200R01.00 0.03 
4 2294.504 60296.561 141729.410 4593.545 72.8760 o 39507.02 65918.32 16019.560 7034.775 05.0965 
5 1500526.600 b81747.ASO 19267P8.600 103923.564 23.07n2 5 00I98d.80 bS0028.890 22689,3.700 148163.40 17.33.3 
0 725.1430 119.5952 3.5691 6 765.7034 39.56,3 250.6507 -37.261 -022.1941 88.261 38.6609 
7 33.7663 100.2997 590.9344 71.4588 -.1318 7 .63. 9292 L90.1394 6o0.063o ql.6071 -. 1515 
9612.2408 S33.4781 109q.6080 1322.7216 -015 8 10569.0722, 3629.U09 Ila6.7947 lb9.04"7 -.0.35 
9 226461.730 226461:730 .002 -3.691 -. 02 9 226039.210 426039.210 -. 002 -21 -. 002 
10 051.10 -861000 .002 -1002.410 .304 10 .58.,71 -00.964 .001 -8o.079 .314 
11 -270.671 -275.919 -. 056 5.090 .042 11 -54.446 -2n4.052 -. 0I5 .723 .020 
12 -67.5397 -. 091 .0000 97.9.901 -. 12 -. 
.00101003 .0000.0000 q753o661 .260018,7 -71.2390 591.06400 .56 13 3.6067 .0016 .0000 540989.900 o443 13 3.6407 
14 .0000 .03 .O00 5142667.400 o0000 14 .0000 -. 00 .0000 5453500.50n .00no 
15 -07.8200 -. 1121 000 -. 000 .0940 15 -71.572 -. 1226 .00 -6.006n *1001 
16 o.0489 .0022 .0 .0940 -. 0015 16 4.1083 .001 .0000 -.008! -o000 
17 .000 .000 .000 .0019 0 17 .000 .o000 .0000 .0011 -. 0000 
14 8.05 7.1975 .4 .2150 00 18 .1006 5.-629 6.30 .2241 .0 
19 76.1633 77.0039 77.4641 -. *0698 .. 0030 19 76.9370 7d.4261 7.138 -. 06 -0103 
20 424.104 424.3010 -533.974 -553.954 2265;3.700 20 423.7271 42.313 -539.3427 -- 4.;3:f 22654.490 
21 .0001 .0626 ..000 2344.9821 60.0On0 21 .0000 9.357 ..no 2472.593 60.000 
22 76.1687 29.6329 4.0734 -30.4376 -. 0401 22 75.2739 29 .96 40.4505 -30.3318 -. 0900 
23 19.5150 09.4000 -2.1337 -. 0022 96144022 23 18.7421 30576 -I.100 -.0010 10690.903 
24 6bO04.9000 341.4.50 .0109 9.026 326.5000 24 6100404.9000 406d.3074 .00 a067 326.500 
23 .0,80 1509.9951 15A.7111 .000 -1.697 23 . a98 16A.95b .000 -1.69.02 2.a407 
an 10.2000. 29 77000 306..41 037 s03.n00 0.0S '6.300 
27 124.0706 .000n .0000 47 125.6253 .0000 .00no 
26 -67.8200 .0000 424.0223 24 .71.5072 .0000 3.7506 
29 4.0209 .0000 10.±85 29 4.1083 .0000 -. 72 
35 .0000 .uO00 .. 3427 30 .0000 .00O -. 3731 










TABLE AP 3-2 -(Sheet 8 of 13)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB-205 STAGE POWERED FLIGHT TRAJECTORY 
I 360.0000 18336A,470 226377.14U 6 9921.7f 1856161.6.0 1 390.0OU0 167380.4%0 226168.160 675n6.540 21862%6.400 
2 1220.7712 10921*.574 21bb2AS.O00 2U9O436.00 1.0863 2 14365.313 1203u*7201 2156b91.00 20908227.00 .963 
3 5697 *.67U 630D6.200 516111.200 99758:919 1992470.5nO 3 $60170.370 6b25342500 495727.000 129104.438 232311 .0 
. 901D.012 7931.7tb6 166943.350 7986M37 7,17n0 4 54681.131 7b32,914 188012.920 11U5.020 73.39q8 
5 1910379.100 2a7a2.720 2389507.10o 165216.53D 16.4695 5 s5390.OOV 649D90.180 2772405.700 223152.700 13.9512 
6 93,11,6 -91.8876 -301.370a 925.5067 39.7069 6 -399. 1"2 -263.b.60 -84.1263 102S..678 43..718 
4b8.0653 .4016 671.789 8.756 -.. 0576 7 578.3306 22.0021 736.837 121.5211 -. 1709 
8 10910.9D1 3717.017 0222.9801 1752,2402 -. 005 a 12010.2796 4U59.0092 1331.9594 2116.738s -. 0513 
24632lP2 0 263256.2 -.on2 2,89, -.002 9 22616b.080 026166.080 -. 002 .357 -02
 
10 -h98.161 -95. 551 .001 707.923 .205 10 -93..417 -935..12 .001 41,296 .2.9
 
11 -230.,b 29.717 -. 014 -10.191 .010 11 .k6D.734 -65430 -. 013 191 .. 23
 
12 -72.4,29 --113 .0000 97561.36q -. 2402 12 -76.1753 -. 1504 .0000 97003.731 ..307a
 
13 3.6401 .0.13 ..0OD 5416206.20A ,46.8 13 3.62 .OA07 .0000 52992.100 .48.9
 
14 .0100 -. 0V2 .000 541858.800 .OO 1. .000 .000 .00U 5296126.900 .000
 
X5 -72.71b -. 1058 .000 -.:0072 11 -76.836 193 -.0097 
15 -. .0000 .1501 
16 4.1lb9 .^017 :0000 -. 12. .0013 16 4.167 .0013 .0000 -.1501 -. 00D7
 
17 0000 .000 .001% .00.0 17 .0000 .U000 .0000 .0007 -. 0000
 
1. 5.56 1.9605 11.267 .227. * 00n2 18 4,0843 3..759 1.6.57 .2371 .0003 
19 77.1199 7-.-00 7A.6063 -. 0582 .0062 19 78.0079 79.12 7M11556 -. 0671 .. 03
 
20 23.8)71 .24.11U -5..40b .510.063A 226661.6,0 40 .23.4504 424.1669 -506.1029 -514.0062 226.97.60
 
11 .40 .000 671 6100.010 a1l 100 400, .0000 2581.301 9.443 DODO 
42 74.D49 19..834 .9.7226 -10.3010 -.03.9 12 73.9302 30.0794 49.9180 -0.2207 ..0309
 
43 18.4170 08.3376 -100. -.OL 1n921.3'7' 13 17.10u6 17.1206 -1.6663 -.001. 12030.820
 
24 bbOOU4.9OO 3979,42b7 .nlU 7.551 326.50n0 24 bbouO.9005 365..1.1 .011* 5.860 326.500
 
45 .061 1227.9519 10.n206 .000 -1.6910 25 -.0225 1013,6b1 1.91765 .000 -1.69.0
 
16 94.300. 2517 4 770.6699 347.566 .29,3 26 6.000 225.1490 774.6699 1s.20- .27l2
 
27 125.947. .0000 .OOD 27 127.321 .0000 .OnO
 
I8 -72.7126 ..0a0 49.3284 I8 -76.483 .0000 466.2596
 
29 4.109 .000 -1.3513 19 4.1673 .000 -1..733 




4 126078.800u 626,005 -535.n.51 .000 .000 126787.7600 -535.89Si .0000 *0n0
34 603.906 -62.164161.1580 19762,9160
-u.11i5,.5 251.93 .000035 .0000 97712.3520 2226.696O -651.a23 
1 370.OO0 178049.D40 22b235.g4 059657,890 1063269.5nO 1 900.0000 164o5*700 226W34.650 696149.04D 2306396.1n0 
14607.332 127b.U246 21568021.00 20906365.00 1.37.9 2 13769.427 12633.665& 21594103.00 20q06S56.00 6.321 
4 46d.606896 0116.00 
4 387,"UO 70008.712 173717.470 9010.43s 73.26 5 4 60b61.512 7b641,556 195520.620 12540.50% 73.46"5
 
5 d021246.400 7605d6.490 2513676.20a i83321.67n 16.60,7 5 2375960.200 080671.050 2907513.500 264970.520 13.1510
 
6 -67.1452 -147.6349 -481.166. 961..32- 4.0812 6 '571.949b -324.0792 -10,3.2520 1059.2226 9.04n
 
.3 4 8~ 109t94.742 2099137.500 3 ib5310.270 6b22405840 I000.01.7.. 116.1 274110D 
7 503.6 9 2109669 bp.. 109.1092 -.1645 7 618.0383 231.7713 760.40 6 129.6251 -. 18.8 
8 11264.5790 83-8056 12%70.0176 1869.621 -0411 8 12405.1008 4177.9846 13707.2955 2247.715 -. 056 
9 .224341020 2262..00 -. 0n2 1.32 -.. 2 9 226032.690 1269,2.490 -.002 -.69. -. 0M2
 
10 -910.607 -910.601 .001 296,028 .279 10 -90..65 -95O.044 .001 -001.950 .215
 
11 -209.461 -2.98.P0 -.O 1.10A .027 11 -200.1O -278..73 -.012 1.138 .012
 
12 -73.6106 -. 1309 .0o0 07A28.961 -. 2822 12 -77.5049 -.1368 .0000 97790.5g5 -. 305
 
13 3.6687 .0O0 .0000 5378736.100 .4720 13 3.6.7b .0003 .00 5246575.500 .4"9
 
14 .O00 -. 0001 .0000 6380752.200 .o000 14 .0000 
-. 0089 .1355
.0001 .0000 52.8501 .00 .00,
 1b -73.9332 
 -. 129n76 1 5 .77.111 -. 162 .0000 
16 4.140. .0015 .. -. 1307 -. 0009 16 4.1784 .0010 .0000 -.138, -. 003 0o0 

17 . .0000 .*o *0000 .OOQ -. 00nO 17 .00 .000 .0OO .0009 -.0000 
18 5.0"92 4.4970 .1..657 .2306 .O0n1 18 3.6723 J.6126 3.2060 .2602 .0014
 
19 77.440 7..864 76,6060 -.062 -. 0003 19 78,2809 79.393 7-.4302 .0706 .00R
20 423.980 424.1075 -3.eIlU -514.0553 22659b.5n 20 424.0338 424.14)4 -53..9396 -534.024' 226.06.1-0
 
2 1 .0000 4.1724 .0OO 2510.U71 690.00 21 .010 4. ?0 .. 000 2603.9666 600.010
 
12 74.6,49 29.9160 4.7869 -30.2723 -. 0399 42 73.56.4 30.1461 2016 -30.1976 -. 039
 
43 10.0410 10.0149 -1.7722 -. 008 11276.025 23 16.6293 16.5618 -1.5546 ..001A 12.33.61a
 
1.0 .1 a.96 3R0.1000 14 0010904.9000 652.3320 .011 5,30L 526.50001904490 DO25 .0.11 1152.9801 .. .0O0 -1.69.6 25 -. 0109 932.3801 11.11063 .000a.1860 -1.68.7 
26 03.6000 269.4527 7700.6699 137.944 .250. 26 53.800 214.2173 776.699 107.4?1 .2504
 
47 16.240 .0020 M0000 27 127750b .0000 .001D
 
18 -73.932 .0000 41.P351 8 .77.8111 * OUO 46.4598
 
29 4.1408 .0000 -1.995 29 4.178 .0000 -0.9193
 







34 2605.10042.00 -I~. 31 .. 0.0 .000 34 Z26774.310 64.74 51.70 .00 .
 
35 .0000 95193.909D 2139.9000 -451.531 -62.0.0 35 .0000 796643650 10931.06 0 -52.720 -52.20 
1 30.0600 172718.400 22575.620 669201.210 2073937.3n 1 101000 156691.650 226100,010 699025.64fl 2426522."0
 
2 12978.4170 11065.3956 2157791.00 20909297.00 5.6811 2 19191.5049 12850.1003 21602106.00 20904055.00 6.650&
 
3 566319.00 6b27663.500 504407.220 118951.968 220930u.9n0 3 b8713.46 6116814.300 07740.110 150201.680 2562398.3no
 
6 49059727 72161?.41 181170.410 10t09.202 73.31"7 . 67047,305 78999.17 203253,740 13078.478 73.530
 
2135711.500 799476.390 2641155.700 20261q,240 1.7722 5 2b02057.900 923065.480 3096On2.800 2681a..83. 12.361
 
6 '231.302b -204.0707 -67P. 742 995.7968 42.0563 6 -750.169 -396.6019 .26.379 1067.5220 46.9440
 
7 540.159 217.-734 714.1515 113.6872 -. 1716 7 659.3525 239.1895 786.7426 138,0099 -1974
 
8 11630.5601 3941.5150 12941.3092 1990,7831 -. 0407 12015.641 430.1107 1.11,.0094 2363.9317 .*05.6 
9 225764,570 92573.570 -. 002 -.292 -.02 9 226188.260 226108.260 -002 1.63, OD.002 
10 -921.129 -941124 .001 -100.950 .264 10 -961.35 -91.309 .001 346.317 .221 
11 -26..493 -205.856 -. 013 .978 .0,5 11 -265.607 -268,642 -.012 11.966 .021 
12 -74.795 -. 1257 .00 97A16.421 -. 2707 12 -78.a074 -. 1309 .0050 97777.578 -. 28,, 
13 3.6771 .000 .000 5338215.200 D17-3 13 3.6915 .000 .000.0 5194628.600 .1981 
14 .000 .0000 .0000 536054.600 .0ono 14 .oOO -. 000 .0000 5196647,400 .Oo0 
15 -75.1%g9 -. 1226 .000 -. 078 .1215 15 -79.1659 .1219 .0000 -.0086 .1307 
16 4.15. .0014 .0000 -. 121, -. 0008 16 4.1696 .0013 .0050 -.1307 -,0008 
17 .0000 .0000 .0000 .005D .0000 17 *0000 .0000 .0000 000 -. 00n0 
15 4.0 a '.0 ... a76 .233a .0. 18 3,2973 1.83 2.9576 .93 .023 
19 77.7350 79.L182 70.0070 -.0675 .00o2 19 78.5664 79.6592 79.6509 -. 0570 .001 
20 923.8970 424.1882 -532.907 -89..0053 226653.070 20 429.1713 924.1460 -533.2475 -514.0403 226502.30 
21 .0000 1.6980 .0000 2596.9269 6.0.0.0 21 .0000 5,11a1 .0000 2625.0251 690.0 0 
22 7.2435 30.0133 19.6521 -30.2455 -.03,9 22 73.1056 30.2135 6.0518 -30.1762 - ,0309 
23 17.690. 17.-179 -1.7076 -. 0 11646.306 23 15.9801 15.91.2 -1.a277 .0O016 1285.501 
4 6600404,9000 3759.1176 *n113 6.366 326.50n0 21 66004U4.9000 3407.913. .0117 0.745 326.50,0 
25 .0Z84 107...191 10.3671 000 -1.69,3 25 .0333 863.S.58 154.6051 .00 1.68.5 
Z6 73.300 239.1367 77.0.6699 327.58P .27.1 26 43,3000 204.1718 7780.6699 196.537 .2462 
7 5:.8451 .0000 .000 27 128.1729 .0000 .00"0 
68 .5199 .000 - D67 1 -70159 .0 01149 4.1654 .000 -1.6301 29 6.5896 .0000 -5.5654 
30 .0000 .0000 -.4090 30 DO00 .0000 -. 6522 
31 31 
32 3233 33 
44 926816.S200 414.001 -534.9042 .0000 . 30 126769.6900 423.979 -53..9602 .0DD0 *000 
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73653.961 8149.48 201206.100 053014.622 73.60,1 4 b975.a59 8919B.212 236715,150 20112,424 73.82l2 


























































































































































































22 72.7933 3U.2815 4n.1195 -30.1564 -. 039 22 71.5292 30.4865 30.3261 -30.1051 .*03.9 
,3 15,4421 
24 bb0004.9000 


































-0,4582 .0000 476.8802 
.000 ,00no 17 
8 
129.8066 
.:5854 .0000 501.5200 
.0000 OOnO 
49 4,0991 .t0O -1 0 89 4.2103212D030 .0000 
z0 ,0n00 .0000 '.4686 30 .0000 .0000 -.5255 
II, 31 


































































































































10 -90. 125 -986.126 .001 -18.02 .196 10 -1021.466 -1020.464 .001 -31.103 .13 









































































































































































48 i-01.0 .. 000 40.4207 20 -212= .4000 8,7.1663 
49 4.2071 .0000 -1.6773 49 4.2112 .0000 -1.8348 


























1 440,oo 140703.950 225923.530 713897.610 28204q5.Oo 1 455.0000 132691.200 2266Z3.330 722320.05n 3032049.8O 
2 567.781 14220.0018 21621761.00 20907866.00 7.7269 2 16328,9563 14988.1098 21630073.00 20907755.00 8.3086 
3 17781.90 6504294.100 42907U.170 184044.530 295316,.700 3 95642.300 6894664.300 39006.270 200636.40, 3164396.804 
*079.363 8628.737 227937.1O 1841,.32K 73,2 4 101289.829 90566,2 2 12D5.74o 20997.637 73,8565 
396025.790 10.0979 4126.700 1130133.400 3725999.900 390291660 ,01065 4906062.400 1057990.900 3989270.500 11 5.2176 5 ,5 2 
-192 42609 11 9.16s51 697.4008 -2288.060351.6691 6 -1633.103 61322005 -5 77339 
793.5325 263,0014 80.6656 164.9164 -. 226 867.3309 271.9558 90.3667 179.5346 .24'88 414.2090 2401.1694 1543.781 2824.7884 .0663 7 14873.6046 4920.2303 1614.4881 3066,6134 - 0776 
9 225921.130 225921.130 -. 002 .24. -. 0n2 9 226630.820 226630.820 -.002 .062 -. on2 
10 -99860 -995861 001 11.924 13 10 1021.g55 -1021,957 .001 -33.455 .162 
11 -89.991 -2d.6066 -. 001 *0. -199225 -207 864 -. 01 9.11 .016 
I -D2.8718 -.1371 .000 97737.597 -. 3098 12 -84.9651 -. 1384 .00 97716.703 -. 3314 
13 3:696b -. 0000 .0000 5008095.300 :5173 13 3.6939 -. 600 .00 4a93580.900 ,527,4 
14 .0000 .00 .0000 5010092.200 .0000 14 .0000 .600 . 000 4695566.200 .00.0 
15 -83.1824 -. 1375 *00O0 -. 0088 .1368 15 -65.3033 -.1q53 .0000 -. 0089 .1361 
06 4.2139 .0006 .0000 -136A .000 16, .. 2213 .004 .0000 -. 1381 .0001 
17 O . . 000 -. 0000 7 .oo -. 0 .0000 -. 0001 -,0o00 
18 2.3435 2.1703O 0.11 .2533 .00 .08 1.1 7 1.6445 D238 .0003 
19 79.4411 s0.3603 V0.15.2 -. 732 -.00nl 19 79.685 80.7365 .7313 -. 0753 .. 0002 
40 4 Io 424,1495 -53P.5923 ;533.9243 22648G.00 40 423,8962 . 424.0417 -534.6375 -533.9370 226457.60 
1.398 .00 
21 .000 5.9070 .0000 2679.5380 690.00 21 .0000 5.812 .0000 2702.6428 6906.0 
22 71.968 30.4191 44.2569 -30.1204 .0309 22 71.3019 30.5234 4.3609 -30.0976 -. 0319 
23 14.0g99 14.0337 -1,3664 '. 001 .4228.002 23 12.9781 02.9190 -1.2906 .0020 18988.130 
28 6 0,4.00 3006,4304 .022 3.190 326.80,O 29 6000404.9000 278U.7804 .0124 2.420 334.2106 
25 .0n39 655.0492 060.6076 .000 -1.689 25 3.6738 577.4972 161.7761 .000 -1.6866 
46 13.3400 17.403,8 77.n.6699 267.63. ,2145 46 .00 159.4024 7788.6099 253.378 .20.8 
2? 129.4058 .0000 .0000 27 130.0057 .0000 .000 
06 -63,1824 .0000 493.0763 -28 .55,3033 .UOOO 507.5711 
29 0.2139 .00 -1.7378 49 4.2213 .000 -0.8376 




34 426694.120 424.001 5306550 .0000 *00o 4 462664.00o0 424.000 534:6314 .0000 .Oo 





TABLE;AP 3-,2' (Sheet 10 of 13>
 
'PREDICTED S-IVB-205 .STAGE 'POWERED FLIGHT TRAJECTORY
 
n
I ;-4bO6000 130500.196 175n1.900 724916.91 3104965.2n0. 1 7490.0000 116303.593 1751,2.92a 737262.67, 356.0)5.5oo
2 547.5130 15200.1267 2163202.0 20907718.06 .. 505 2 1 6b8.276U 14651,710 216l465.00 26607006.00 9.766o
 
3 487196.330. b491079.700 386416.000 ,207578.09n, 337140.600 3 
2
 
7 4 45a0.o50 b65265,300 3 273.2U, 1.3653.29o 3 95749.1no 
1056.3.306 - 9'916.169 245763.540 lq06.2a 3.917 4 134316.qO 100601.223 274323.460 27790.571 - 7409n7 
&19840q00 115 998,450 3M0766.50o 1~~o4688.~ 63160k79 o :.000600 	 309 "7.300 . .o000 
6-176.,606B -733 .709 -2417. 1414. 1191.0691 .3.350 2.77.6j35 -960.1074 -324S.0030 12.0.8011 - 76 
89.3924 279.630 917.2016 103.742. - -. 2613 7 - 024.00593 . .23 9.7.3435 200;768. -. 22.15079.2703 498L0 28. 1630..1040 3136.0635. -a. 6 16296.4272 530.115 1755.182% 6550.139a -.fl6r9 
* 175679.360 175079.3.0 -. e. -.1.709 -. 2 9 17!190.040 L7b610.8 0 -.02 000, .002 
.10 -b1.0b06 -816.392 .001 -93B2.256 .260 10 .0i9.dT0 -819.096 .001 -68.653 .1a011 -506.339 -56.533 -.011 656.264 3.076 11 .62.279 -20.o.9 -.009 6.564 .08312 -b5.3351 :0270 .0060 47710.631 .. 7s7 12 -69.61 .1590 .0000 97673.912 -. 34 5
 
15 3.7270 .0267 . .00 .56,9 3,6650 -. 0030 .0,0020 .505
659230.80n 13 4b27300 

14 .0000. .0022 .7000 4061222.00 .000 14 000 
 00.0 ..00 06645 a,0., 
.0
 
15 -05.7087 -.. 373 .0060 .0010 -. 9 6; 15 -90.155 -. Isg 9 .oOO -. 010 . ,8
 
16 004 QU90 6 -. 0o 16 .067 .00Z4 .000 -. 567 .00'
.00 ..
-.001, 17 .00n0 -.0009 .0000 -. 0030 .. oo0017 .00ou -.UOO0 .0 .025 





1.120s 1.03.3 1.0127 .267? .0003
 
19 60l0510 8065- 00.6605 .165n .. '92; 19 h0.9963 41.'777 00.6746 -. 0766 OOn2

20 030.944 424.27 -406.12% -532.3636 225020.950 20 431.0653 42-.-?4 -4a6.137 -511.3112 P213A0.63
41 00060 46.2569 .. 000 2709.76 6900 21, .2304 .000 1703.63a0 6.Ono
 
22 71.0768 50.6503 30t.3957 -3 .0 -. 0509 22 69.6364 31.7601 ... n030, .52 -00
23 02.9607 1 .9076 10206.117 35 10.537. -.ooZ, 
-. o020 n.3006 10.5,5s -1 1363 1651b,.4224 6600049000 27211.1649 ,013a 2.230 320.6958 44 62000.9001 33.0752 013 .617 296.2026 
45-019 50.1 1 17.02 a .000 -1 .69Q2 4 -. 2,36 38.06.6 b2.2oas000.66 
26' Ooo 150.b639 770.669o 563.376 *.196%6,00 	 770.e6Oo '6.34.0003 .121.0200 	 OOoo*000 .0000 47 131.34027 130.2033 

26 -a5707 .0000 511.0214 '8 90.1955 .o000 530.230
29 4.2909 .UOOO -. 8676 '9 .2127 .0OO -2.0531 -14.57'6
 
a0 .00 .00 UO ... 57 30 .09n0 .UO -. 6041 91.3671
 
31 31 1156.6136 b4992.4930 .S09 7.9191 179.0242
 
,2 3 2St80 17.51.ao000 30.6090 154300710.0 -166.9969
33 3 6 a0.8550 1473.1439 1Uo.010 52.3721 31,753

346684.0000 424. 000 -50.31 *non l000 36 l,6606000 00.00 -63.14 -3.090 -7.010
 
35 .0000 63017.4060 Z3 .5214 -)32.696 -7b..0 45 .0000 43071.4060 11770.0229 -330.090 -76,3,6
 
1 470.0060 .12"432.507 1752Pb.040 729639.02n 3153814.9n0 51000000 114269.6.4 175176.160'1 	 760212.700 3725736.100 
2 169d.2270 ' 1562n.416 21637280.00 20907663.00 6.9164 2 10330.4760 16987.280 21647632.00 2007622,00 10.2006
 5 46067.890 643310.700 36027.10 21993.3a4 330536.20 3 397960.480 54940.90O 267067.86 2 5737.450 3057320.3n
 




6 -1680.6219 -827.0437 -2667.581 1200.3731 44.5900 6 -2741.7562 -108.1955 -355.0.80 1207.396a 49.33q3

7 933.0001 260.5948 940.2715 1"0.9511 -. 2060 7 10717528 . 30.359 1011.6769 a17.4807 -. 2310
 
0 1572.2,97 6098lO207 

5 311.1 0 .0695. 4W2,S~~ .376660 5 0 0  1679:50 491360 567930 4 
16720.4350 3269.9806 -. 06,2 "6 16730.2740 6473.0363 17966.103 3697.575' -. 07059 175223.020 1752:3.020 -002 -. 562 , -. 0O0 175174.00' 176176.a 0 -. 002 -. 002,9 -.662 

.10 .04.671 :.01 -on~ 10 A07.86 .001 '0a310.,
20. ;- .15 s27.02 

11 -240.316 -239.105 -.010 78.812 .011 -209.003 -.. 09 .7S7
-2.1 	 .012
12 -0~6.05 -. 1609 .oooo 97648.61' -. 3366 12 -91.3094 -. 1.17 .000 07661.16, -.3274 
13 3.736.0 -0056 .0o00 479275.300 .53n 13 3l6372 ;u0G0 .M000 4557675.900 .56,
14 *000 .0001 .0n00 4704,3.600 .0003 16 .000 .O00 .00 .. 59630.500 .00n0
15 -87.100 -.1473 .000U -. 0109 .160, 15 -91.67 -.1354 *oo -. 0090 .04l
 
46 	 4.2667 -. 004 .0003 -. 0606 ,00.6 16 4.166 -. 0020 .000 -. 1610 .002617 .0o60 .0000 .0000 .0056 .0003 40000 .0000 -. 0617 .,000 -. 00
 
18 .6075 .:0.9s 0.6645 ..632 -.0007 8 .902a 03a4 .f136 -.270 .0003
19 s0.3607 81.1299 00.126. -. 0782 0117 19 1:3218 81.462 8'.45" -.081' .00,6
 
.' .31.075 424.4309 - -06,6603 -520.4771 224264.400 20 -606.? -518.03S.
431,0611 421.0059 7. 22006.7-021 ., .1091 .000 -17.96 6 0.00 1 0.000 .0002..n 27o1.2. 6oO.0n0
 
22 70.6104 30.0279 3n.65, -30.0773 -0309 02 69.1271 30.0344 30.67t1 -30.0661 -.06,0
3 12.1 5 2.122. -1.2721 .0020 15626.415 23 9,0203 6.7634 -0.0757 -.0O 16987.200
24 6600606.9000 2590.4615 .0036 1.640 319.1315 24 6W0004.9000 215.0692 .0135 
 .071 285.56.8 
25 -.0611 467.1202 146.4169 .000 -1.oo 25 -. Oo6b 336.063 11,6725 ;:OD -.1.687 
.26 .0 05.70 70699 0337 1 26 .00o1. 29 77....60 .. 0574 027 130.5'33 	 .0000 .0000, 27 133.7257 .0060 .000 
28 -67.1830 .0OOO 520.339. 	 29 .0-9.0470 544.0630
 
29 4.2667 .0000 -0.925o 29 4.1.6 .0000 _1123. -15.65 0
 
a0 .000o .0oo0 ..539 50 
 000 .o000 .6263 92.1169
 
31 31 1240.7722 52628.7610 .0836 o9.211 170.1304
 
20a2 5563.1331 183.0o530 30.6079 167931960.0 -166:1542
3 	 33 8a7.0774 R 15"'.3510 st..LSA
0 ~ 	 zi.71 0
 
6 6 4 4 
O 	 0'OO0
t1 8 : 000000 4 o . O0gg' -53"O0n - -, slnBgOO0 42 ;010 	 1.o 35 6	 -331.1 3" 1 .000 49760.6100 11016.6252 -330.076363.95 	 .000 
1 680.0000 1225o7.886 175200.672 733746.04a 3406784.40 1 510.0000 110176.G09 1751%7.090 2 762627.170 3892074.2n0
2 170045,5 16062.1922' 21641313.02 20907570.o0 0.36' W821'.9850 X7470.4780 22640t74.00 0907350.o0n 10.664
 
3 	 .744769.06 6474716.500 332051.200 23157.62a 35364.6no 3 369170.710 6443649.50 23070b,430 267786.760 60235ko.50
 
20300.40. 97000.178 260569.370 25745.56P 74.02 s 4 155757.350. 10829.034 294669.060 32140,976 76.2260
5 350802.900 1256463.100 441804.900 '474620,060 7.2669 5 4003637.201 1419272.500 4674240.600 679974.029 5.26066 -2224.808 -901.7206 -.. 5.6069 1006.3260 6.0669 6 -. 01.3600 -2174.b665 -854.54%9 1202.2321 51.04,4
7 977.8801 29;051 903.5665 00.2666 .:1 7 1121.0971 325.9720 1036.6535 226,6304 .409
 
0 15877.3392 5219.4690 17140.1770 3407.6046K .06061 0 17179.6950 560.4504 20395.0630 3050,2672 -. 0709
 
9 175200.50 175206.850 -.Oo2 1.400 -. 002 9 175154.920 1751 Q30 -. 02 .31 -. 002
1 -610.55 -00.585 .001 266.296 .152 10 -83t,251 -835.271 .001 '19.003 .004
11 -bl0.62 zz29473 Z%01 -7.296 .0 2'00 44.6 -21.9 t.l 5 .00 1
 
12 -80.3617. -. 150 *0000 9766.382 -. 5:249 12 -92.74L -.1378 .0000 
 07648.15' -. 32,213 5.6992. -. 0038 .0000 4720675.800' .53'0 13 3.6126 -. 0023 .0000 4465126.50 2 
14 .0000 .. 0001 .0000 4722666.200 '.000 14 .00 -*0000 .0009 4467072.700 .oon 
15 -68.6674 -.1459 ..00 -.009. .1407 15 -93.0302 -. 1304 .0o0 -08 .1375 
16 4.2360 .0031 .0000 -. 147 .008 16 4.1 76 -. 001. ..0o0 -. 1376 .0023 
17 .0 -.0000 .000 .038 .0000 1_ .00 .0000 .0000 -. 0020 -.000 18 1.3502 1.2534 .2240 .2651 .003 16 .7001' .0575 .6365 .2732 .0003
19 60.6752 01.0004 60.1969 -. 0750 .. 0000 19 82.2545 .42527 -.0802
81.650 	 -.0005 40 431.0696 4 4.396 -406.6068 -524.7863 222700.700 20 431.0455 42b.1737 -4U.3396 -516.9564 214620.56021 .0000 6.2665 .0000 2733.9 63 600.000 21 .0001 .. 7808 .000 278.3491 69.O*n0 
22 a0.0 '34.097 306343 "30065 -. 0400 2 0.006a 30.9 n0.7306 .00415 -. 000123 1139094 10.392 -.2.2006 -. 0021 16.62.1.3 23 9.1 0 9.0653 -. 02W7 -.0023 L747.8.,24 6620604.000 2674.1250 -n136 1.226 309.4253 24 6000004.9000 2052.9040 .0135 .217 276.8746 
25 -. 06"5 440.401 147.0270 .000 -1.68.5 25 -*..06 296.1944 105.030 .000 -1.68a7 
26 .0.00 13..615 7780.6699 255.375 .17a 26 ,Oo09 107.1606 778.6690 253.374 .1453 
0, 120.76 	 .0000 o00,0 4 132.0.n3 .0000 .ono28 -08.67 .0000 52.6202 2 -93.0300 .0000 5-1.35-5 
29 4.2362 .0000 -. 9872 -15.2763 29 4.1676 ,.000 -.. 099t -15.12S0 .30 .0000 .9833 - 90.6706 30 .0000 .0O0 -. 6502 92.9347 
31 1080.3789 57364.7360 .5346 66.7567 178.9201 41 1333.9024 0272.007. .4552 S0.6540 19.23,6 
32 3562.4230 17597 0490 31.6102 1535660.o -165.707 42 3563.3969 18019.410 33.6070 177063360.0 -163.20053 00. 3 111.0000 58605.7790 93.62.- 30.7768 3 04.61. 126?0.6382 2001.5A60 69.5315 31.652 
34 126a-.0000 .2.000 -536.634 .0000 on0 34 2266b4.0o0 620.000 -534.6314 175161.3300 -41.068 
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S10722.360 110027.710 305053.410 34451.113 74.29P2 4 204022,80 12U111.285 3 813 '.00 41055.002 74*17.9 
4177T49.10 1476423.7o0 4860442.400 619a63.02n 4.6164 5 4729200.f00 1054A34.00 5447436.500 7470.49 2.7102 
6 
7 
-332.1303 -1273.3582 .4177.68046 

































































































































































































































































3. 22660 0000 424.000 -534.6314 175149.4000 431.084 34 426660.o0000 424000 -534.6314 171110.4600 431.043 
35 -406.3254 63139.6940 9513.0361 -331.015 -75.2,2 35 -406.284 23210.0730 7250.7177 -330.897 -75.2,3 
1 530,0,00 102010.ObO2 176107.670 746014.990 423q44.3CO 1 560.0000 898b.3a 175007.820 748203.030 48005NB5no 
2 1967;7n80 18523.7660 21655P4.00 20907206,00 11,6174 2 2161b.1170 Z0271.7450 2165P0o0.00 20907000.00 13.150 
3 303095.710 6.181.5.700 14710b.500 241635.400 4370716.6,0 3 180770.020 6371468.60 -4b02.002 326057.56, 4431613.00 
4179200.30 113305, 05 316088,640 36854.794 74.3516 4 210496.280 123644.301 349727.260 .4558.29 74.5410 
5 35607.400 1034082,100 505120.700 b60163.450 3.9765 5 4923051.000 1717546.100 5653166.500 703159.57C 2,10n7 
& -3600.0229 -137b.9846 -4514.3860 1179.5520 55.2065 6 '1577.,438 -7I4.3]44 -5617,4295 1109.3267 62.65'. 
7 1225.2033 331.8795 1000,6446 245.143% -. 26,4 7 1391.209 357.b050 1173.402. 275.6177 -. 31m1 
5 18129,2160 b887.94b1 19317.4060 4172.610 -. 07.6 0 19698.650 6359.1324 20803300 4704.1763 .09"5 
9 175100.420 175105.420 -.003 .331 -. On2 9 1700.440 176005.440 -. 003 '381 -.On2 
10 -651343 -01.363 .001 16.643 .Oq 10 -M7.070 -874.503 .001 15.038 .0,0 
11 -02a382 -. 3'801 1 0 -. 00W 4C .0C5-261.132 0.. .09 -161.11D 0 ..
12 -95,4766 -.1190 .0000 47821.093 _.333 12 ' .99.66b6 -. 1392 .0000 97577.280 .. 3364 
13 3.5641 -. 0020 .0000 454339.800 .5660 13 3.5013 -. 0024 .0000 347612.100 .5818 
.0000 4256271.300 14nO .0on0 
15 -9b.8077 -.1393 .0000 -. 0087 .13.7 15 -99.9937 -. 1396 .0000 -. 008 .1319 
16 ..1143 -.0.16 .0000 -. 1307 .0021 16 4.0031 -.0.19 .0000 -. 138 .00P. 
17 .0000 -.0000 .0000 .,002 -. 0on0 17 .0000 -. O00 .0000 -. 0024 .0on 
18 .392, .0629 .3425 .2786 .0003 18 .ODo .0750 .0574 .286, .0003 
19 62,343 R.064S 63.4636 -. 082, -. 0001 19 83.4403 5.844 03.498 -.0851 -. 00n3 
20 401.0406 426.4823 -406.2388 -509.2264 216524.600 20 431.0177 42b.8574 -406.0255 -501.6946 2134q4.810 
21' .0101 7.1827 ..00 2767.6426 690,0o 21 .0001 7....0 .000 2773.6444 640.00 
1. .0000 ,00 o o .0000 0000 3849517,50C 
22 07.S07 31.0350 30.0712 -30.0322- -. 041 22 65.7p.6 31.2259 1.0615 -30,0263 -. 0403 
I3 7.606 7.0363 -.q232 -. 025 18523.767 a3 5.4689 5.4128 -. 7856 -. 003C 20271.745
a4 6000404.9000 1723.91 .l36 -.256 25%.62P2 24 600004.9000 1190.5323 .0139 -. 717 22,71"4 
I5 -.001 29.7.11 04.018O .000 -1.6867 25 -.0157 105.5223 b4.2612 .000 "1.6869 
26 .0000 86.0287 77.0.6699 053.376 .1251 46 .0080 S.7764 7780.6649 253.375 .08,0 
47 132,8110 .8000 0on0 47 133.89. .0000 .000 
28 -95.8077 .0000 57.6306 28 -99.9937 .0000 636.7876 
29 4.13403 .o000 -2.696 -11.569 29 4.0831 O00 -2,6823 ... 960 
a0 .0000 .0000 -.7037 94.84O0 30 .0000 .0000 -.. 020 40.90n9 
31 15b3.4647 ,4b7..0610 .3425 94.0036 17*4.7n2 31 1999.6301 30527.0040 .2812 61.3353 174.855 
,2 363.7670 1406 n 10.6050 197245580.0 -160.87ps 32 3563.9993 d1610.0960 31.6047 233563450.0 -155.310 
43 895.5407 1799790 21003,2270 46.044 31.413 33 954.1463 219u.2.28 22661.5230 18.527n 30.6101 
34 42660 40000 444.000 -54.6314 175117.3800 431.0O 34 226680.0000 42.00 -545.631 175015.1000 431.019 
, -06.3039 29829. 00 a0o0.407 -330,984 .75.2 4 35 -406.216. 19902.2030 6503.7080 -330.83 -75.189 
1 540.0000 979408.l. 175470.650 747078.97D 4420902.4 0 1 670.0000 5806.24 174959.7o 740376.86n 499923.20 
2 20424.840U 19080.7080 41654,12.00 20407136.00 12.1107 2 22254.4490 20909,9750 21655308.00 20006935.00 13.69o6 
3 266651.720 64067.10O 100210.484 303344,000 655205.400 3 133219.620 6J5425.300 -620,1.834 437012.13 5130273.80 
4 191734.430 1166061165 326033.110 39355.006 7.41.1 4 232779.0 1272,8.513 360107,710 47468.653 7..6015 
5 40194.700 1693700.300 504604.500 700735.800 3.3443 5 6123266.46 1781849.800 b8643O.600 841153.890 1.410 
& -3911.0R72 -14". 16 -480.7862 1161.363' 57.4836 6 -. 935.5726 -1-035.3315 -6022.4287 1074.5541 65.6022 
7 120.3704 340.218 1116.2132 20-.547 ..2811 7 1459.7127 367.0986 12.4.3916 286.5231 -. 33.7 
8 18631,6260 6036.6800 19805.3810 4342.9705 -. 0839 8 20266.6330 6519,81064 2139n.750 4896.0320 .09A5 
9 17507b.35U 175076.360 -.003 .323 --. 9 1749b7.360 -. 003 .537 -. 02 02 174957.360 
10 -059.117 -569.138 .001 11.601 .056 10 -8.055 -8,2.083 .001 40..31 Ot711 -255. 24 -26.134 ,.0o 2.201 .005 11 -203. 6 -202.066 -.006 -. 321 .003 
12 -96.8685 -1393 .0000 n7806,980 -. 33P6 12 -101.005 -.1397 .0000 97561,580 -. 33U1 
13 3.5467 -. 0021 .0000 4131596.400 .5716 13 3.4?9 -. 0027 .0000 3683157.000 .5867 
14 .0o00o 0000 .n000 4133519.50. .0000 14 .0000 .0000 .0000 3685052.500 .0080 
14 -7.2C1I -. 1340 *n000 .08 15 -. 1393 -. .13, *1300 -101.3893 .O000 000s 
16 4.1102 -.0016 .0000 -. 1340 _0021 16 4.0626 -.0022 .O00 -. 139. .0027 
17 jOOo -.0000 .0000 -. 0021 .0n0 17 .0000 -.0000 .0000 .*0027 -. 000 
1S .2639 .2466 .2271 .251P .0093 18 .0209 .0194 .0030 .2880 .0003 
19 b2.7004 3.18.31 0.10824 -. 0832 -. 0001 19 53.0247 84.1991 00.3941 .05 .0003 
20 431.0336 426.6244 -W06.1780 -5C6.5893 21143.71. 20 431.0096 426.0093 -401.9. -499.4190 212579.ID 
21 .0001 7.698 n0000 2770.5613 640.000 21 O.G l 8.0985 .0000 2774.1217 6qo.o0 
42 .6.9245 31.100D 30.0359 -30.0243 '.O42 22 65.0924 31,265 31.1219 -30.025* -. 0403 
.3 6.9579 6.9035 -.8770 -. 0027 19080.73 23 4.7168 4.6591 -7389 -. 0032 20909.975 
20 6 00U.9000 1573.2694 .0137 -. 417 246.6466 24 6b00o.4.9000 102S.1338 .139 -.811 216.74 7 
25 -.0115 170.8662 75.4538 .000 -1.6U7 25 -.015 79..n53 .160 .00n -1.870 
.6 .0G0 70.*653 77.66q9 153.070 111a .6 .00OD n..-780 770.66*99 251.375 ,07,6 
27 133.1642 .0000 .000 27 134.2020 .0000 .000 
28 -97.2010 .0000 603.3905 28 -101.3893 .0o00 666.6277 
*9 4.118 0000 -2. 651 -L.7465 29 4.0626 .0000 -2.9063 -- ?.97'7 
40 .0000 .0000 ..7337 96.4509 30 .000 .0000 -. n.11 100.85.1 
31 1683.792& 43229.9010 .353 S6.1854 179.599 .1 2193.207 36163.2790 .2341 6..5651 080.0090 
32 3bb3,0A23 40424.4110 31.6054 208520290.0 -1593819 32 356.0125 22259,4490 41*60.5 247565930.0 -152.3303 
33 920.1425 190b.4194 21532.0640 43.s'06 31.26Cg 33 1028.8670 238.4R77 23274.3270 34.8283 30.0312 
3 16b.00 4a4.000, ;34,6314 178124.2700 431.0n06 04 226654.0000 424.oo "534.6314 175077.9000 43Z015




TABLE AP 3-2 (Sheet 12 of 13)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB-205 STAGE POWERED FLIGHT TRAJECTORY
 
174,74.03u 768006.56 5634515.460 i 460.0000 81747.740 174q2.03D 768177 490 520424..W0 600.0000 73636.642 	 6.662 24260 217L92 006020 D15060 14.2614 2 24372.0190 23027.4150 25q10020006782.00 
01o 14 3bM230. 124909.428 347456.720 0335293.D'0 -32319.170 629317..,11,0 4690.' b7..6. 060I 	 71110.17. 
76.6613 4 279559.7bU O.73.720 34919M.700 06482.0. 74.7713 
5D3867.700 b79b,6.17 .0861045.74. 0o1107.60 .080 5 b75859.700 1952.000 65324.SlO
4 	 247b99.590 130Dq7.77 37301,090 50390.14t 997242.5 -.30212 
6 -64513-21.2823*' -7077.238 92N.702 7&.31-0 
7 142.7680 124.092 20.07 13~6230 39. 9601 1301 .0 32.30 -39,0 
603.49 16.:061 -6445.6960 1033.2316 6.'3a 
376.710 7 
*20Bb0.1790 6694.0048 219660820 5061U -16 221360 76.93 281222 53.01 .O*,.00 -26!172 -. 000
-. 03 .60 -. 001 9 1471 76/.3 
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PREDICTED S-IVB-205 STAGE POWEREDt FLIGHT, TRAJECTORY 
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PREDICTED S-IVB-205 STAGE ORBITAL TRAJECTORY
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TABLE AP 3-3 (Sheet 2 of 4) 
PREDICTED S-IVB-205 STAGE ORBITAL TRAJECTORY 
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TABLE AP 3-3 (Sheet 3 of 4)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB-205 STAGE ORBITAL TRAJECTORY
 
8,IITIATE 20 M*iGp910 WlI 
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.TABLE'AP 3,3 (Sheet 4 of '4)PREDICTED S-IVB-.2O5,STAGE OEiH4A, TR*AJECTORY 
INITIATEINERTIALHOLD .
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A* A* Azimuth angle measured in the plane 
tangent to the earth's surface at radar 
station; positive clockwise from north 
to the perpendicular projection of the 
vector drawn between the vehicle and the 
radar in the tangent plane (deg) 
A SB XM 
A SB YM 
am, aym, a Vehicle accelerations in the vehicle 
coordinate system (ft/sec ) 





Aerodynamic chord force (lbf) 
Slant range distance between the vehicle 





Eccentricity of a conic section 
(dimensionless) 
Elevation angle measured positively up 
from a plane tangent to the earth's sur­
face at the radar site. Angle between 
the plane and the vector drawn between 
the missile and radar station (ft) 
E/M E/m Total energy (ft2/sec2 ) 
F SB AX 
F SB AY 





FA Aerodynamic forces in the vehicle 
coordinate system (lb) 
AVG F SB L FL Average longitudinal thrust (lbf) 
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F SB TX FT FT.T FT' Propulsive forces in the vehicle system 
F SB'TY S y z (lbf) 
F SB TZ 
F SB X Fx, Fy, Fz Total forces in the vehicle coordinate 
F SB Y system (lbf) 
F SB Z 
G (RHO) gp. 	 Component of gravity due to the attractive
 
force of the earth measured along r'
 
C 
positive down (ft/sec22) 
G (PSI) g 	 Component of gravity due to attractive
 
force of the earth measured along the
 
perpendicular tor positive down
c 
(ft/sec2) 
ALTITUDE h 	 Vehicle altitude. Distance between the
 
spheroid's surface and vehicle measured
 




INCLINATION 	 Equatorial orbital inclination (deg)
 
I SB SP- Isp 	 Specific impulse (see)
 
AVG I SB'SP - IAverage 	 specific'mpulse (see)sp
 




I SB ZZ 
MACH.NO. M 	 Vehicle mach number
 
Septembdr-1968 F. AP3-35, 
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SYMBOL DEFINITION FOR S-IB/S-IVB 
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M SB X 
" SB Y 
" SB Z 
M, M, M Total moments about the axis of the 
vehicle coordinate system (ft-lbf) 
" SB AX 
" SB AY 







Aerodynamic moments in the vehicle 
coordinate system (ft-lbf) 
NORMAL FORCE N Aerodynamic normal force (lbf) 
PERIOD P Period of elliptical orbit (min) 
P SB M PM Total vehicle roll rate; positive roll 







Atmospheric pressure at the vehicle 
(lb/ft ) 
Vehicle dynamic pressure (lbf/ft ) 
Q SB M QM Total vehicle pitch rate,-positive nose 
up (deg/sec) 
R (AP) ra Radius of apogee (nautical miles) 
R (PER) rPER Radius of perigee (nautical miles) 
R SB C r Instantaneous distance between the 
center of the earth and the vehicle (ft) 
R SB L rL Earth radius at the launcher (ft) 
R SB M RM Total vehicle yaw rate; positive yaw-nose 
Right (deg/sec) 
S (BAR*) Product of the average earth radius and 
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S SB F "- S- Downrange distance at terminal altitude 
(nautical miles). 
RANGE .S Spherical earth ground range (ft). 
4Based on the spherical earth range 
ingle and the average earth radius 
SAP - SAP Space attenuation factor measured from 
radar station i 
TIME , t Current simulation time, measured from 
vehicle liftoff .(sec) 
T SB F tf  Time since launch at the terminal 
altitude (see) 
T (1) T1 First stage time to go (seec) 
T(3) , T3 Second stage time to go (see) 
DELTA-T (3) AT3 Correction to T3 (sec) 
D-T'(CO) Atco A Time-to-go until 'ngine cutoff command" 
C&ec) 
TEMPERATURE TR- .The temperature specified at a certain 
altitude .(deg R ) 
V (AP) Vap Apogee velocity of the glide phase orbit 
(ft/sec) 
V SB E e Magnitude of the vehicle's earth fixed: 
velocity (ft/eec) 
V (F) Vf Magnitude of inertial velocity 












V SB RM 








X, Y, z 
D-X, D-Y, D-Z 
DD-X, DD-Y, DD-Z 
X SB CG 

Y SB CG 

Z SB CG 
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VRM 	 Magnitude of the vehicle's velocity
 








W 	 Total vehicle weight (lbm)
 








X, Y, Z 	 Components of vehicle position, velocity
 
and accelerations. A subscript on these
 
quantities indicates the coordinate
 
system in which these quantities are
 
2 




XCG' YCG' ZCG 	 Components of vehicle center of gravity,
 
with XCG measured positive forward from
 
the vehicle reference plane, YCG
 
measured positive 	right from the missile
 
centerline, and ZCG measured positive
 










x SB OP 

Y SB CP 


















ALPHA SB P (S-IB) 
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XCp YCP, ZCP Components of vehicle center of pressure, 
with XCp measured positive forward from 
the vehicle reference plane. YCP 
measured positive right from the missile 
centerline, and Z measured positive 
down from the vehicle centerline (in.) 
v Yv, zv Position coordinates in the terminal 
radius coordinate system. Origin is at 
the earth's center, Yv along the desired 
terminal radius, X in the orbit plane 
in the direction of orbital motion, Z 
forming a right handed coordinate 
system (m) 
xv, yv, Zv Velocity coordinates in terminal radius 
a' Total angle of attack. Angle between 
a the centerline of the vehicle and the 
vehicle air velocity vector (deg)
 
a Pitch angle of attack. Angle between
 
a the projection of the yehicle's air
p
 
velocity vector onto the pitch plane
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ALPHA SB Y (S-IB) 
S 
aY 
Yaw angle of attack. Angle between the 
projection of the vehicle's air velocity 
vector onto the yaw plane and the center­
line of the vehicle (deg) 
BETA S True anomaly at start of glide (deg) 
BETA (F) Sf True anomaly at terminal altitude (deg) 
GAMMA (1) YI Elevation flight path angle. Angle 
between the earth fixed vehicle velocity 
and the local tangent plane positive 
for an ascending vehicle (deg) 
GAMMA (2) Y2 Azimuthal flight path angle. Angle 
between the local north clockwise to 
the projection of the earth fixed 
vehicle velocity on the local tangent 
plane (deg) 
GAMMA (1I) Inertial elevation flight path angle. 
Same as Y2 except measured to inertial 
vehicle velocity (deg) 
.GAMMA (1I) PR y1 ' Inertial elevation flight path angle. 
Angle between the inertial velocity 
vector and the X ' Z ' plane. Angle
LI LI 
is positive for an ascending vehicle (deg) 
GAMMA (21) PR 'Inertial azimuthal flight path angle
measured in the XL ', ZLI plane. Angle 
between ZLI clockwise to the projection 
of the inertial velocity vector (deg) 
AP3-40 
September 1968 
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GAfl4A SB iF Inertial flight path elevation angle at 
the terminal altitude (deg) 
GA4A SB 2F Inertial flight path azimuth angle, 
at the terminal altitude (deg) 
DELTA (A) 6Al 6B Vehicle actuator A (yaw) and Actuator 
B (pitch) 
D-DELTA (A) SA 
-DT((pitch)
B 
Vehicle actuator A (yaw) and actuator B 
gimbal angle rates, respectively 
(deg/sec) 
SMCP 6MCP Pitch thrust misalignment correction 
(radians) 
SMCY SMCY Yaw thrust misalignment correction 
(radians) 
E SB W sW Tabular wind azimuth angle, positive 
clockwise from north, as a function of 
altitude (at eW = zero wind is coming 




Eel E' E Autopilot error signal (deg) 
RANGE ANGLE r' Spherical earth range angle. The angle 
is measured between lines connecting 
the following three points: the vehicle, 
the center of the earth, and the launcher 
with the earth's center as the vertex 
(radians) 
-September 1968, AP3-41' 
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SYMBOL DEFINITION FOR S-IB/S-IVB' 
STAGE TRAJECTORY AND RADAR PARAMETERS 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS AB77, AC77, AND AB79 
PRINTOUT COMMON DEFINITION 
SYMBOL SYMBOL 
D-THETA (M) QEP 6M, M' M Vehicle pitch, yaw, and roll attitude 
D-PSI (M) QRP Euler angle rates (deg/sec) 
D-PHI (M) QRP 
THETA SB C 6C Commanded vehicle pitch Euler angle (deg) 
THETA (M) QRP 0M. 4M' 4M Vehicle pitch, yaw, and roll attitude 
PSI (M) QRP Euler angle (deg) 
PHI (M) QRP 
THETA.(P) ep, 6y, 6R For the three-gimbal stable platfdrm, 
THETA (Y) pitch, yaw and roll angles, respectively 
THETA (R) (deg) 
MU 11 Instantaneous vehicle longitude where 
Greenwich, England, is longitude zero. 
West of Greenwich is positive (deg) 
MU SB F 1 Longitude of rf (deg) 
XI , n, Vehicle position obtained by integrating 
ETA t, ;, . The ,n,4 system coincides with 
ZETA the P system at t = 0, and is-falling 
with an acceleration equal to gravity 
at the vehicle position. Positron and 
velocity in this system correspond to 
the position and velocity the vehicle 
would have if gravity were zero. (m) 
D-XI , n, , Vehicle velocity obtained by integrating 
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RHO p 	 Instantaneous geodetic latitude, positive
 
in the northern hemisphere (deg)
 
RHO PRIME p' 	 Instantaneous geocentric latitude,
 
positive in the northern hemisphere (deg)
 
RHO SB F Pf. 	 Longitude'of rf (deg)
 
TAU-P T 	 Radar polarization look angle for the ith 
radar station: angle between the proje­
ction of the vehicle centerline on a 
plane perpendicular to the radar line of
 
sight and the line of intersection of
 
the plane containing the radar line of
 
sight, perpendicular to the earth's
 
surface, and the plane perpendicular to
 
the radar line of sight, measured positive
 
counterclockwise from this line of
 
intersection as viewed looking along the
 




TAU SB PHI T 	 Roll look angle measured from the positive
 
yaw axis (Ym) clockwise looking forward
 
(fin plane III to IV) to the telemetry
 
line of sight in the roll plane (deg).
 
TAU SB THETA T 	 Total telemetry look angle measured from
 
the positive (nose) vehicle centerline to
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TAU (1G) TIG Ratio of W/W during third stage opera­
tion (sec) 
TAU (3G) T3G Ratio of W/W during third stage opera­
tion (sec) 
TAU SB F Tf Time since/to perigee at terminal 
altitude (sec) 
PHI SB C C Command vehicle roll Euler angle (deg) 
PHI (T) T Estimate of terminal range angle measured 
in the orbit plane from the descending 
node to the terminal radius vector, 
positive in the flight direction 
(radians) 
PSI SB C 0C Command vehicle yaw Euler angle (deg) 
CHI SB P 
CHI SB R 




Guidance-commanded body attitude angle 
in the vehicle pitch, roll, and yaw 
plane (deg) 
D-CHI SB P 
D-CHI SB R 
D-CHI SB Y 
XR 
Guidance - commanded body attitude rates 






S. ... TABLE AP 3-5 
LIST OF COORDINATE SUBSCRIPT DEFINITIONS
 
ee 	 Coordinate system on the surface o the spheroid representing the
 
earth and whose origin is at the same latitude and longitude as the
 
launcher. Zee positive downrange, Xee perpendicular to the surface of
 
the spheroid, positive up, and Y crossrange positive in the right
ee
 
handed coordinate system. (English)
 
m 	 Vehicle coordinates fixed at the denter of gravity of the-vehicle. 

parallel to the longitudinal axis of the vehicle positive forward,
 





P 'Inertial coordinate system with its origin at the center of th6 earth 
and with its X axis along the line parallel to the local gravity 
vector at launch through the earth's- center, positive up. The Z axis 
is parallel to the plane defined by the Xs and Ys axes at launch and
 
Y forms a right-handed coordinate system. (Metric)
 
s 	 Coordinates-initially coincident with the e system, but remaining fixed
 
in space.' (Englishy -
SFE 	 Space Fixed Ephemeris System. The origin of the system is at the
 
center-of the earth, ZSFE is positive north, XSFE passes through the 
vernal equinox and YSFE completes the right handed system with the 
XSFE-YSFE plane coincident with the equatorial plane. The directions 
of the axes remain fixed in space and the origin moves with the center 
of the earth. - The reference equinox and equator are the true vernal 
.















NOTE: THE V AXES ARE PERPENDICULAR TO THE
EARH'S SURFACE AT THE LAUNCH SITE
 










FIN 5 IN 
NPOSITION 
IV 
I NOTE: VEHICLE PITCHES OVER 
POSITION I POSITION I 
Figure AP 3-2. Body Fixed Coordinate System Orientation 
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4. TELEMETRY LOOK ANGLES 
This appendix presents the telemetry look angles for the AS-205 mission. 
Figure AP 4-1 presents the telemetry look angles versus time for S-IB
 
and S-IVB powered flight. Table AP 4-1 summarizes orbital telemetry, 
coverage through three revolutions with times associated with an
 
acquisition elevation angle of 2 deg and a loss-of-signal elevation
 
angle of'0 deg. Table AP 4-2 presents a summary of telemetry coverage
 
during certain significant S-IVB stage events.
 
*Dataare presented in this appendix for those stations of which telemetry
 
coverage- is required during powered flight and the first three revolu­
tions. These stations, as .listedin the SA-205/CSM-101 Launch Vehicle
 
Ground Support Plan (reference 17), are as follows: 

























ACQUISITION TIME MAXIMUM ELEVATION LOSS TIME TRACKING
 
REVOLUTION STATION AT +2 DEG ANGLE SLANT RANGE TIME AT 0 DEG TIME 
(see) (deg) (ft x 106) (see) (see) (sea) 
1 Vanguard 575 61 .9 800 1,035 460­
(Insert. Ship) 
1 Canary 1,040 37 1.2 1,250 1,490 45Q 
1 Tananarive 2,245 16 2.6 2,450 2,690 445 
1 Carnarvon 3,180 16 2.7 3,400 3,625 445' 
1 Guaymas 5,410 61 .9 5,625 5,850 440 
1 Corpus Christi 5,590 40 1.1 5,800 6,025 435 
2 Cape Tel 4 5,825 30 1.4 6,025 6,250 425 
2 MILA CIF 5,825 31 1.4 6,025 6,255 430 
2 Grand Bahama 5,865 19 2.1 6,050 6,280 415 
2 Bermuda 6,035 55 .9 6,250 6,475 440 
2 Vanguard 6,255 22 1.9 6,450 6,675 420 
(Insert. Ship) 
2 Canary 6,760 5 4.4 6,900 7,050 290 
2 Tananarive 7,870 34 1.7 8,100 8,375 505 
2 Carnarvon 8,855 29 2.0 9,095 9,360 505 
2 ARIA 9,240 20 2.4 9,460 9,700 460 
2 Hawaii 10,430 18 2.2 10,620 10,840 410 
2 Guaymas 11,110 29 1.5 11,320 11,540 430 
2 Corpus Christi 11,290 24 1.7 11,500 11,720 430 
3 Cape Tel 4 11,520 52 .9 11,720 11,960 440 
3 MILA CIF 11,520 53 .9 11,720 11,960 440 
TABLE AP 4-1 (Sheet 2 of 2)
 
ORBITAL TELEMETRY SUMMARY 
REVOLUTION STATION 
ACQUISITION TIME 
AT +2 DEG 
(sec) 
MIMUM ELEVATION 
ANGLE SLANT RANGE 









3 Grand Bahama 11,560 34 1.3 11,760 12,000 440 










































3 ARIA 14,930 25 1.9 15,150 15,380 450 
M 3 Hawaii 16,100 28 1.5 16,300 16,530 430 
H 3 Guaymas 16,810 31 1.4 17,000 17,240 430 








LH2 Tank Vent 








































61-5 to 1,875 





5,666 to 6,387' 





29 hr 45 min to 
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I 
10 ____ ________ ___ 
/ / VANGUARDINSERT ION SHIP) I 
00 50 100 150 200 250 
_______._____ 
300 350 400 450 500 
TIME FROM FIRST MOTION (SEC) 
550 600 650 700 




PREDICTED PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
 
5. PREDICTED PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
 
This appendix contains predicted propulsion performance data in support
 
of the stage objectives presented in section 3. The data are submitted
 
in accordance with the requirements of the Douglas contract letter
 
A3-131-4.35.12-L-595, Contract NAS7-101, S-IVB Stage Propulsion System
 
Performance Prediction Requirements (RFQ1384), dated 9 August 1967. The
 
data were forwarded to NASA/MSFC by Contractor letter A3-250-KCBC-L-4184,
 
Contract NAS7-101, S-IVB Final Propulsion Performance Prediction,
 
S-IVB-205 (Rev 5), dated September 1968. The predictions are presented
 
in accordance with Change Orders 501, 575, and ECP X189.
 
Predicted propulsion system performance parameters are presented in
 
table 'AP5-1, and table AP 5-2 is a programmed AA89 computer printout.
 
Table AP 5-3 consists of a list of symbols with their definitions as
 
used in the computer printout. Figures AP 5-1 through AP 5-25 represent
 




The tables and figures presented in this appendix are based upon
 
acceptance firing results and engine tag values. The engine tag values
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PREDICTED AS-205 PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS,
 
PARAMETER UNIT VALUE DISPERSION 'REMARKS
 




Before PU Valve Cutback 

After PU Valve Cutback 

Average LOX Flowrate 

Before PU Valve Cutback 

After PU Valve Cutback 

Average LH2 Flowrate 

Before PU Valve'Cutback 

After PU Valve Cutback 

Average Stage Mass Flowrate 

Before PU Valve Cutback 

After PU Valve Cutback 





Before PU Valve Cutback 

After PU Valve Cutback 

Engine Total Impulse 

PU Valve Cutback Time from ESC 









Total Depletion Burntime 

(ESC to ECC)* 
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1. 	Determined from 90 percent thrust buildup to ECC. Does not
 
include ullage rocket operation.
 
2. 	During period when PU valve is against the LOX rich stop.
 








5. 	Determined for time period of EGC as monitored on the S-IVB
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WO USABLE WF USABLE
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PREDICTED S-IVB PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
COMPUTER PROGRAM AA89
 
1 01800 0,000 5,951 5,951 0,000 













5 11692 70.771 4,355 191563'693 38575,013 
6 0.000 0.382 0.000 192708,693 38575,012 
7 0,000 0,350 0,000 192905;693 39596,993 
8 1899,218 3.780 38,000 193272,693 39644t993 
9 0,000 32.2o6 131.000 00000 2.005 
10 0,000 0,306 0,000 0,000 0,000 
11 329,720 36.086 169,000 0,000 0,000 
12 0,000 0,000 0,236 0*000 29P070,688 
13 0,000 0,000 0,000 
1 1,000 0.000 6,274 6,274 0,000 
2 0.00 41,900 32,500 199,280 479,864 
3 0000 41.900 32,493 2725,065 9088.872 
4 0,000 164,640 37,Q00 19233805 38333,211 
5 1.692 70.789 4,357 191563'617 38573,800 
6 0,000 0382 0.000 192708.617 38573,800 
7 0,000 0,350 0.000 192903;617 39593,772 
a 2001,897 3,850 38,000 193272;617 39643,772 













12 0.000 0,000 0.249 0*000 295069,387 
13 0,000 0.000 0,000 













4 0,000 164,640 37.880 191233'734 38331.809 
5 1,692 70s789 40157 191563;543 38572,370 
6 0.000 0,382 0,000 192708;341 38572,370 
7 0000 0,350 0,019 V92905"041 39594,330 
8 3079674 3*920 38.000 193272.541 39642,330 
9 0,000 32,458 131.002 0.000 4.668 
10 0,000 0,458 0,000 0.000 0,000 
11 329,580 36,379 169,002 0000 0,000 
12 0,000 0,000 0,363 0'000 295067867 
13 0,000 0.002 0000 













4 0,000 164,640 37.860 191233.664 383Z7,169 













a 10136,653 3,990 38,000 193272465 39638,000 
9 0,000 32v535 131,008 0,000 8,992 
10 0,000 0535 0,000 oooo 0.000 
11 329,510 36,525 -169,008 0.000 01000 
12 01000 0,000 I,261 0,000 295063,465 
13 0,000 0,008 0,000 
1 1,600 63.13z 41,805 104,937 0,000 
2 10203,91 42v260 32,600 199.275 '479,731 
3 1,510 42.210 32,303 2725,021 9080,630 
4 97,239 164,640 37,840 191230,436 38319,986 
5 1,693 70,789 4,359 191560.234 3856n,357 













9 0,000 32,611 131,018 3.158 16,771 
10 0,000 0,611 0,000 0,000 0,000 
11 329,440 36,672 169,018 0,000 0,000 
12 0,274 0,455 1,660 0,000 295052,441 





TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 3 of 25)
 
















































100,000 0.688 01000 0.000 0,000 
11 329,369 36,818 169,031 09000 0.000 
12 0,267 0.460 1,725 0.000 293030766 
13 0,039 0.031 2668,131 
1 2,000 57.248 43,730 100,977 0,000 
2. 36748.70 42,500 32,667 199,240 479,608 
3 1,309 42,790 32,391 2724.666. 9072,978 
4 363,930 164,641 37.800 191206.377 38303,236 
5 1,693 70,789 4,361 191534,934 385439,238 













9 0,000 32&764 131,049 28;328 34,008 
10 0,000 0,764 00000 09000 04000 
1i 329,299 36s965 169.049 0ooo 0,000 
12 0,238 0,413 I,738 0.000 29009.848 
13 0,125 0,049 5463,.064 
1 2,200 99,214 44,09 143,273 0,000 
2 68374,45 42,387 32,700 199.219 4799535 
3 2,252 3,719 32,586 2724,445 9068,909 
4 4,77,233 164,641 37,780 191191',65 38294,701 













8 14064,344 4.271 38,000 193228,180 39604,141 
9 0,000 32,840 131,070 43.979 420789 
10 0,000 0,840 0,000 0.000 0,000 
11 329,229 37,111 169,070 0.000 0.000 
12 0,408 0,715 1,752 0.000 294985,320 
13 0,232 0,070 15976,79o 
1 2,400 144,989 45,429 190,419 OO00 
2 100020,96 42,275 32,733 199,185 479,461 
3 31192 44,341 32.728 2724,104 9064,877 













7 2987845 0,351 0,136 192836920 39547,218 
8 14501,976 4,341 38,000 193203,920 39595,218 
9 01000 32,917 131,095 68.162 51a686 
10 0,000 0,917 0.000 0,000 0,000 
11 329,139 37,298 169,095 0.000 0.000 
12 0,579 19045 19807 0,000 294952,137 
13 0,339 0,095 32818.159 













4 336,050 164,641 37,740 191135,488 38276.967 
5 1,693 70.789 4,364 191460,648 38516,390 
6 456.922 0,382 0.000 192605'646 38516,390 
7 40740756 0,351 0,156 192802o557 39537,860 
8 15273,010 4,411 38,000 193169;557 39585,860 
9 0,000 32,993 131c125 102.449 61,nlS 
10 0,000 0,993 01000 0,000 0,000 
11 329,089 37,404 169,125 06000 0,000 
12 0,749 1,426 1,903 0,000 294908,414 





TABLE AP25-2 (Sheet 4 of 25)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
 



































































11 0,037 0,158 85417,969 



















5 1,699 70,789 (,365 191360;729 38495,853 
6 589,046 0,38Z 0,000 192505727 38495,853 
7 6071,941 0,351 0.195 1927oZ47 39517,144 
8 179671693 4,531 38,000 193069.547 39565,144 
9 0,000 33,46 131s195 Z02,307 81661 
10 0,000 1.146 0.000 0,000 0,000 



























































































































































































































TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 5 of 25)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
 
COMPUTER PROGRAM AA89 
1 3,600 364,115 64,680 428,796 0,000 
2 188737.55 41,600 32933 198,718 478,909 
3 5,629 45,156 32,997 2719.345 9042,296 
4 440,157 164,642- 37,682 190849592 35221,641 
5 1,693 70.789 4,366 191157,316 38459,743 
6 654,810 0.382 0.000 192302314 38439,743 
7 7497,570 0.351 0.253 192498.955 29480,719 
a 20659.370 4.762 38,000 192865.95 39528,719 
9 0,000 33.375 131,329 405.668 117,952 
t0 0,000 1,75 0.000 0.000 0100 
11 328,738 38,137 16939 02000 0,000 
12 1,019 2.624 2576 0.000 294343,672 
13 0.641 0.329 226947t123 
1 3,800 371,988 67,476 439.464 0,000 
2 192187,86 41.487 32,967 198;616 478,799 
































11 328,660 38.284- 169,382 0,000 0,000 
12 0,997 2,681 2,688 0,000 294261715 





















5 1.693 70,789 4,367 191008.494 38432,619 
67 676,06647822,932 0,082 0.0000,051, 0,292 192153,492192350,000 38432,6783903,417 
8 23094,221 4,903 38.000 192717,000 39501,417 











12 0,951 2,738 2,880 0.000 294167,414 
1,3 0,662 0,438 303745,719 











4 433,868 164s643 37,665 190635193 38180,797 
5 1,693 70,788 4,361 190932.352 38418,130 
6 685,365 01382 0,000 192077,352 38418,130 





















12 o,934 2,749 2,944 0,000 294076,51 
13 0,673 0,499 342986,496 
1 4,400 383,oo5 75,016 458.021 0,000 
2 199385,37 41.150 33,067 198,501 478,437 
3 5.106 44,811 32,928 2715.095 9027,365 
4 435,319 164.643 37,659 190562,939 38166,274 
5 1,693 70,788 4,367 190855;896 38403,283 
6 691,738 0,382 0,000 192000,895 38403,284 
78 7887,72323977,113 0,351 0.3315o043 38,000 192197,68192564,268 394Z3,76739471,767 
9 0000 33,681 131.363 707,051 174,670 
1011 0,000328,457 1,681 0.00038,724 169,563 0.0000,000 000009000 
12 0,923 2.760 2,990 0.000 299850031 
13 0,678 0,563 382733,598 
September 1968 
AP5-8 
TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 6 of 25)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
 
COMPUTER PROGRAM AA89 
1 4,600 384,550 75,722 460.Z73 0,000 
2 19966'27 41,037 33,100 198;194 478,311 
3 5,078 44.700 32,946 2714.013 9023,353 
4 431,794 164s643 37,653 190490091 38151,588 



















9 0,000 33,757 131631 T8'809 189,744 
t0 0,000 1*737 0,000 0.000 0,000 
11 328,386 38,871 169o631 0.000 0,000 
12 01918 2,771 3,019 0,000 293893,055 
13 0,679 0,601 422638711 
1 4,800 386.091 76*427 462,018 0,000 
2 199938,60 40,925 33@13 198,088 478,184 
3 5,032 440,79 32,962 2712.926 9019606 
4 432,28) 164,643 37,650 190417"351 S8136,763 
3 1,693 70,788 4,368 190702;07 38373,118 
6 693,684 0,182 0,000 191847,055 38373,118 

























12 0,913 2.782 3,047 0.000 293800,623 
13 0,681 0,703 462599,009 
1 5,000 387,632 77,130 464.761 0.000 
2 200212.98 40,813 33,167 197.980 478,056 
5,026 44,458 32,978 2711'835 9016,117 
4 430,787 164,643 37,651 190344,.20 38121797 
5 1,693 70.788 4,368 190624'674 38357,819 
6 694,640 0.382 0,000 191769;672 38357,819 













10 0,000 1910 0,000 0.000 0,000 
11 328,246 39j164 169,779 06000 0,000 
a2 0,908 Z,793 3,076 0,000 293707,742 
13 0,682 o,779 502614336 
1 60000 391,883 79,770 471',654- 0,000 













5 1,693 70,788 4,367 190234.869 38279,480 













9 0,000 34,292 132,217 1328,018 298,901 
10 0.000 2,292 0,000 0.000 0.000 
























































































TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 7 of 25)
 




1 8,000 449,701 82,058 531,760 31.700 
2 227397,14 39,125 33,667 196.229 476,052 
2 5,480 42o'852 33,458 2693'986 8960,678 
4 427631 164s646 3?7662 189147'961 37885,529 
5 1,2 70s787 4.367 189358'879 38116,284 













9 0,000 35,036 133.374 Z04.021 462,367 
10 0,000 3.056 0.000 0.000 0,000 
11 327,189 41,566 171,374 0;000 0,000 
12 0,961 3.199 3,326 0.000 292197.180 






































8 26441,816 6,663 38,000 190615*.797 39099,555 














12 0.961 3196 3,SZ7 .0.000 291664,32 
13 0,779 - 3,007 377690.797 
1 10.000 449,831' 82101 531;932- 31,700 






















8 26446,620 7.016 38,000 190165a607 39016,829 
9 0.000 35.820 134,640 '3163.572 626.531 
10 0,000 3,820 0,000 0,000 0,000 
11 326,484 42s836 172,640 .0.000 0.000 
12 o961 - 3,3,S 0.000 291131,434 
13 0,781 - 3.640 1604983,230 
1 20.000 452.307 82.323 534,630 31,700 
2 227254,96 37,000 33,700 '189',620 -468,246 
3 . 5,494 40,618 39,489 - 2617.693 8735.387 













7 8662,656 0356 0,633 185284;676 38140,393 
8 26524,773 10.865 38,000 185651',676 38188,393 
9 0,000 39s640 140,970 -7613;684 1448,637 
10 0,000 7v640 0,000 0,4000 0,000 
11 322,935 50,203 178,970 0,000 0,000 
12 0,964 3,214 3,336 0.000 285789,066 
13 0,795 - 9,970 3877264,094 













4 424,576 164,663 -.137,7.10 179379 410 361-171173 
































12 0.964 3,208 3,327 0.000 280430,008 





TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 8 of 25)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
 
COMPUTER PROGRAM AA89 






























































































7 6641,330 0,236 0,633 171696,221 3$650,396 
8 26973s157 20,147 38,000 172063,221. 356981396 
9 01000 31100 15919$9 21190,678 3919,644 

















1 60,000 454v836 82,335 537.371 31,700 
2 227326165 37,889 33,123 173.297 443,082 
3 5,511 41,405 32,929 2362,053 7981.513 











































12 0,968 3,197 3,303 0,000 264331,621 

















































































3 3,497 '0,319 32,720 2233;953 76031934 

















































TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 9 of 25)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
 
COMPUTER PROGRAM AA89 
1 90,000 454@178 82,367 536,4A 31,700 
2 227291.90 37.6oo 31820 163.494 424,Z10 
3 51514 41,150 32,647 2169.899 7415,152 






































12 -0,971 3.166 3e261 0.000 248Z14,496 
13 '0.916 546280 1972268,000 
100,000 452,595 82.280 534;875 31,700 























































12 0,970 3s177 3,276 0,000 242838,307 
13 0,933 60,610 2204052@250 































" 8612,552 0.264 0.633 144450, 011 30669,227 
8 26627,805 40027 38.000 %4481.:-361- 30717,227 













12 0,969 3,192 3.293 -01000 237483,527 













3 5,506 61,234 32,428 1978-b13 6849.991 
4 424,35 164,736 37,910 139152,691 28831.412 
5 1722 70s736 4.336 138621,341 289022b 
























12 0,966 3,193 3,305 0,000 232120.469 











































8 26657,100 47,6o5 38,000 135744568 29058s221 























TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 10 of 25)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
 











































8 26658,594 50,332 - 38oo0 31220.297 28229.144 


















































































































































































































































































































TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 11 of 25)
 




11 190;000 452,828 82,172 535,000 31,700
2 226717,45 3705$ 32,100 137344 361,399
 
S 5,11j 41s015 32,011 1$3b0927 5529,874

4 423,771 16 4,79gZ 38,120 10781g85 23094@556
5 1,720 70,693 4,347 106958.i76 23150,687
6 774,285 0,302 
 0.000 108103, 7 2315Oi687
7 8654,607 
 0,406 0,633 108Z23;494 24037'p926 
& 26787L726 67,290 38,000 108WP92494 24085,96 
,9 0,000 104,119 248578 84607;926 15443,495
'10 0,000' 72, 80 0,000 0000 0000 






1 200,000 453,031 82,212 535;Z44 31,700

2 226805,9 
 37',994 32,050 " 154;56 - 353,123 
'A "-514 1i940 31,971 1466,9nb 5340,955

4 423049' 164ie Oo 388,00 103290M835 22284,353

5 1#70 70,687 1,346 22329,592
02 29,425'
S 774,671. 0t38Z 0,OOO 103574,424c 2z3291392
7 8648:1t66 0,407 0,633 1036920323 23209j68

8 26807,027 71,358 38.000 104059.32a 2327,658
 
9 .0,000 108,'399 254.908 8937,27- 16265,433

10 01000 - 76,'400 0,000 0,00 0,000 






210,000 4i.7oz 62,132 133,634 31,70o
 
a 226264,16 36,497 
 32,000 132;368 348,847
3 5,00 42,566 31,932 1402;9Sl 5102,291

.4- 423,846 164,812 38,188 98815;109 21464,728
 
3 1,719 70,680 4,344 97900'37' 215.084307
 6 773'140, 0,38 Z 
 0,000 99045!37 21508,307
 
7 8623,326 0295 0,633 99159017 Z238 1,19Q

-s '26806,510 75s266 39,00 99526,07j' 22429,199
9 0,000 %12 19 261,238 93666'764 -17087,562
 
10 0000 80,220 0.000 0,000 0,000

11 258,230 187,485 299.,237 0000 Opo00

12 . 0967 





. 220,000 41991 
 82,098 $34,Q89 311700
2 226413,89 37,74 - 31.50 1'29,,88 
 342.577
 3 ,05 41,923 31,895 1339,056 4963,7To
 
4 423'.926 164,824 
 38,226 9432'5'043 20647,19
 
1, 0 -70,674 4,342 93381j806 20687%979
6 773,4P4 0,82 0,000 94326;806 20687,979
7 8623.426- 0,297 0,633 94636#676 . z155a,*70
 
.8 26843247 78,'227 38,000' 95003',676 21601704

•9 0,000 116,039 267,568 9818p,24 17908,721
 
10 0,000 84,040 0',000 0,000 01000
 
11 255,269 194,266 305.566 
 0 000 0-000
112 0,969 3,106 3,205 0,000-' 178554-,379
 
13 19268 136,569 492467774p500
 
1 230,000 450,894 52,056 532;949 31,700

2 225989,47 37,029 31',900 127,466. 
 336,310

3 51.495 41 284 31,857 tZ75,'189 " 4775,0674 424,036, 164,836 38',264 898037,66. 1982941455 . 720 70',671 4,341 88867,312. 19868,029
6 771,909 0,382 0,000 90012;511. 19868,029
7 8bZ5,231 0,299 
 0,633 901 8,75 20726,5991

8.. 26776,67 8LZ0* 38,000 90485,375. -20774g591

-9 0,000 119,859 273,897 10a699.765 "218729,Bio
 
16 0,000 87,859 0,000 0.000 0,000

11 232,28 201,06P 311@896 o.oo00 OOO000
12 
 0 ,970 3,154 3.252 0'000"' 173208,965




TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 12 of 25)
 
PREDICTED-S-IVB PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
 







82,156$t,850 554,196 124.929 
31,700 
33O,041 













6 772,061 0.382 0,000 65501.330 19047@964 
7 8641,388 0.410 0,633 85603,191 198996s 









































































































































* 26830941 92.788 38,000 76914.527 18290.868 
9 0,000 132,319 292,887 116259d5M 21194,244 















L 270.000 451.015 82,10' 533,119 311700 









































































































































TABLE A? 5-2 (Sheet 13 of 25
 
PREDICTED S-IVB PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
 
COMPUTER PROGRAM AA89 













4 424,193 164,908 38,492 62606;982 14892,648 













a 26799 078 101,896 38,000 63374,493 '15808,992 
9 0,000 142.778 311,876 129781'728 23657,t30 
o 0.000 1108779 0.000 o o000 0,000 

































































12 0,971 3i236 9,331 0,000 135789,617 
13 1,669 187,208 673446'43,000 













4 423,904 164s921 38,535 57655.289 13986,471 
5 1,721 70s656 4,3z9 56816;575 14043,332 
6 773,299 0.382 0,000 57961.57k, 14043,331 
7 8640845 0.407 0.936 58038,995 14851,011 
8 268310647 105,691 38,000 58405 995 14899;011 













12 04972 3a234 3,329 0.000 135254,006 


















4 423,902 164.923 38,540 57197,780 13906#70 
5 1,721 70,656 4,329 56364;098 13961,244 
6 7730339 0.382 3.70005709,097 13961,244 
7 86640,-981 0,407 0.936 57586117 14765,206 
8 26832,786 106,098 38,000 57953'117 14816,206 
9 0,000 147,362 319,9Z6 135204?020 24641863 
































4 423.901 164,924 38',544 56741;684 13826,931 
5 1.721 70,636 4,328 55911,58 13879.154 













9 0,000 147s744 320,862 1356578049 24723,736 


















TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 14 of 25)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 15 of 25)
 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 16 of 25)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
 
COMPUTER PROGRAM AA89 
. 350,000 331,084 75,309 406;393 -28,500 
2 173083,08 38,440 32,386 97'568 263,028 

























8 24384,890 122,443 38,000 41008*030 11102o246 













12 0,837 2.452 2.930 0.000 114059279 
13 1953* 231.016 76645019000 
1 360,000 331.061 75,298 406]59 -28,500 
2 173166,81 38v400 32,657 95PI90 2571237 
A 4s397 43,227 32.516 528*280 2384,284 













7 7542,721 0.291 0,865 37326,438 10292,552 
8 24989463 125366 38000 37693*438 10340052 













12 o083 2.452 2,929 0,000 1099S2,990 
13 1,59) 239,666 78396731@000 
1 370,000 331.091 75,200 406311 "28,300 
2 17314Z,97 38,365 32,529 92684 251,497 
9 4,397 43,260 32,603 481,376 2209,290 













7 7342,522 0,290 0,865 $4012;104 9531,004 
8 24396,092 128.272 38,000 34)79404 9079,004 
9 01000 173,337 379315 150752,557 29819,681 
10 0,000 141,338 0,000 0,000 0000 
11 205,221 3011610 417,311 0.000 0,000 
12 0o838 2,452 2,927 0.000 105907,107 
13 1,654 248,315 80148242,000 













4 431,049 165.090 38,960 30405;Z40 8000,710 
3 1,647 70,656 4,511 29499.903 80149619 
6 624,741 0,82 0,000 30644 903 8014,619 
7 75421925 0,288 0,865 30698,082 87691633 
8 24402,733 31,161 38,000 31065"082 8817V633 













12 01838 2,452 2,926 0.000 101831,717 
13 1,720 256.965 8L899520#000 
1 390,000 330,960 75,243 406;20) -28.500 











































1011 01000199#46 148',978315,007 0,000436,611 0o00 0;000 0,0000,000 
12 0839 Z,43Z 2,924 0.000 9775685 





TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 17 of 25)
 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 18 of 25)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
 
COMPUTER PROGRAM AA89 

























6 623,474 0.382 0,000 '483-30 2737,615 
7 73400300 0,273 0,865 7515?928 3446,030 
8 24438.472 1504703 38,000 7882.928 3494.530 













1z 0,842 2,448 2,908 o0ooo 736437 
13 2,35 317,514 94147940,000 













4 4M,001 165,656 39,647 6377-481 Z719,239 
3 1,646 70293 4,287 6007.867 2662,354 
6 623,432 00382 0,000 7152;867 2662,354 
7 7540,435 0,273 0,865 7185;199 39701612 
a 24439,733 151,068 38,000 7M52,199 34168612 
9 00000 204,270 449,376 185548,21 35910,009 
to 01000 172o279 0.000 00000 0000 
11 182,4Z4 3!55447 4O7,37 9.000 0,000 
12 0#842 3.448 2,907 0,000 72919,811 
is 2,396 318,379 94322663i000 
1 432,000 330.303 75,043 405.346 -28.500 
2 174704,03 384314 319907 65,340 202,247 
4t402 43,368 33.157 97.1oz 768,715 
4 431,000 165967Z 39,664 6017.856 2642f276 
5 1,646 70,591 4,286 3677;455 2587,099 
6 0693,30 0.382 0.000 6822.455 2587,099 
7 7540,*370 0.273 0865 6854,493 3294.700 
B 24460,992 151,341 38.000 7221,493 3342,700 
9 0,000 204,660 450,241 185878844 3985,056 
10 0,000 t72;661 0,000 00000 0,000 
11 16l2,p1 356002 488,240 op 0 00  0000 
12 0842 2,448 2.907 0000 72513v192 
13 2,409 319.244 94497372,000 
1 453,000 330,279 70,037 405.316 -2,2500 













3 1,646 70,0589 4,283 5P47,067 2511;851 
6 623,047 0.382 0,000 6492.067 2511,851 













to 0,000 173,043 0.000 o0ooo 0.000 
11 181,879 356,656 469,105 0,0o0, Q0o00 
12 0,842 2,447 2,906 0,000 72106,603 
13 2,423 320.109 94672068,000 













4 430,999 165.705 39,696 0$31,70a 9488.369 
5 1.646 70,586 4,285 5016,003 2436$608 













9 0,000 205,424 051.971 186P39,420 361)5.132 
10 0.000 173,425 0,000 0.000 0,000 
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TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 20 of 25)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
 
COMPUTER PROGRAM AA89 
1 460,000 330.076 74,994 405,070 -28,500 
2 174584,48 38,320 32933 boa588 1951771 
3 4,401 43,192 33,j99 59*65 627,821 
4 430,998 165.803 39,800 3296;972 2035,850 
5 1,646 70,572 4,281 3035,115 1983,277 
6 623,013 0.392 0.000 4180,11 19851277 
7 7539 709 0,271 0.863 4209,808 2687,620 
$ 24470,438 153514 38,000 4576.808 2735,620 













12 0,843 2.446 2,903 0.000 69261.428 
13 2,021 326,164 95894537,000 
1 461,000 330,045 74,985 405;030 .28,500 
2 174566.80 38,321 32,937 39.979 194,885 
3 4,401 43#166 33.204 54,972 610,246 
4 430,997 165.819 39.823 2946;322 1963082 













8 24472,387 153785 38,000 4246,354 2659,764 
9 0,000 208,098 458,026 188850,547 366600207 
10 0,000 176.099 0.000 0.000 00000 
11 179,707 361,883 496,025 0'000 0,000 
12 0,843 2.446 2,902 0.000 68855,118 
13 %,53 327.029 96069112.000 
1 462,000 330.013 74,977 404.990 p28,500 
2 174548,79 38,321 32,940 59355 193,999 
3 4,402 439138 31,209 50,291 592.665 
4 430,996 165.835 39,850 2595i706 1890,922 
5 1,646 70,567 4,279 2374,824 184,888 
6 622o899 0,382 0.000 3519;824 1834,888 
7 7539,450 0,270 0,865 3548;931 2535,911 
8 24474.321 154,055 36.000 3915,931 2583,917 
9 0.000 208,480 458.891 189180.586, 36735,189 
10 0,000 176,481 0,000 0,000 0,000 
11 179,436' 362,536 496,890 0000 0,000 
12 0,843 2,446 2,901 0'.000 68448,848 
11 2.550 327,894 96243670,000 
463,000 329,973 74,908 404,940 -28,500 
2 174327.21 38.322 32,943 584321 193,114 
3 4,402 43.087 33,213 43,611 575,077 
4 430,995 165,851 39,875 2245.125 1818,470 
5 1,646 70,565 4,278 2044.727 1759,706 
6 622,631 0.382 0,000 3189,727 1759,706 
7 7539,283 0.270 0,863 3218;42 2460,078 
8 24476,091 154.325 38.000 3585.542 2508,078 
9 0,000 208,862 459,756 189505'94 36810,163 
10 0.000, 176,863 0,000 0.000 0,000 
11 1791166 363,188 497,753 0,000 0,000 
12 0,843 2,445 2.900 0,000 68042R,619 
13 21565 329,759 96418209,000 
1 464,000 329,932 74,959 404.890 -2S,500 
* 1743053.54 35,323 32,947 57t687 192,220 
3 4,402 43.036 33,218 40'931 5571483 
4 430,995 165868 39,900 1894,586 1746,027 
3 1,646 7Q,563 4.277 1714,671 1684,532 
6 622,762 0,382 0,000 2859,671 1684,532 
7 7539:115 0,270 0,865 2888,192 2384,248 
8 24477,859 154,595 38,000 3255.192 2432i248 
9 0.000 209,244 460,621 189840,563 36885,128 
10 0,000 177,249 0oo00 0.000 0,000 
11 178s896 3634840 498,620 0000 0,000 
12 0841 2,445 2,900 0.000 67636,439 





TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 21 of 25)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
COMPUTER PROGRAM AA89
 
465,ooo 329,891 74,949 404,840 -28,500

2 174483,77 38,24 32,950 56,853 191,300
 
3 4;402 42,985 33,223 36,251 539,884

4 430,994 165,884 39,925 1544.091 1672,368

5 1.646 70,56p 4,276 1384.654 1609368
 
6 622,694 0.382 0.000 2529,654 1609368
 
7 7530,946 0270 0,865 2557,883 2308,427
$ 24479,622 154,865 38 000 2924;88 2356,427 
9 0.000 209,626 461,486 190170p488 36960,084

10 0,000 177,627 0.000 0,000 0.000
 
It 1789626 364,492 499,485 0,000 0.000
 
12 0t843 2,445 2,899 0.000 67230,310
 
13 2,595 330,489 96767225,oo
 
466,000 329,850 74,940 404,790 
-28,500
 
2 174461,90 38,324 
 32,95$ 56,019 190,320
 
3 4j401 42,933 33,227 31,572 322,278

4 430,994 165,900 39,950 193.639 1597,213
 
5 1,646 70,558 4,275 1034.679 1534,213
6 622625 0,382 0,000 2199,679 1534,213
 
7 7538t776 0,269 0,865 2227,615 22321616
 
a 24481.380 155135 38,000 2594.615 22800616
 
9 0,000 21o,008 462,351 190500,37M 37035,031
 
10 0,000 178,009 0.000 01000 0,000

11 178,357 365,144 500,350 0,000 0,000
 
12 0,844 2j445 2,898 0.000 66824,230
 
13' 2,611 331,354 96941700,000
 
1 467,000 329.008 74,931 404'739 -28,500
 
2 174439,93 38,325 32,957 55p186 1891340
 
3 41401 42,880 33,231 26.892 504f666 
4 430,993 165.916 39,975 843.231 1522,067 
5 .1,646 70,555 4,274 724,745 3459,0676 622,555 0,382 0,000 1869,74 1459,067
 
7. 7538,605 0.269 0,865 1897.389 2156,813
8 24483,1-33 355,404 38,000 2264'389 2204,813

9 0,000 210,390 463,216 190830 219 37109,968
 
10 0,000 178,391 0,000 0,000 0,000
 
ill 178,087 365,795 501,215 0.000 0,000
 
12 .0,844 2,444 2,897 0,000 66418,201
 
13 2,626 332,219 97116153,000
 
1 468,000 329,766 74,922 404,688 -28,300 
2 174417,52 38,326 32,960 54,333 188,360 
3 4,401 42,824 3S,236 22"213 4687,047 
4 430,993 165,932 40,000 492,067 1446,930 
5 1,646 70,553 4,273 394,853 1383,930
6 622:485 0,382 0,000 1539,853 . 1383,930
7 7538,430 0,269 0,865 1567,204 2081,019
 
8 24484,868 155,673 38,000 1934,204 2129,019

9 0,000 ZL0.772, 464,081 191160,023 37184,897
 
10 0.000 178,773 0.000 0,000 0,000

11 177,818 366,446 502,080 0,000 0000 
12 0,844 2.444 2,897 0,000 66012,25
13 2,642 333,0864 97290584,000 
1 '69,000 329,712 74,912 404.625- -28,500 
2 174390,68 38,327 32,963 55"232 187,380
3 4g401 42741 33,240 17,534 469,4234 430,994 165,949 40,023 142,549 1371,281
 
5 %,646 70.551 4,272 65'005 1308,01

6 622,402 0,382 0,000 IZlOO05 1308,801

7 7538,210 0,269 0,865 1237,062 2005,235
 
8 24486,400 155,942 $8,000 1604;062 Z053,235

9 0,000 211,154 464,946 191489,081 37259,816
 
10 0,000 179.155 0,000 0ooo 0,000
 
11 177,549 367,097 502,945 0,OOo 0,000
 
%2 0,844 2P444 2,896 0.000 65606,297







TABLE.AP 5-2 (Sheet 22 of 25)
 
PREDICTED S-IVB PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
 
COMPUTER PROGRAM AA89 
470.000 329.652 74,902 404,554 -28,300 
2 174360,99 38.327 32a967 51,977 186,362 
3 4s401 42.*640 33.244 12.856 451,787 













7 7537,962 0.269 01865 906'974 1929s460 
8 24487,803 156,211 30,000 1273.974 1977e460 
9 0,000 211536 463,811 191819,480 373341726 
10 -O000 179.7 0,000 0.000 0,000 
11 177,281 367,748 503,810 0.000 0,000 
12 0844 2.443 2.895 0,000 65200,434 













3 4,401 42,51-3 33,247 8.17B 434t240 































10 0,000 179.919 0,000 0.000 01000 
1 177,012 368,398 504,675 0.000 08000 
12 0,044 21443 2,894 0.000 647941646 
13 2,690 335,679 97813722,000 
1 472,000 329,482 76,869 404.351 -280500 
2 174273,51 38,329 32,973 48.507 164$180 
3 4,401 42t$28 33,251 3,501 416S681 
4 430,996 165,998 40.140 -908,022 1142.783 













8 24493,791 156,748 38.000 613,998 1825#953 
9 0,000 212@300 467.541 192478,699 37484,303 
10 -0,000 180,301 0,000 0.000 0,000 
1i 176,744 369.048 503,540 00000 0.000 
12 0.844 2.442 2.892 0.000 643881951 






































8 24494,434 156*828 38,000 515,328 1803,301 
9 0.000 '212,414 467,800 192577.256 37506,897 
10 -0Q000 180,415 0.000 0,000 0,000 
11 176,664 369,243 505,798 0000 0.000 
12 0,843 2,442 2,892 0,000 64267,628 
13 2,711 336,802 98040104,000 













4 430099Z 166,002 40,153 -1015,03Z 1119,846 
3 1,640 70&543 4,266 -1023?028 1060972 













9 0,000 212,414 467,800 192577,520 37506,957 
10 .01000 180.415 0.000 0000 0.000 
11 176,66 369,243 5305799 04000 0,000 
12 0077Z 2.357 5.054 0.000 64267$304 
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TABLE AP 5-2 (Sheet 24 of 25)
 




1 472,899 20,990 4,661 25'651 .28,500 
2 t0485,72 38.330 32,976 46,317 183,501 
3 4,5o3 38,749 33,075 0,603 405,816 






































12 0,790 0,150 0.190 0,000 64137,357 






















-L128.2 8 8 
405,717 
1094,773 
5 1,646 7o.541 44Z65 -1130.415 1036,241 
6 30,561 0.382 0,000 14,585 1036-241 
7 346.295 0.268 0,865 40'582 1730,294 
8 1295,654 157,015 38,000 407.582 1778,294 



















13 0,139 337,408 9809705l,000 
1 473,099 16,5S3 3,648 20.182 "28,500 
2 8130,70 38,33Q 32,977 46,222 183,487 
3 4,332 t 38,589 33,038 0.550 405e628 
4 402780 166.015 40,189 -1130.151 1094.301 
5 1,646 70,541 4,265 -1132,180 1035,777 
6 27,793 0,382 0.000 12'820 1035,777 
7 316,918 0,268 0,865 38,815 1729,825 
8 1182,737 157,042 38,000 405.015 1777,825 
9 0,000 212,719 468,492 192686,463 37531,680 

















i 473,199 14.509 3,188 17,697 28,500 





































9 0.000 212.758 468,578 192688.023 37532,024 
10 -0,000 180,759 0,000 0,000 0,000 
11 176,422 369,828 506,577 0,000 0,000 
12 0,798 0.104 0,130 0,000 64130,611 



















4 390,347 166,019 40.198 -1133.260 1093.493 
5 1,646 70,540 4,264 -11352121 1034,981 













9 0,000 212,796 468,665 192089.330 37532,310 
10 -0.000 180,797 0,000 0.000 0.000 
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TABLE AP 5-3 (Sheet 1 of 3)
 


















































PU valve position (deg)
 
Atmospheric resistance to the motion of the vehicle
 
Total engine propellant mixture ratio. The ratio of
 
the total engine LOX mass flowrate to the total
 
engine LH2 mass flowrate
 
Engine specific impulse (see) engine thrust divided
 
by engine mass flowrate
 






LH2 overboard (lbm) -hru engine and vented
 
Gas generator mixture ratio
 
Height of LH2 above pump inlet (in); computed from
 
height versus volume polynominal
 
Height of LOX above pump inlet (in); computed from
 
height versus volume polynominal
 
Stage total impulse (lbf/sec)
 
LOX pump speed (RPM)
 
LOX overboard (ibm) thru engine and vented
 




LH2 pump inlet pressure, total (psia)
 
LOX pump inlet pressure, total (psia)
 
LH2 bulk density (ibm/ft3); calculated from pump
 






TABLE AP 5-3 (Sheet 2 of 3)
 






















































LOX bulk density (ibm/ft3); calculated from pump 
inlet temperature plus a bias 
LH2 pump inlet temperature (deg R) 
Time from S-IVB stage engine start (see) 
LOX pump inlet temperature (deg R) 
GHe in LH2 tank ullage (ibm). 
GH2 in LH2 tank ullage (ibm) 
Total mass in LH2 tank ullage (ibm) 
Total mass in LOX tank ullage (ibm) 
GHe in LOX tank ullage (ibm) 
GOX in LOX tank ullage (Ibm) 
LH2 tank top pressure (psia) 
Oxidizer tank top pressure (psia) 
LH2 volume in tank (ft3 ) 
Oxidizer volume in tank (ft ) 
Rate of LH2 boiloff (ibm/sec) 
Gas generator fuel flowrate (lbm/sec) 
LH2 tank pressurant flowrate (ibm/sec) 
Rate of GH2 vented overboard (lbm/sec) 
LOX tank pressuraht (GHe) flowrate (ibm/see) 
Rate of LOX boiloff (lbm/sec) 
Gas generator LOX flowrate (lbm/sec) 
Rate of GOX vented overboard (ibm/sec) 
Engine fuel flowrate (ibm/see) 
September 1968
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Engine oxidizer flowrate (lbm/sec)
 




Accumulated LH2 boiloff (ibm)
 
Weight of LH2 in tank (ibm)
 
Accumulated LH2 tank pressurant (ibm)
 
PU indicated LH2 weight (ibm)
 
PU indicated usable LH2 weight (ibm)
 
Usable LH2 in tank (ibm)
 
Total GH2 vented overboard (ibm)
 
Accumulated LOX boiloff (ibm)
 
Weight of LOX in tank (ibm)
 
PU indicated LOX weight (ibm)
 
PU indicated usable LOX weight (ibm)
 
Usable LOX in tank (ibm)
 
Total GOX vented overboard (ibm)
 
Total LH2 onboard (ibm)
 
Weight of helium in cold helium spheres (ibm)
 
Equivalent LOX weight error, defined as LH2 weight
 
(PU indicated) times reference mixture ratio of PU
 
system, subtracted from oxidizer weight (PU indi­
cated) (ibm)
 
Total LOX onboard (ibm)
 








AS-205 VARIABLE TAG VALUES
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6. PROPELLANT UTILIZATION DATA
 
This appendix presents the data required for S-IVB stage propellant
 
loading as well as data for flight control and evaluation.. The propel­
lant loading requirements for the S-IVB-205 stage are summarized in
 
table AP 6-1. These requirements are based on the S-IVB final propulsion
 
performance predictions (appendix 5) and-on a programmed mixture ratio
 
mode of operation with depletion cutoff.
 




The estimated PU analysis accuracies for ground loading and flight,
 
based on the inflight mass characteristics (appendix 2), are presented­




Tabulations of the LH2 and LOX tank unique volume versus height data
 
during ground loading, based on tank measurement data, are presented in
 
tables AP 6-5 and AP 6-6. The predicted LOX and LH2 level histories for
 
flight are shown in figures AP 6-1 and AP 6-2.
 
Predicted mass corrections for flight dynamics effects are presented in
 
figures AP 6-3 and AP 6-4. These corrections compensate for tank
 
geometry changes caused by variations in tank skin temperature, vehicle
 
acceleration, and differential tank pressures, and flight corrections for
 
vehicle tilt caused by cg offset.
 
The actual propellant mass onboard is determined by adding the appropriate
 
corrections to the indicated mass values. During loading operations,
 
tank-to-sensor mismatch and manufacturing nonlinearities are added to the
 
indicated value. During powered flight, tank-to-sensor mismatch,
 
manufacturing nonlinearities, flight dynamics, and vehicle tilt correc­
tions must all be added to determine actual mass. Figures AT 6-5 and
 
AP 6-6 present the total predicted mass sensor corrections for flight
 
using the flow integral and volumetric calibration results.
 
Mass sensor nonlinearities resulting from tank-to-sensor mismatch
 





figure AP 6-7 for both the flow integral and volumetric calibrations.
 
These corrections are based on acceptan&e firing data and unique tank
 
measurements as normalized to the desired liftoff and cutoff masses.
 




Again it should be pointed out that the flow integral values were used
 
in the predictions presented in this report. The volumetric data will
 
be used in conjunction with the stage and interstage weight and balance
 
logs, to provide vehicle mass evaluation within 24 hr after launch.
 






























LH2 Tank Pressurant 
J-2 Start Transient 

J-2 Cutoff Transient 

TABLE AP 6-1 (Sheet 1 of 2)
 








































The propellant load for the AS-205 flight was defined
 




This quantity will normally be burned by the J-2 engine
 
between the 90 percent thrust level at ignition and
 
predicted guidance cutoff at ESC +469.5.
 
Nominal flight performance and reserve and flight
 




The LH2 bias is included as a linear bias to empty and
 




The total unusable propellant load is 2,182 lbm.
 
This is required to pressurize the LH2 tank during burn.
 
The LOX tank is pressurized by helium.
 
This is the propellants consumed during the J-2 engine
 




This is the propellants consumed during the J-2 engine
 




*The allowable indicated-to-desired propellant load mismatch is +0.5 percent of the desired propellant load
 
in each tank. Therefore, by root-sum-square (RSS) of the indicated-to-actual mass accuracy and indicated­
to-desired propellant load mismatch, the desired-to-actual loading accuracy is 1.12 percent of the desired
 
Wpropellant load in each tank, or 444-ibm LH2 and 2,165 lbm LOX.
 
00 
TABLE AP 6-1 (Sheet 2 of 2)
 
PROPELLANT LOADING REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY*
 
DESCRIPTION. LH2 (ibm) 
LOX (lbm) 	 REMARKS 
J-2 Trapped i0 108 	 This is the propellant trapped in the J-2 engine
 
following the cutoff transient.
 
Unavailable' 723 288 	 This is the unavailable propellant trapped in the tancs
 




Total Desired Load 39,647 193,273
 
*The.allowable indicated-to-desired propellant load mismatch is +0.5 percent of the desired propellant load 
in each tank. Therefore, by root-sum-square'(RSS) of the indicated-to-actual mass accuracy and indicated­
cn to degired propellant load mismatch, the desired-to-actual loading accuracy is 1.12 percent of the desired 
propellant load in each tank, or 444 ibm LH2 and 2,165'lbm LOX.
 
TABLE AP 6-2 (Sheet 1 of 3)
 
PROPELLANT UTILIZATION CALIBRATION DATA
 







LOX MASS SENSOR (E-14) 
Helium Calibration Point ( 1)  282.52 1,957 0.01509 Tap +0.01479 
Air Calibration Point (GN2) 282.67 2,171 0.01605 Tap +0.01573 
Probe Bottom (Cryogenic) 282.06 1,270 0.01203 Tap +0.01179 
Empty Calibration Point 280.24 -1,427 0.0 Tap 
Full Calibration Point (2 )  404.88 183,044 0.82264 Tap +0.80618 
Probe Calibration Point 409.55 189,957 0.85346 Tap +0.83640 
Full Load (Pressurized)(3) 411.79 193,273 0.86825 Tap +0.85089 
Full Load (Unpressurized)(4 )  412.23 193,273 0.87117 Tap +0.85375 
Reference Mixture Ratio 399.00 174,340 0.78382 Tap +0.76815 
Calibration Point 










(2) 	The delta capacitance (full calibration point minus the helium calibra­
tion point) is 122.35 pf, which is equal to a coarse mass ratio (CMR)
 
of 0.82269 and a LOX mass of 183,044 lbm.
 
(3) 	The loading computer (L/C) will be programmed to load to a CMR of
 
0.86825, which is equal to a LOX mass of 193,273 lbm (pressurized).
 
The maximum acceptable deviation from the nominal load is +0.5 percent;
 
i.e., a minimum CMR of 0.86391 and a maximum of 0.87259.
 
(4) 	The L/C will be programmed to load to a CMR of 0.87117, which is equal
 
to a LOX mass of 193,273 lbm (unpressurized). An L/C tolerance of
 
+0.5 percent of the desired load will yield a minimum CMR of 0.86681
 
and a maximum of 0.87553. The nominal CMR of 0.87117 will be used as
 
the initial 100 percent value for the KSC propellant loading test. This
 
value was based upon data obtained from the AS-201 and AS-203 propellant
 
loading tests and launch countdowns. Additional adjustments to the CMR
 








TABLE AP 6-2 (Sheet 2 of 3)
 
PROPELLANT UTILIZATION CALIBRATION DATA
 
PROPELLANT LEVEL CAPACITANCE MASS COARSE MASS FINE MASS 
(pf) (Ibm) RATIO RATIO (X)
 
LH2 MASS SENSOR (F-5)
 
Helium Calibration Point (5 )  973.61 15 -0.00626 Tap -0.00614
 
Air 	Calibration Point (GN2) 974.11 117 -0.00400 Tap -0.00392
 
Probe Bottom (Cryogenic) 974.55 206 -0.00203 Tap -0.00199
 
Empty Calibration Point 975.-00 298 0.0 Tap
 
Full 	Calibration Point (6 )  1,157.86 37,487 0.82264 Tap +0.80618
 
Probe Calibration Point 1,152.24 36,344 0.79735 Tap +0.78141
 
Full 	Load (Pressurized)(7 )  1,168.48 39,647 0.87042 Tap +0.85301
 
Full Load (Unpressurized)( 8)  1,169.73 37,647 0.87606 Tap +0.85854
 














(6) 	The delta capacitance (full calibration point minus the helium
 
calibration point) is 184.25 pf, which is equal to a CMR of 0.82264
 
and an LH2 mass of 37,487 lbm.
 
(7) 	The L/C will be programmed to load to a CMR of 0.87042, which is equal
 
to an LH2 mass of 39,647 lbm (pressurized). The maximum acceptable
 
deviation from the nominal load is +0.5 percent; i.e., a minimum CMR
 
of 0.83607 and a maximum of 0.84477.
 
(8) 	The L/C will be programmed to load to a CMR of 0.87606, which is equal
 
to an LH2 mass of 37,647 ibm (unpressurized). An L/C tolerance of
 
+0.5 percent of the desired load will yield a minimum CMR of 0.87168
 
and a maximum of 0.88044. The nominal CMR of 0.87606 will be used as
 
the initial 100 percent value for the KSC propellant loading test.
 
This value was based upon data obtained from the AS-201 and AS-203
 
propellant loading tests and launch countdowns. Additional adjustments
 








TABLE AP-6-2 (Sheet 3 of 3)
 
PROPELLANT UTILIZATION CALIBRATION DATA
 
MASS AND CAPACITANCE REDUCTION FORMULAE
 
LOX Mass = X(224,244) -1,427
 
L1-2 Mass = (45,207) +298
 
LOX Capacitance = A(151.51) +280.24
 




X = LE = Fine Mass Ratio
 20
 
LEG = Total integral number plus fractional part of fine 
mass LEGS traversed expressed as a decimal.
 
Example: LEG = 18.49 indicates that 18 full LEGS have
 
been traversed plus 49/100 of the nineteenth LEG.
 
REFERENCE MIXTURE RATIO ADJUSTMENT TO 4.76 
a. Calibrate bridges as shown in table 
b. Put in AC = 184.25 pf on LH2 bridge 
c. Put in AC 122.35 pf on LOX bridge 
d. Adjust bias potentiometers for 0.000 +0.01 volts at 
the empty calibration point and with the above AC's 





TABLE AP 6-3 
ESTIMATED PU ANALYSIS ACCURACIES 
cCDDT AND FLIGHT 
LOX TANK LH2 TANK 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 	 TEST (+lbm) (+lbm)
 
LEVEL SENSOR NO. LEVEL SENSOR NO.
 
LO004 L0005 L0001 L0002
 
1. 	 Predicted accuracies of level sensors Flight 183 393 * 85 
CDDT** 11 228 38 




3. 	 Probable deviation between level sensor and PU mass Flight 528 632 155
 
sensor (RSS of items 1 and 2) CDDT 507 545 135
 
4. 	 Predicted accuracy of propellant residuals at ECC as Flight 183 401 85
 
determined by individual level sensors
 
5. Probable deviation between mass sensor and level 	 Flight 528 637 155
 
sensor determined residuals at ECC (RSS of item 4 of
 
this table and item 1 in table AP 6-4)
 
*This level sensor is not expected to deactivate during flight because the predicted
 
residual is higher than this level.
 
**Countdown demonstration test (CDDT) predictions are valid only if propellant is
 





TABLE AP 6-4 
DETERMINING PROPELLANT RESIDUALS 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 
LOX TANK (ib) LH2 TANK (+lbm) TOTAL (--bm) 
1. PU system mass sensor accuracy 
of propellant residuals at ECC 
based on a predicted residual 
above the main propellant valves 
of 1,934 lbm LOX and 2,129 ibm 
LH2. 
495 130 512 
2. Estimated overall level sensor 
accuracy of propellant residuals 
at ECC as determined by the 
weighted average technique based 
on predicted residuals noted in 
item 1. 
166 85 186 
3. Estimated residual accuracy 
based on the weighted average of 
PU mass sensor and level sensor 
residual accuracies (items 1 
and 2). 
158 71 175 
NOTE: Total represent root-sum-square (RSS) values of individual 
propellant tank accuracies. 
September 1968
 
TABLE AP 6-5 (Sheet 1 of 2)
 
SATURN S-IVB-205 VOLUME VERSUS HEIGHT LOX TANK -














1.00 .000 51.00 532.35b 101.0 1752.100 
2.Ou .248 52.00 551.790 lfl2.00 1777,116 
3.Ou 1.390 53.00 571,506 10300 1801,932 
4.00 3.004 54,00 591,500 104.00 1826.546 
5.00 5.083 55.00 611.768 i05.00 1850.953 
6.00 7,623 56.00 632,106 106.00 1875.150 
7.00 19.619 57.00 6C3,111 107.00 1899.133 
8.00 14.067 58.00 674.179 108.00 1922,899 

























14,00 43.981 64,00 805,904 114,00 2060.718 
15,00 50.465 65.00 828,710. 115.00 2082.857 













19,00 80.530 69.00 922.236 119.00 2168,903 
20,00 8-.059 70.00 946,175 120.00 2189,769 
21,00 97.985 71.00 970.329 121.00 2210.369 
22.00 107.305 72.00 994-.694 122.00 2230.699 
23,U0 117,014 73,00 1019.269 123,00 2250,755 
24,00 127.110 74.00 1044.047 124,00 2270.535 
25,00 13"7.588 75.00 1069.027 125.00 2290.034 
26.00 148,445 76.00 1094,204 126,00 2309,249 
27,00 159.676 77.00 1119.575 127.00 2328.176 
28,00 171.279 78.00 1145,135 128.00 2346,810 
29.00 183.250 79.00 1170.883 129,00 2365.149 
50.00 195.585 80.00 1196.813 130.00 2383,189 
i100 203.250 81.00 1222.923 131.00 2400,92b 
32.00 221.332 82.00 1249.208 132.00 2418.356 
6:.00 23't.738 83.00 1275.666 133.00 2435.475 
34.UO 248.493 84.00 1302.292 134.00 2452.280 
35.00 262.594 85.00 1329.083 135.00 2468,768 
36.00 217.058 86.00 1556,036 136.00 2484,933 
57,00 291.821 87.00 1383.146 137.00 2500.774 
38,00 306.939 88,00 1410,411 138,00 2516.285 
.59,00 322.388 89.00 1437,754 139.00 2531.464 













43,00 387.433 93.00 1545.263 143.00 2588,776 
44,00 a04.468 94.00 1571,736 144.00 2602.235 













48.00 475.773 90,00 1675.S98 148,00 2652.483 
49.00 494,343 99.00 1701.488 149,00 2664.130 





TABLE AP 6-5 (Sheet 2 of 2)
 















11,0 2686.2098 160.00 2766.761 169.00 2813.644 
102.00 2696.812 161.00 2773.678 170,00 2816.663 

























158.00 2751.b87 167.00 2806.267 176.00 2825.160 





TABLE AP 6-6 -(Sheet 1 of 3)
 
SATURN'S-IVB-205 VOLUME VERSUS HEIGHT LH2 TANK -

GROUND LOADING CONDITION 
HEIGHT VOLUME HEIGHT VOLUME HEIGHT VOLUME 
(IN.) (FT3) (IN.) (FT3), (IN.), (Ff3) 
1.00 .000 51.00 lI.999 101.00 1610.308 
2.0 .000 52.00 397.516 102.00 1640.472 
3.00 .000' 53.00 413,.337 103.00 1670.642 













7.00 4,.576 57.00 480.472 107.00 1791.377 
8,00 6.650 58.00, 493.161 108.00 1821.572 
9100 9.055 59.00 516.-223 io.00 1851.771 
10,00 11.7-85 601,00 534,663 110.00, 1881 .974 
11,00 14.832 61.00 553,484 111,00 1912.180 
12,00 18.191 62.00 572.689 i12.00 1942.389 
13.00 21,85& 63.00 592.281 113.00 1972.601 
14,00 25,829 64.00 612,264 114,00 2002.815 
15.00 30,102 65.00 632.642 115,00 2033.032 
lb,00 3+.673 66,00 653.418 116,00 2063,250 
17,00 39.542 67.00 674.594 117.00 2093,470 
18.00 44,707 63,00 696.176 1,18.00 21'23.692 
19,00 50.167 69.00 718.166 119,00 2153.915 
20.00 b5.923 70.00 740,567 120.00 2184,139 
21,U0 61.975, 71.00 763.383 121.00 -2214,364 
22,00 6S.323 72.00 786.617 122.00 2244.589, 
23.U0 74.968 73.00 810.274 123,00 2274.816 
24,00 81.911 74,00 834.355 124.00 2305.042 
25,00 89.152 75.00 858,866 125.00 2335.269 
26.00 96.693 76.00 883.808 126.00 2365.495 
27,00 104,535 77-.00 909.186 127.00 2395.722 
23.00 11.679 78.00 935.003 128,00 2425.948 
29.00 121.125 79.00 961.262 129,00 21;56,174 
30.00 129.874 80,00 987.967 130,00 2486.399 
31U0 138.926 81.00 1015,121 131.00 2516.624 
32.00 148.281 82.00 1042.728 132.00 2546.849 
3.3.00 157.939 83.00 1070.791 133.00 2577.072 
34,00 16t-.897 84.00 1099.314 134.00 2607,295 
35.00 17d.156 85.00 1128,299 135.00 2637.516 
66,00 188.712 86,00 1157,751 136.00 2667.737 
37,00 199.562 87.00 1187,672 137.00 2697.957 
36.00 210.704 88.00 1218.067 138.00 2728,175 
69.00 2 2.099 89.00 1243.985 139.00 2758.392 
40.00 263.644 90.00 1279-.038 140.00 2788.609 
41,00 24n,502 91.00 13o9,104 141.00 2818.823 
W2,00 257.674 92.00 1339,182 142,00 2849,037 
43,00 270.166 93.00 1369.270 143,00 2879.249 
.44460 282,981 94.00 1399.369 144.00 2909.460 
45.00 296.121 95.00 1429,477 145.00 2939,669 
46,00 309,591 96.00 1459.595 146.00 2969.878 


















TABLE AP 6-6' (Sheet 2 of 3)
 
SATURN S-IVB-205 VOLUME VERSUS HEIGHT LH2 TANK -














1b,00 3120.897 201.00 4629.579 251.00 6133.802 
1b2.Uu 3151.097 202,00 4659,729 252.00 6J63,773 
1b,00 3181,295 203.00 46t9.878 253.00 6193.737 
1b4,U0 3211.492 204.00 4720.026 254.00 6223.696 
15.00 3241.688 205.00 4750.173 255.00 6253.648 
1bbo00 3271.832 206.00 4780.318 256.00 6283,595 
it7,00 3302.075 207.00 4810.461 257.00 6313.535 
1b8UO 6532.267 208.00 4840.603 258.00 6343.469 
lb9,00 3362.457 209.00 4870.743 259.00 6373,397 
160,00 3392.646 210.00 4900.882 260.00 6403,319 
161,00 34Z2.834 211,00 4931,019 261.00 6433,234 
162,00 3453.021 212.00 4961.153 262.00 6463.144 
163.00 3483.206 213.00 4991.286 263,00 6493,048 
1b4.0) 3b13.391 214.00 5021.417 264.00 6522,945 
165,00 3543.574 215.00 5051.546 265,00 6552,837 
166.00 3573.756 216.00 5081.672 266.00 6582.723 
167,00 3603.937 217.00 5111.796 267.00 6612,604 
168.00 3634.117 218.00 514-1.918 268,00 6642.479 
169,00 3664.296 219.00 5172.037 269.00 6672.349 
170.{0 3694.474 220.00 5202.153 270.00 6702.213 
171.00 3724.651 221.00 5232.267 271.00 6732,073 
172,00 3754.827 222.00 5262.378 272.00 6761.928 
173.00 3785.003 223.00 5292.485 273.00 6791.779 
174.00 3815,177 224.00 5322.590 274.00 6821.625 
175,00 3840,350 225.00 5352.691 275.00 6851.467 
176,00 3875.523 226.00 53s2.789 276,00 6881.305 
177,00 3905.6q5 227.00 5412,883 277.00 6911.140 
176,00 3935.866 228.00 5442,974 278.00 6940.972 
119.00 39b6.036 229.00 5473.061 279.00 6970.801 
180,00 3996.205 230.00 5503.144 280.00 7000.628 
181.UO 4026.374 231.00 5533,224 281.00 7030,453 
182,00 4050,5112 232.00 5563.299 282,00 7060.277 
183.00 4086.709 23.300 5593.370 283,00 7090.099 
184.00 4116,875 234.00 5623.437 284,00 7119.921 
185,00 4147,041 235,00 5653.499 285.00 7149,744 
186.00 4177.205 236.00 5683,557 286,00 7179.566 
187,00 4207.370 237.00 5713.610 287,00 7209.390 
188,00 4237,533 238.00 5743.658 288,00 7239.216 
189,00 4261,695 239.00 5773.701 289.00 7269.044 
190-,00 4297,857 240,00 5803.740 290.00 7298.875 
191,00 4328,018 241.00 5833.773 291.00 7328,710 
192.00 4358,179 242.00 5863.801 292.00 7358,550 
k93.00 4368.338 243.00 58'93.824 293.00 7388.395 
194.0 4418.495 244.00 5923.84-1 294,00 7418,247 
195.00 4448.654 245.00 5953.852 295.00 7448,105 
196,00 4470,811 246,00 5983.858 296,00 7477,972 
197.00 4508,966 247.00 6013,859 297,00- 7507.848 
198.00 4539.121 248.00 6043.853 298.00 7537.734 
199.00 4569,275 249.00 6073,842 299.00 7567.631 





TABLE AP 6-6 (Sheet 3 of 3)
 
SATURN S-IVB-205 VOLUME VERSUS HEIGHT LH2 TANK,-














































































































































324.UU 8317.349 370.00 9561,655 415.00 10321.588 
325.00 8.47,106 371.00 9584.730 416.00 10330,543 
326.00 8376.786 372.00 9607.581 417..00 10339,082 
327.00 8406,386 373.00 9630.205 418a00 10347,201 
326.0 8435.903 374.00 9652.596 419.00 10354.895 



















333,00 8582,152 379.00 9760.945 424.00 10386.811 
364.UO 8611,114 380.00 9781,866 425,00 10391.848 
335.00 8639.975 381.00 9802.5-28 426.00 10396.427 
336,00 8668.730 382.00 9822,927 427.00 10400.540 













340.00 8782,639 386.00 990,1.820 431,00 10412.241 
341.00 8810.824 387.00 9920.846 432.00 10413.953 
342,00 8535.886 388,00 9939,586 433,-00 10415.169 




















NOTE: LEVEL REFERENCE STA. 156.416
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Figure AP 6-2. 
Ap6-1 6 
Predicted S-IVB 205 Stage LH2 Propellant Level History 
September 1968 
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Figure AP 6-3. Predicted S-IVB-205 Stage Indicated PU Mass Correction due to 
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Figure AP 6-3. Predicted S-IVB-205 Stage Indicated PU Mass Correction due to
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Figur AP 6-4. 	 Predicted S-IVB-205 Stage PU Mass Sensor Correction due to 
Center-of-Gravity Offset (Sheet 2 of 2) 
80 1 1 
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Figure AP 6-4. 	 Predicted S-IVB-205 Stage PU Mass Sensor Correction due to
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Figure AP 6-5. 	 Predicted S-IVB-205 Stage Total Flight Sensor Mass Correction
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Figure AP 6-5. Predicted S-IVB-205 Stage Total Flight Sensor Mass Correction 
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Figure AP 6-6. Predicted Total Flight Tank-to-Sensor Mismatch as 
Flow Integral Method (Sheet 1 of 2) 












Figure AP 6-6. 
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Predicted Total Flight Tank-to-Sensor Mismatch 
Flow Integral Method (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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Figure AP 6-7. Predicted S-IVB-205 Stage Total Flight Sensor Mass as Determined by the 
Volumetric Nonlinearity and Flow Integral Methods (Sheet I of 2) 
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Figure AP 6-7. Predicted S-IVB-205 Stage Total Flight Sensor Mass Probe Nonlinearity
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Figure AP 6-9. APS Fuel Loading Requirements 
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Figure AP 6-8. APS Oxidizer Loading Requirements 
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PREDICTED SEPARATION AND CONTROL PERFORMANCE
 
7. PREDICTED SEPARATION AND CONTROL PERFORMANCE
 
7.1 Predicted Control System Transient Simulation
 
Body attitude transients of varying magnitude are expected following
 
S-IB/S-IVB separation, guidance initiation and introduction of the
 
Chi Tilde (K) guidance mode. The results of simulations for nominal
 
control system transients expected during these periods of flight are
 
included in this section. Flight control parameters presented include
 
pitch and yaw attitude errors (figures AP 7-1 and AP 7-2), vehicle
 
angular rates (figure AP 7-3) and engine deflections (figure AP 7-4).
 
LOX and LH2 predicted sloshing frequencies during powered flight are
 
shown in figure AP 7-5.
 
7.2 Predicted Stage Separation
 
The predicted stage separation history is given in figure AP 7-6 and
 
the probability of lateral displacement exceeding a specified valve is
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Figure AP 7-5. LH2 and LOX First Mode Sloshing Frequency During Powered Flight 
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ADDITIONAL PREDICTED PERFORMANCE DATA
 
8. 	 ADDITIONAL PREDICTED PERFORMANCE DATA
 




Figure AP 8-1 presents predicted S-IVB-205 hydraulic system operating
 
levels, which are based upon acceptance firing data.
 
Figures AP 8-2 and AP 8-3 are the predicted profiles of battery currents,
 
voltages and temperatures. These predictions are based on data from
 
vehicles 501, 502 and 204 and the 205 mission timeline. Figures AP 8-4
 
through AP 8-6 are predicted profiles of PU parameters (voltage,
 
frequency and temperature) based on the 205 mission timeline and data
 
from vehicles 501, 502 and 204.
 
The predicted envelopes of composite vibration levels for the S-IVB-205
 
engine are given in figure AP 8-7.
 
The data acquisition system performance levels include the following:
 
a. Radio Frequency (RF)
 
(1) 	The signal strengths received at the ground station are
 
greater than threshold whenever the stage is at a positive
 
elevation relative to the ground station horizon.
 
(2) 	The output of all RF amplifiers shall be 15 watts minimum
 
under all operative and environmental conditions.
 
(3) 	The voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) as computed from
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Figure AP 8-1. Predicted S-IVB-205 Hydraulic Operating Limits
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Figure AP 8-2. Predicted Battery Load Profiles (Sheet 2 of 2) 
September 1968 
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Figure AP 8-3. Predicted Battery Temperatures 
September 1968 
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Figure AP 8-6. Predicted PU Assembly Internal Temperature 
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9. RADIO FREQUENCY ALLOCATION
 






















ABBREVIATION TERM DEFINITION 
AA89 -- Designation of MDAC-WD propulsion 
system performance computer program 
AACS -- Auxiliary attitude control system 
AB77 -- Designation of MDACZWD S-IB trajectory 
simulation computer program 
AB79 Designation of MDAC-WD Saturn S-IVB 
radar look angle computer program 
ac -- Alternating current 
AC77 -- Designation of MDAC-WD S-IVB trajectory 
simulation computer program 
AGC -- Apollo guidance computer 
amp -- Ampere 
ANT -- Air Force Eastern Test Range on 
Antigua Island 
APS -- Auxiliary propulsion system 
ARIA -- Apollo Range Instrumentation Ship 
AS -- Apollo Saturn 
ASC -- Air Force Eastern Test Range on 
Ascension Island 
Average Nisture ratio The time average of the propellant 
mixture ratio over 1-sec time intervals 
between 90 percent thrust buildup and 
Engine Cutoff Command 
Average thrust or 
specific impulse 
Determined between the time of 
90 percent thrust and Engine Cutoff 
Command 
BDA -- Bermuda 
cg -- Center of gravity 
CIF -- Central Instrumentation Facility 
CMR -- Coarse mass ratio 
-- Composite data 
(acoustic and 
vibration) 
The total energy of the oxcillatory 
phenomenon, consisting of all 
frequencies and amplitudes sensed by 
the transducers, and represents the 
phenomenon at the point of measurement 
within the limitations of the data 
































--	 Effective burntime 






-- Engine cutoff 
(applicable for 
original issue of 

























The time that engine cutoff was, or
 




















The engine burntime from 90 percent
 
thrust buildup to Engine Cutoff Command
 
The ratio of engine LOX mass flowrate
 






The guidance cutoff time referred to
 
in this issue of the test plan is
 
intended to be a representative event
 
time and should not be construed as
 
the MDAC-WD predicted guidance cutoff
 
time. The MDAC-WD predicted guidance
 
cutoff time is undetermined at this
 













-- Engine cutoff 
transiint 
ESC --





-- Flow integral propel- 



















Engine operation during the period
 
from the Engine Cutoff Command until
 




Engine operation during the period from
 
the Engine Start Command until the time
 




Engine operation during the period
 
from the time of 90 percent thrust
 
until Engine Cutoff Command
 




That propellant mass history determined
 
by combining independent engine
 
analyses by a statistical method
 
Flight Dynamics and Control
 












The acceleration produced by the force
 
of gravity, which varies with the alti­
tude and elevation of the point of
 
observation. The value 32.1739 ft/sec2
 
has been chosen as the standard by
 
international agreement for sea level
 



















































































Initiation of automatic sequence
 














That portion of the launch vehicle
 
between the S-IB stage and the LM
 
adapter. This section contains the
 
















































































































Marshall Space Flight Center
 
























ABBREVIATION TERM 	 DEFINITION
 























-- PU system propellant 
mass history 

Time from Engine Start Command until
 
the last engine chamber pressure
 








Net positive suction pressure
 


















A method of controlling the PU valve
 
mixture ratio to obtain maximum
 
efficiency of the stage. The propel­
lant loading is provided to cause the
 
PU system to command the PU valve
 
against the LOX rich stop for the
 
initial portion of flight and then
 
decrease to a lower mixture ratio
 
during the final portion of flight
 
The sum of LOX and LH2 remaining on­
board at Engine Cutoff Command. The
 




Pounds per square inch absolute
 
Pounds per square inch differential
 
Pounds per square inch gauge
 




That propellant mass history determined
 

































































Those propellant residuals above the
 






















System address (digital up-data system)
 
Includes Apollo command and service
 










Second stage of the Saturn IB (200)
 
series of vehicles and third stage of
 















































Total stage burntime 




Countdown time from prospective lift­








Time base No. 2: Initiated by S-IB
 
low level sensor dry signal
 
Time base No. 3: Initiated by the
 
S-IB outboard engines cutoff
 














The engine burntime from Engine Start
 
Command to the time that the depletion
 




That amount of liquid propellants
 
consumed from Engine Start Command to
 
Engine Cutoff Command. Includes
 




The engine burntime from Engine Start
 
Command to Engine Cutoff Command 
A compilation of all final hardware,
 
propellant, and gas masses. The
 
measured and computed mass of each
 
constituent is adjusted within its
 
accuracy band so that the total stage
 
mass at Engine Start Command and Engine
 
Cutoff Command agrees with the total
 
stage mass as determined by the
 












































Those propellant remaining after a
 
propellant depletion cutoff. This
 
includes the propellants in the tank
 
below the depletion sensor, propellants
 
in the feed duct, and trapped propel­
lants. It does not include sensor lag
 
time or the propellant consumed during
 




Propellants in excess of trapped
 
propellants left onboard a stage after
 
powered flight has been terminated by
 


































The following listed documents are referenced in the text:
 
(1) 	Flight Mission Directive for Apollo Saturn IB Missions
 
Revision 1, (prepared by Saturn I/IB Program Office),
 




(2) 	Apollo Flight Mission Assignments (U), (prepared by Office
 
of Manned Space Flight, Apollo Program), M-D MA500-11,
 
SE 010-000-1, Washington, D. C., dated June, 1968.
 
(3) 	Apollo-Saturn IB Program Support Requirements,, (prepared by
 
Office of Manned Space Flight, Apollo Program), Revision
 
No. 33, Washington, D. C., dated 9 February 1968.
 
(4) 	S-IVB-205 Stage End Item Test Plan, IB62934D, Huntington Beach,
 
California, dated 6 October 1967.
 
(5) 	Apollo Saturn IB Launch Mission Rules (Preliminary)
 




(6) 	Saturn S-IVB-205 Instrumentation Program and Components List,
 
IB43558AE, Huntington Beach, California, dated 20 August 1968.
 
(7) 	Douglas S-IVB Stage Data Acquisition Requirements Document for
 
Saturn IB Flights, SM-46538C (prepared by Saturn Data Engineering
 
Section) Huntington Beach, California, dated June, 1968.
 




(9) 	S-IVB-205 Stage Technical Performance Criteria Document,
 
Douglas Report DAC-56671, dated June, 1968.
 
(10) 	 FTC Preliminary Flight Evaluation Report, (prepared by MDAC-WD,
 




(11) 	 S-IVB-205 Stage Flight Evaluation Report, Douglas Report
 






(12) 	Definition of Saturn SA-205 Flight Sequence Program
 
Interface Control Document No. 40M33605B, (prepared by Airborne
 
Electrical Systems Branch, Astrionics Laboratory), Marshall
 
Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, dated 4 April 1966
 
(Revision B, dated 2 August 1968).
 




(14) 	Tracking and Communications for the AS-205/CSM 101 Operational
 
Trajectory, Marshall Space Flight Center Memorandum No.
 
R-AEKO-FT-20-68, dated 28 May 1968.
 
(15) 	 S-IVB/CSM Orbital Attitude Timeline and Vent Schedule -for the
 
AS-205 Revision D, Marshall Space Flight Center Document No.
 
80M92051, dated 8 July 1968.
 
(16) 	Project Apolio Coordinate Standards, Standard Coordinate System 9,
 
Mass Properties SE 008-001-1, (prepared by Office of Manned Space
 
Flight), Washington, D. C., dated June, 1965.
 
(17) 	 SA-205/CSM-101 Launch Vehicle Ground Support Plan,
 
No. l-MO-8-68, prepared by NASA Mission Operations), Marshall
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